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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI):Now, Shri R.N. Arya 
is the next speaker. ...(Interruptions)... I think he can speak tomorrow. After 
him Mr. Vahadane will speak, V��� .�� �हT ह+ O !���� ह���� घH� 9� �ह�	 
�� घH� �� q�3  ह+ O �. �!ह�* .� V��� N� "� ���I .�� ह% O �ह�	 �� घH� �� �& 
.�� ,^� ह& ��� ह%,���� घH� �� V��� "� ���I �� .�� ह% O ���� ����� �� C.�& 
�! !� �!�� *��� ��D�� ���I �� ���!� ह/� .����. ह% O V� �! &!��� O  
 

 !� �#� �,�� �R���(��� ?���): .�,�/p� N� "� ���I &!�� ह% O  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T. N. CHATURVEDI): Tomorrow 

Shri R.N. Arya will be the first speaker followed by Mr. Vahadane and Mr. 

Rama Shanker Kaushik who will speak for one minute. Now we move on to 

the Short Duration Discussion. 

SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION 

Drought and famine conditions in various parts of the country, 

particularly in Gujarat and Rajasthan. 
 

 !� (C�	� 2GR��(�Q� ?���): ������ ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�ह L*� 
��jb�� ह+ �� ह� .�� �� �2B (�/ �� �m �� ��� ���� ह+ 9� n�#� ��! �� .P,� �� 
��� ���� ह% O ह� ?�� �23 ��� ���� ह% !���� ��.� ����� 9� ������) �� �हT 
�ह/	� ���� ह% O fJR�� r�D �� ^�D �ह�� ह+ 9� LN� �q� ��� ��  L��� ��r�D �� .P,� 9� 
L��! �� �*ह .� ह�-ह���� ��� ह/V ह% O *& ?N���� !&� ह% �� L��� ��H� �� Y�R� 
�ह �हT  �� �ह� ह%,*& ��/-��!� ह% �� L��� ��/c	 �& ����-���� � ���� �� �*ह .� 
�Sह� �/A �����) ��  �!" F&H �� �ह� ह% O �% H� ���h���P�3� �ह�� ��हP 	�� �� C. 
N���ह fJR�� .� ���I�� �� �� S� .���� �P�� ��ह .� L.q! �ह� ह% O  
 

 L.q! �% C.�!" �ह �ह� हP 	  �� �ह *& V��� ह% �ह "��� �हT V1 ह% O 
C..� ���I�� ��  �!" .���� ��  ��. ���E� .�� R�,���E� .P��� R� O .���� ���E� 
.�� �� .ह� V�!� �हT �� ��1 ,.ह� ��� �हT �s� ��1 O �ह� �*ह ह+ �� fJR�� 
� .� ��� ह& �1 ह+ O L ह� �ह �ह �ह� ह% �� �ह fJR�� N���ह fJR�� �� �ह/ 	� �1 
ह+ 9� �ह� �ह* ह+ �� ��*JR��,�/*���,�Q�?���,�H�.� 9� VS� ?��� *+.� 
��r�D �� !&� .P,� 9� L��! �� ���I �� ह% O �ह�	 �� !&� ���� ��  ���� �� .�J�� .� 
*Pp �ह� ह% 9� �&*�-�&I� �� .�J��  .� *Pp �ह� ह% O ���� ��  ���� �� �&  
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�ह fJR�� ह& �1 ह+ �� 
��ह-
��ह ��� ह/1 ह+ O �% L��� ?���,�Q�?��� �� �� �ह�� 
��हP 	�� �� �Q�?��� �� !�N� 3,240 ��	� C. .P,� �� ���I �� V",,��q �� q.! 
��  �^���� �� !�N� 9 ?���� �� ��� V1 �*.�� .&���� 9� ���� V�� q.!� 
V�� ह% O �Q�?��� ��  �/G� �	
� �� C. fJR�� .� ���I�� ��  �!" �� S� .� 361.60 ��&H 
��	�� O !���� Lq.&. C. �� �� ह+ �� ������ �� �2 �	
� *� �*. ?��� .� ह&�� �� 
���� ���� ह+,�SहD�� ��
 C. fJR�� .� ���I�� ��  �!" 29 ��&H ह� J���� � ��" O �ह 
L��! 9� .P,� N� ��*���� ��  ?�	� .� � �हT ����O ��� �% �ह �हP	 �& �&1 
L����&fA �हT ह&�� �� ���� L��� ?��� �&,*& ������ �� �2 �	
� *� �� N� ह%,�.�& 
"� ��*����� �[�� .� ��,� ��� ह+ 9� *& ���� ?��� .���� '��� ��	�� �1 R�,�ह 
J���� � �हT �� �1 O �Z�� �Q�?��� .���� �� c� C. fJR�� .� ���I�� ��  �!" 
.�/��� ��� �s�" *� �ह� ह%,����� �� *� �ह� ह+,��	� �� ��!� 	`� ��   �!" ���� 
V	�I� �� *� �ह� ह%,���*! �� ./��`� ?��� ���� ��  �!" !�N� .�m� .�� ��&H 
0��� ?��� ���� ��� ह+ O �&*��� ��!g` ����� ��  �!" .		�`� �*!�-�!��I� �& 
���W� �� ��" ह% O ह�� ह/" ���� ��  .�	 ) ��  �!" .�/��� ��� �s�" *� �ह� ह% O 
!���� C� . ��  �!" �*��� ������ V�[���� ह&�� ह% �. ���� ��  LN�� �� 
������ �ह! �हT ह& �� �ह� ह% O L �% �. ?��� ��*JR�� �� �� �0	 �� �*.�� 
!����� ��.�� �23 .P,� �H� ह% O �ह�	 �� fJR�� �ह ह+ �� 9� *& S�P* ���.3 �� F�� ह+ 
�� ������D �& ���� �हT ��! �ह� ह% O *& ����� �� �" ह% ���� ,P� �ह�	 ��  ����� �� 
�ह� ह% O �/ ! ��!��� fJR�� ह/� ��3��� ह% O C.�� !�N� 36 �*!� ?N���� ह/" ह% O 
�ह�	 ��  �/G� �	
� �� 1,0145 ��&H 0��� ��	��, !���� ���& ��
 102.93 ��&H 
0��� ?��� ���� ��� O �ह�	 �� ?N���� ��	� 23,406 ह% O �ह�	 �� ��ह� ������`�D 
�!��� ��  �!",��/ .�	 ) V�� ��  �!" !�N� 700 ��&H 0�" �� ��	� ��*JR�� ��  
�/G� �	
� '��� �� �1 !���� �� S� .���� ��  ��� �� *P	 �� �हT ���� O �/*��� �� 
�|> ����2 �d!�, ��  ��Q�� .� \� Lह�� �I�! *� �� ���� ह+ O �ह�	 �� N� fJR�� �ह� 
ह% O �ह�	 �� ���� �� .	�I �ह!� �� �हT V�� ह+,L���D �� �/*��� ��  !&�D �& ���� 
��  .	�I �� .���� ���� �H� ह% O !�N� 17 �*!� ?N���� ह/" ह% 9� �/ ! ��	� ह% 
9,322 O ���� .� !�N� 5171 ��	� N� C. fJR�� �� .���� �� �ह� ह% O �/*��� �� �& 
ह�!� �ह�	 �� ह& �1 ह% �� ���� ��  �!" F���-p�I� �/0 ह& �1 ह% O ���P� 9� 
Y��JR� �� fJR�� ��H �1 ह+ 9� L�� !� ��F �� !�N� ��	� ह*�� ��/ ���� �" ह% O  
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 ?`���	
� *� �. ��r � �� �& �� ह& V","� �� ह& V" �& ��� ��  �!" O 
!���� �% �हT *���� ��� ���) R� �� .P,� 9� L��! .� ?N����  �
 �� �<�� ���� 
�� �हT �" O ��� �� �<�� ���� 9� �� C!��D �� �<�� ���� *ह�	 ��F!� 53 �2B �� 
.
ह�T �� .P,� �H� ह+ *+.� ./	�����  �& *& 900 ��&H 0��� �ह�	 ��  �/G��	
� �� 
��	�� ह% 9� �� �! 55 ��&H 0��� ��" ह% �& ���� ����  �� �� �/ F ��� V�� O � 
�� �! �� �/*��� ��  �!" fd� ��*JR��,�Q� ?���,�H�.� 9� V	� ?��� ��  �!" N� 
�/ F �+.� �� !���I� q	 j  .� ���� �� �� ���� O �% �. �H�.� �� �|> ���� ��हP 	�� 
*ह�	 ��� m�� ��  .�R-.�R *! J�� .	�I N� m �ह� ह%, ���� �� J�� ह/� ���� *� 
�ह� ह% O �.�� "� ���) ��C]�� ह%,�P.�� 9� N� �1 ���) ह% O V	� ?��� �� ��.��D 
�� V^�ह^���� ,� N� ह% O !�N� 18 �*!D ��  688 �	j! ?N���� ह/" ह% O "� ��q 
ह� .�	C. I���&!&*� �� �� �� �ह� ह%,"� ��q ह� C. .�� �� �����D ��  ह�C*+� 
�� ��� �� �ह� ह% 9� �P.�� c� C. ��� ��  L��� ��r�D �� *ह�	 .P,� 9� L��! �� 
�*ह .� "� ��3��� fJR�� ��{�� ह& �1 ह+ �.��  ��.� ������) �� c� ह� �ह/	� 
�हT �� �ह� ह% O C.��  �!" ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�% V���  ��Q�� .� .���� .� Vnह 
���� ��हP 	�� �� ह� �& N��D �� �&*�� ��"	-"� Ld���!�� �&*�� ��"	 �R� "� 
��घ3��!�� �&*�� ��"	 O Ld���!�� �&*�� �� ह� V�����!�� �&*�� N� ��"	 
9� �.�� ह� �ह �� ��� �� LN� �q!ह�! ह� ��� ��� �s� .��� ह% O ���� L��� 
�ह .&��� ह+ �� * ह� Ld���!�� �&*�� �� �|> ���� ह% �Z�� .���� �� �ह 
घ&2)� �� ह+ �� �� ,�Z�S� ��!g` ���"��,"� !�, I� O �ह * �� �ह/	���� � 
�� �ह�	 ��� ह�!� ह& *�"�� ? C. V�����!�� �&*�� ��  *��" ��������� �ह�	 
��  ?N���� !&�D �& ����,���� 9� ,�Z�S� ��!g` ���" *��� .		`� ?��. ��" 
*��� ���ह",K.� ���� .&��� ह+ O *ह�	 ���� �d�/ ! �हT ��! �� �ह� ह%,*! J�� �ह�	 
�� �ह/	� ��� ह% �� ह�  ����� ह� �P�+! ,&��,����� ह� q/ I �� ,&�� ���� �हT 
��! �� �ह� ह% O �ह�	 $�	.�&IW�� ��  *��" �+ .� ���� �� ./��`� ��!g` ��� .��� 
ह%,ह� C. ��� �� ����� �� .��� ह% O  "�.*�.c*.�&.�*��.,n/� �&,.&�! 
c�W��C*��� �& 9� N� �/ F q&��� "*�.�* .� .		�`� K.� ?&*��I ह+ *& C. N���ह 
fJR�� .� ���I�� �� ��� �� .��� ह% O ���� ��. �	� .� j��!����I,CbE!���I��� 
V�����!�� �&*�� ��  L	��3� ���,C. ��� �� .���� ����� ��� O !&�D �& ��I� 
��j j��!����I �&*�� ��  �!" 9� n���j ��I� ��� ह��W�JI� �.JI� ��  
�!",n���j ��I� ��  .	nह) ���� ��  �!",��. �	� .� *� N������� ����  C. 
.�J�� �� ह� ����� ����! .��� ह% ��ह� �ह ��I�  
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ह��W�JI� �&*�� ह& ? C. ?�>�� �� ह� L��� I���&!&*� �� ��. �	� .� ���&� �� 
.��� ह% C. ��� �� ह� Ld���!�� �&*�� ��  �ह� ����� �� .��� ह% O *ह�	 �� 
��घ3��!�� �&*�� �� .��! ह% ह�� ����� ���� ह&�� �� ���� m��� �� ��� �+ .� 
���� *�" O * �% ���� m��� �� �� �� �ह� हP 	 �& *� .	nह) ��I� �+��*��I J��� 
�� �� V�� ह%,n���j ��I� ��  .	nह) �� �� V�� ह%  O .�R ह� *! �� �+ .� ह� 
!&� ���&� ��� C. ��� �� !&�D ��  �� �� "� L�����+. ?&n�� �!�"	 O ��I� 
C	I�fS.� *& C	jJ$�*O ह%,*+.� �� ���! C	jJ$�* ह%,*+.� �/�� C	jJ$�* ह%,K.� JR��D 
�� ,&!�� �� C*�*� � �� *�" *ह�	 V!��j� .P,� �H �/�� ह%,*ह�	 ���� ��  ���� �� 
.�J�� ह+O C. ��� �� ���W#e .		�`� .����D �& ��" *�"	 O ��I� ह��W�JI� J$��� 
�>"I ���� ��  �!" ह� !&�D �& L��!	 ��� �s��� ��  �!" �ह! ���� �H��� O .�R 
ह� ह� !&� *& �P� ��  ��	� ह%,�ह�	 ��C� .� *! ./��`� ��!g` ����� ह% O �1 �� ��,�� 
ह% �� ह� !&� C	I��.I� ��!� �+I����! �P* ���� ह%,�*..� ��C� �� !��� * ह&�� ह% O 
��I� ��J�� �� ��� *��� ह% �..� ह� !&�  �� O C� . ��D ��  ��� �� ह�� ��घ3��!�� 
�&*�� ���� .�� ����� ���� ���ह" O  
 

 �ह&��,..� H� 9� Lह� �� �ह ह+ �� �1 �� .		` �� ��3 ��� ह/" ह% O 
*& I+���!�*� ��  "�.�I3 ह%,*& ��I� �+��*��I ��  "�.�I3 ह%,�SहD�� ह� �� C. ��� 
�� L��� �� Y�A ���� ह+ �� ��I� �� "�.E!�CI��� 	� ���� ��  �!" 9� ���� �� 
.	nह) ���� ��  �!" ह�� ��� ��� �s��� ���ह" O ह�� C� . ��D �� ����� ���� 
���ह" O * ह� .&�! V�3��C*��� ��  CS��d���I �� �� ���� ह% �& V	� ?��� �� 
*& .^� .�1 �� �� $JI ह+ *& 250 "�H C!���  �� ह+ 9� !�N� 730 ��	�D �� ���� ��  
���� �� ./��`� ��!g` ����� ��  �!" �.��  ��Q�� .� *& ��� ह/V ह+,�.�& ��,�� 
ह/" �/ F 9� �*��. n/� 9� .&�! V�3��C*��� 9� "�.I�3!� "�j� *& ?&*��I 
ह+ �� �& ह�� ?&^.�ह� ���� ���ह" O C. ��� �� ह�� V�[�� ��� �s��� ���ह" O �*� 
��r�D ��  .P,� 9� L��! �H� ह%,* C� ��r�D ��  .�J� &!��� �& �� ������ �� �ह�	 
����� ह%j�	� ,�� �H� ह% 9� ����� ह%j�	�D .� LN� ���� ह� �हT ���! ���� ह%  O �% 
K.� .&��� हP 	 �� ह%j�b� ��  ���I��. ��  �!" ह��� ?N��� ������ �� ���&� �हT 
���� ह+ O ?N��� ������ ��  ���&� .� ���� ��! �ह ह+ �� ह��� !&�D �& .�/��� 
?�� ) �हT ���� ह% O ��	�D ��,*+.� �� �Q� ?��� �� Y��JR� ह%,*ह�	 *ह�	 ह%j�b� 
,�� �H� ह% ���� s�� .� ���I��. ���� ��  �� !&�D �& ��.� ���� ��! *��� ह+ O 
C.��  �!" *& I����!�*� ह���� ��. ��!g` ह+ �.�� �+ .� ���&� ���� *�" C.��  
��� �� N� ह��& ��� �s��� ���ह" O  
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 "� 9� �� ह+,ह���� *& C	I� JI�I ��I� �jJE�PI �� �� V�� ह+ �� ���NS� 
��r�D �� ��I� �jJE�PI ह+ �.��  �.!�.!� �� N� * ह� .P,� 9� L��! �� ��� �� 
�ह� ह� �& ह�� ��!P� ह&�� ���ह" �� C.��  ���) ��/c	 ��  ���&� �� V�� ��!� ���� �� 
�� ह&�� 9� ���� �� ��� ह&�� ह% O * ह� �ह ��� �� �ह� ह% �& �% V���  ��Q�� .� 
Vnह ���� ��हP 	�� �� .���� ��I� �jJE�PI K�I �� .	�&`� ���� �� "� �� ����� 
��� �*..� �� ��� .���� 9� r���� L�`��� ��  .�R �� ��r�D ��  �� ��,�*� �� 
��I� �jJE�PI ह%,�.�& ���I��� ��  �!" �/�S� हJ� �� �� .��  9� V�[�� ��� 
�s� .��  ��D�� �1 ��r�D �� K.� fJR�� ह+,�Z�� �ह�	 ���� �� ���� L��� ह+,��� 
���� N� ह/� r���� ह+ !���� �� �.�� ���&� V� ��.��D ��  �!" �हT �� �� �ह� ह% 
9� �ह ���� .�/�  �� �!� *��� ह+ O C.��  �!" �1 ����I��	 �T !���� C� �jJE�Pk. 
�& ह� �हT ���I� ��" ह% O *ह�	 �� ��JI ��I� �� �� ह+ �.�� ��.�C��]!� ?��� 
�	� .� �हT ह& ���� ह% O *& ���-j&��fJI� �P* ���� *��� ह% �.��  �!" ह� C. ���� 
�� ���&� ��� O !���� �*. ���� �� ���&� j&��fJI� ���* ��  �!" ���� *��� 
���ह" C.�& �+ .� ���� *�" C. ��  �!" ��घ3 ��!�� �&*�� ��1 *��� ���ह" O C.��  
�!" "� ��q * ह� ��� ��I� ह�����JI� J$��� �& ?&^.��ह� ���� �� �� ��� �& 
�हT C. ��� �� N� ����� ���� �� *0�� ह% O L�� ��I� .E!�1 9� 0�! ��I� 
.E!�1 ह���� "��jgd�P".�� 9� "V�jgd�P".�� J��� �� ह% 9� ��	CR q�C� C�� 
E!�� ��  LS��3� !�N� 56.74 *& ��	�D �� ���/!��� ह%,���& .�q ��I� ?&��Cj ���� 
��  .		` C.�� �|> R� O !���� LN� *& fJR�� ह���� ��� �� ह% �..� �हT !� �� �ह� 
ह% �� *& ���� �	��2u0 �&*�� ह+ �.�� *& !� � R� �.�& ह� �P�� �� ������ O C.��  
�!" �1 ����I��	 �T,./��3� ���I� �� !���� �.��  .*��. �� N� ����� �हT ह& �� 
�ह� ह% O .�R ह� *& n�	�j ��I� ��  "�.E!�CI��� �& �&��� ��  �!" "� �&�jq�1 
��j! �! ��I� ��.&.W* ����J$� !�1 ह+ !���� �.�� N� �����!� �हT ह& �� �ह� ह% 
O C.�!" ���� Vnह ह+ �� * ह� ���� �� ��� �� �|> ���� ह+ �& ह�� Q��� �,�� 
���ह" �� C. .		` �� ��ह� "n��d�� �j��I3��I ��  ��Q�� .� 9� ��ह� *! .	.�`� 
��N�� ��  �^���`�� �� *& ����I��	 �� �� ����I�D ��  ./p��D �� N� ह� !&� �<� ��� 
O L	� �� �% �ह�� ��हP 	�� �� ����! ��I� �nj ��  �!" *& ./p�� V�� �� K.� ��*. �� 
*ह�	 L����A ���� ह%,*ह�	 "�.�. ��I� ह%,�.�� .�/��&� ��  �
D �� �+ .� ���� *�" 
O *ह�	 ���� �� ��� ह+ �.��  �!" j�.�� ."!.���.���I� �� .� 1972 �� ./p�� ���� 
R�,�.�� �����!� �हT ह& ���� O ����! ��I� �nj J��� ��  �ह� 1980 �� �/ F  
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./p�� V" R� O �.��  �� �C �&�D ./p��D ��  ���?��� �� ह���� ���I� �� R� �*.�� 
L��� ���&I3 30-9-1999 �& ?J�/� �� R� �*.�� ���NS� ����D �� ���&� ��. 
�����  .� ह&,��. �����  .� ���� �� ���&� ���& C	I�]!� ���� ��  �� V� V��� 
��  �!",��.��D �� q.! ��  �!" ���� *� .��� ह%,C� . ��D �� �|> ���� �% 
V�[�� .�p�� हP 	  ��D�� C. L�.� �� ह� .P,� 9� L��! �� .�J�� �� �|> 
�� �ह� ह% �*.�� �*ह .� L��� ��r�D �� ����� 9� N���ह fJR�� ��{�� ह& �1 ह%  
O C. .�J�� ��  �P! �� *& ���) ह%,ह�� �� �� ����� ���� �H��� 9� �� �� �<� 
���� .�� C� ����I�D �� �.q����D �� N� ����� ��� 9� � �� �! �� �.q����D 
�� ����� ��� fd� "� ��f[�� L��` ��  LS�� C� . �.q����D �& ह� �P�30� N� 
��,���� �>��S��� ��� O * ���� ��  C	I���.� $�	Jq� �� �� V�� ह% �& ह���� 
.���� �ह �� V�� ह+ �� ह� L��� ��� �� *& ��.&.W| ह%,���� �+ .� CJ����! ��� O 
ह���� ����� *& ���� ���� ह+ �.�� ���&� �+ .� ह& ��",C� . ��D ��  ���*�� �� ह� 
�ह/	� .��� ह% O C. �ह^��P)3,.	������! 9� �bN�� �/o� �� &!�� �� V��� L�.� 
���� ह+,�% C.��  �!" V��� VN��� हP 	 O  
 

 !� 
	1��" �G�7� (�/*���): V��)�� ��.N�Q�  *�,/*/�B .� ह��� 
./�� R� �� .b�� 1956 �� ������ N��� �� ,�. �� ��  �/*���,��*JR�� 9� ].` �� 
"� �bN�� L��! �H� R�,�+.� L��! �/*��� 9� ��*JR�� �� LN� �H� ह/V ह% O 
�/*��� �� */!�1 ��. �� C`�-�`� �/ F ���� ह/1 !���� L�J� ��. �!�/ ! ��1 
�ह�,�&�� �ह�,�हT N� ���� �हT ह/1 O C. �*ह .� L�J� ��  L	� �� �/*��� .���� 
�� ��/c	 ��  �!" ह/� .��� घ�. �j�& ,&!� 9� �� S� .���� �& 500 ��&H �� ��� 
��  �!" V���� –�
 ���� O L�J� 9� �.�b� �P�� ह/V,���� �हT ह/1 9� LAP � 
��. �� �l�.P� �ह�	 .� �!� �1 O �q� �P.�� V����-�
 ���� O �.��  �� !&�D 
�&,���D �&,�*�P�D �& �&|& ��! .�� ,C.��  �!" ��!�q ��3  N� ��.b�,1999 �� 
��r� .���� �� �/0 ���� O !���� *���� �� �� S� .���� �� �/ F �हT ���� O 
*���� ��  L	� �� .�$! I�� �� �<�� ���� O 31 ���3 �& !�N� * �23 �P�� ह/V � *& 
�/*��� .����� �� �हJ.� R� ����! �� !���I� ��!�q q	 j �� 54 ��&H 0��� 
�/*��� .���� �& ��!� *�� �..� �ह!� C. �� 150 ��&H 0��� ,�3 ह& �/�� R� 
O ह���� N��� .���� .� ����� ह+,�/*��� ��  �/G� �	
� �ह&�� �� �& �� V����-�
 
N�*� ह%,?`���	
� �& 00 ��!� ह% O * .�$! I�� V1 R� � 922 ��&H �� �jI�! 
���& �� R�,�� S� .���� �& �ह �jI�! �� R� �� �+ .� �+ .� ���ह�� O !���� LN� �� 
�/ F ���� �हT ��! .�� ह% O LN� V��)�� ./��� *� ��  
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ह/� .� ��� �,T ,�. �� ��  ���� ��  �!",�/*��� ��  ��� ��� ��,�1 9� ��F ��  
��� �� fJR�� �& .���� �,� ह% O !���� ���� ��  ���� �� *& ��!�q �/*��� �� ह%,���� 
����� �ह ह+ �� ��3�� �jJE�PI LR�� .���� .�&�� �� ��� �P�� ह& *�",10 ��I� 
C.�� !��! ��� V *�" �& �� ��! �� ���� V *�"�� O 9� �/*��� ��  *& F&I�-F&I� 
��*����.3 ह% ���& ���� ��!��� O �� .� �� 10 ह*�� ��	�D �&,100 �ह�D �&,I��S. 
�& C..� ���� ��! .��� ह+ O V��)�� ./��� *� �� H� H� ��� �T O �SहD�� 
C���j"I �&*��c	 �� �� ��,!�	� I�3 �&*��c	 �� �� �� O �% ���& ��� ��!��� 
��ह�� हP 	 �� C��� �23 ��.�� .���� R�,��.�� CS��� ���� R� ? �&1 !�	� I�3 �� 
�&*�� ��D �हT �/0 ह/1 ? �/*��� .���� �� ���� ��  ���� ��  �!" 9� C������ ��  
�!" C. �23 ह/� .� J���� ��!P �� ह% O .<��#$ �� �� .� �� 2 ह*�� ��� j+b. �& � 
�" ह% 9� �P.�� ��� j+b. � �ह� ह% O 100 ��&H �� ���� J���!� K.� ��� j+b. ��  �!" 
.<��#$ �� �/*��� .���� �� �� ह% O �/*��� .���� �� ���I fJR�� �� G��! ����  
C��� ,���� �� ह%  �fg!� �& �� �& �2B ��  L	�� �/*��� �� ���� �� �&1 �jq��dI� 
�हT ह&�� O !���� .N���� �ह&��,�ह *& �jq��dI� �/*��� �� ���� ��  ���� �� ह+ �ह 
qG� �& ��. ��  �!" ह+ 9� ���JI C�� ह� .�p�� ह% �� *& �&*��"	 LN� ����fS�� 
ह& �ह� ह+,C	E!���I ह& �ह� ह% �� * �P�� ह& *�"	�� � �/*��� �& ���� ��  ���� �� *& 
�jq��dI� LN� ह+ �ह �� ह& *�"�� O V��)�� ./���� *� L��� �Q� ?��� �� 
.���� �& �/ F .*�[�� �� O �ह ��� �� �� ह%,�ह ��#$��� �� �� ह% O �.D �ह!� 
"� L��j3 ह/V R� O �. �A ��� JI�I .����D 9� .�$! ���3��I �� "� L��j3 ह/V 
R� O �&1 "� ��ह+�!�I��� �� .��! R�,�/o� R� O �ह N� ./?�� �&I3 �� LN� ��,� ��� 
ह% O L�� .ह� �� ��,� �& ��3�� �� *& �� ह% �� �jJE�PI ह%,L�� �ह f�!�� ह& *�" 
�& �/*��� "� �S��� ह& .��� ह% O !���� �Q� ?��� �� *& V* �� .���� ह+ �ह 
�/*��� �& ./,�,V�S��� 9� �S���� ���fJR�� �� ��,�� �हT ��ह�� ह% O C.�!" 
�% ����� ���� ��हP 	�� �� V� �� .� �� L��� .���� �& �/ F �& ��./"j ���� �� 
�&��� ��� O ./?�� �&I3 �& L��� ��� ����� O !���� �� .� �� L * 
�/*���,��*JR�� 9� �Q� ?��� �� �� �� �ह� ह% �& �ह "� ����! ?�g!� ह% O 
V��& �� .� �� �ह ��,�� ���ह" O !�JI ���.P� �� ��3�� �� �& �� t!j V�� 9� 
�*�!�S. Vq ��P�� ��I� ���� .�/� �� �!� ��� O L�� �ह �/ F ��� ह& ��� 
ह&��,�/ F j+� �� !���! ��� V�� ह&�� �& �ह ���� ���� ��  �!" �+ ��! ��  ���q� 
9� ��*����� ��  *��" !&�D �& ��! .��� R� O V��� ह��& C..� �ह0� �,� ह% O 
C.�!" �� �� �% �ह �ह �ह� हP 	 O  
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 �P.�� �� �/*��� .���� �� *& ��	� �,� ह+ �� S� ��  ��. �ह L�� ��,��� �& 
17.1.2000 �& * �� S� .� I�� V1 � �jI�! �� 922 ��&H �� *& �� �� �.�� 
L!� L!� ��� ���� ��� O ��!�q ��3  ��  �!" 375 ��&H �� ��	� �� ह+ 9� �.��  
�!" ����� ���� ��� �&*��� ���ह" �ह f�!�� ���� ��� ह% O �� .� �� 10.88 
��&H ���� ��� �&*��� ��  �!" �/ F .ह���� ���ह" O �.�� .� �/ F �/*��� �� 
.���� �� C. .�! ��� JI�I3 ��" ह% O !���� �/*��� �� q�C�����! *& fJR�� ह+ 
�ह �!��I�j ह% C.�!" �� S� .� �ह *& ����� �� ��� ह%,�� S� �& �/�	� ��.� N� 
V�&*� .�,L�� ����! �+ !���I� q	 j ह& �& s�� ह%,�हT �& J���! �&1 ���� ���� 
���ह" O  
 

 ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�/*��� "� �� �2 ?`�� ��r� ह% 9� 70 ��.�I *& ��ह�� 
�� !&� �ह�� ह% �� ��.�� ह% LR�� ��.�� �*�P� ह% O C. �� ���.P� q� ! ह& ��� O 
�ह�	 C������ �� C��� q�.�!I� �हT ह+,ह�j3!� 23 ��.�I �� *& C������ �� 
q�.�!I� ह+ �ह N� ���.P� ��  q� ! ह&�� .� �हT �ह� ह% O �& �ह .�*� *& ह+ �ह  q� ! ह& 
��� ह% 9� V* 10 ह*�� ��	� �/*��� ��-*& 50 ��.�I .� r���� ह%,�ह�	 .���� �� 
���I fJR�� �j�!��� �� ह% O �/*��� .���� �� L��� c� .� �/ F ��� �/0 ��" ह% 
9� �/*��� ��  "�.*�.c*. �� ��/*�*�*�-3 C����"�� �!�� ह+ O �% V���  ��Q�� .� 
C. ह��. �& ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� !�JI 50 �23 �� * ��� �� ��.� ��r� �� �&1 N� 
�+ !���I� V�� ह+ ��ह� �ह�� ह& LR�� �H�.� ह&, !��/� ह&,�����! ह& �� ��[��� 
ह&....O 
 
 

 * �H�.� �� K.� ���fJR�� V1 �& �&-�&,���-��� $��� .�`�-.��n� 
�/*��� .���� �� N�*� RT,"�.*�.c| �� .ह���� �� R� !���� LN� �� �/*��� �� 
��.� �P.�� ?�	� .� ��.� �l� ���3��I "*�.� �� ��.� JI�I ���3��I �� �&1 ��� �� 
ह&, K.� ./��� �& �हT ��!� ह+ O C.�!" �% V���  ��Q�� .� 9� C. ह��. ��  ��Q�� 
.� .��� ��� .� ����� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� �� .� �� C. L��! �� fJR�� �� �/*��! �� 
*ह�	 ���. ��.�I .� r���� ��!�* Lq� �I�j ह%,�P�� ��� �& 9� �P.�� *& "�.*�.c| 
ह%,*+.� LN� �� ��   �1 ,V	� ?��� �� .�	1 �� C	JI��PI ह+ 9� �P.�� *& .	JR�"	 
ह%,���& �/*��� �� ��� ���� ��  �!" V�� V�� ���ह" O  
 

 ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�/*��� �� N<�&�!� ���fJR�� K.� ह+ �� �हT �ह�H� 
"���� ह%,�हT ��F �� �) ह% O �ह�	 �N� ���� ह&�� ह+ �& C��� ह&�� ह+ �� �m V 
*��� ह+ 9� �N� �हT ह&�� ह+ �& .P,� �H *��� ह+ O ह� ��� �23 �� �/*��� �� .P,�  
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�H�� ह% O �1 �|!� �& K.� ह% *ह�	 ���� ��  ���� ��  ह/� �j�q�dI� ह% O �% �� S� 
.���� .� ����� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� ���� �|!� ��.��	s� �� �& ��*�! ��I� J��b. 
ह% O "� J��� .� 200 ��	�D �& ���� ��!�� ह% 9� �P.�� J��� .� 157 ��	�D �& ���� 
��!�� ह% O �ह�	 �P��! !��" �" ह% !���� * ���� �$]�� ह&�� ह+ � *&  &� �! 
�ह� ह&�� ह%,�� 	� ह& *��� ह% 9� ���& ��JI�I3 ���� �� ह/� I�1� !� *��� ह+ O 
C.�!" .���� �& C.��  �!" �/ F ��� ���� ���ह" O �ह�	 *����I.3 !���� ��  �!" 
�/ F J���! ���� �/*��� .���� �& �� *��� ���ह" O *ह�	-*ह�	 �� ��*�! J��b. 
ह%,*ह�	-*ह�	 �� ���� �$]�� ह&�� ह%,�.��  �!" �&1 VdI���I Y��JR� ह& *�",�ह� 
���� ?�R3�� ह+ ������ �	
� �ह&�� .� O  
 

 �ह&��,�/*��� �� �ह *& L������ ���.P� V��,�.��  ���) 16 �|!� 
Lq� �I�j ह% 9� �/*��� ��  176 ��!�D �� .� / 153 ��!��  Lq� �I�j ह% O ���� ��  ���� ��/  
*& ���fJR�� ��1 �1,�.��  �!" �ह� ��� �� �ह ह� $�� .� N�*��� O s�� ह%,$�� .� �� 
.��� ह% !���� *ह�	 $��  �हT *� .���,*+.� ���� �|!� ह+ �� *&  �
 ����J��� ��  
�|��� ह%,�ह�	 �&1 ��!�� !�1� �हT ह+ �& �ह�	 ���� �+ .� �ह/ 	� .��� ह% ? C.�!" ह� 
"���� ��  �!" ���� $�� .� N�*�� �&1 VdI���I �हT ह+ O ह�	 s�� ह%,"� �� K.� ह/V 
R� �� ��	̀ � ��� .� ��*�&I �� ���� $�� '��� N�*� ��� R� ��D�� �ह�	 .�`� ��!�� 
!�1� *��� R� !���� K.� ह� *�ह ��  �!" .	N� �हT ह%,C.�!" C.��  �!" �/ F 
J���! Y��JR� ���� ���ह" O  
 

 ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�/*��� �� 174 ��|���� ह% �*��� .� 3 ��|����D �� �& 
��.�I ���� ह� �� ह+ 9� ��� . .P, �" ह% O  �/*��� ��  .��� ��|���� .P, �"  ह% 
O V�� ��!� �23 ��  �!" �/*��� .���� �� ��!� ,&��� ��  �!" 9� *& ��!� LN� 
ह%,���& 9� j�� ���� ��  �!",��1j ���� ��  �!" ह/� J���� ��1 ह% O ह& .��� ह+ 
�� N��#� �� K.� ��.� ���fJR�� �� �/*��� .���� 9� �.�� �fg!� .���� �� 
.��  !���� ह� �& �.q3  �& �ह��D ��  �!" ��	� �� �ह� ह% O ह� �ह �ह� ह% ��  �� S� 
.���� �& �ह��D ��  �!" �/*��� .���� �� .ह���� ��� *& �.�� ��q .� ��	� V1 
ह%,j�I�! �� .��� q+ �k. 9� �q�.3 ��  .�R �.�� c� Q��� ���� *��� ���ह" O  
 
 

 �ह&��,�/*��� �� *& n��j !��! ��I� ह+	 ,�ह ह/� ���� *� �ह� ह% O �.�� 
c� N� ��.� �� Q��� �हT ���� ह+ �� �ह�	 j��3  |&� �ह�	 ह+ n� |&� �ह�	 ह+ 9� Yह�1I 
|&� �ह�	 ह%? �/*��� �� �/ F �|!D �� C��� j��3  |&� ह& ��� ह+ �� �ह�	 85 
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.� 100 ��.�I ���� "�.�j ह& �ह� ह%,�& r���� ���� ��!��� �ह�	 .� ? 9� *& n� *&� 
65 IP  855 ��.�I ह% �ह�	 N� ��,��� �& �ह  N� j��3  *&� ह& *�"�� 9� Yह�CI *&� *& ह% 
�ह n� *&� ह& *�"� O C.�!" �� ��-��{*� 9� �?|�W�� �q ��I� ��  �!" N� �/ F 
J���� �� *�"	 O �� S� .���� �� *& ��I� �+j �� J��� LN� �� ह+ 9� �/*��� �& 
��� �� ह+ 9� �� �ह ह%,�ह .��ह��� ह% O ���� �*!� �� ��I� �+j C��� � �" ह+ �� 
L�� ���� ह& *�" �& �. ���� �� ���� �ह�	 �&� .��� ह% 9� !&� L��� CS�� 
N� !� .��� ह% O !���� L�� ���� ह� �हT ह+ �& �q� ��� ����� ? C. �*ह .� �/*��� 
�� *& ��I� !��! ह% �.��  �!" N� �� S� .���� �& �/ F ��,�� ���ह" O LN� 21-22 
����, ��,��� �&| �ह!� �� �� ह%,�ह�	 .� "� *& 0�! �j��!���I �	
�!� �� 
]���� ��I� �j��I3��I ह%,�.��  C	*���|3 9� V�q.|3 �ह�	 V" R� O �� 
*�����,��*�&I 9� ./��S���� �*!D �� *��� ��,�� V" ह% �� �ह�	 ���� ��  ���� 
�� ����� �j�q�dI� ह% O �ह ���&I3 N� .���� ��  ��. V �1 ह&�� O .���� �.�& 
��� ��,� 9� �/*��� �& ��� �� O �/*��� .���� �& �+ Id| ���� ��  �!" ह/� 
�&��� �� �ह� ह% O �ह!� 5 0��� घ�. ���� ��  �!" �� �+ I! ���� R�,LN� Vs 0��� 
�� ����ह+,!���� "� ��� ��  �!","� N%. ��  �!" 20 0��� �&| ���ह" O "�*�c| 
����� ��� �� .��� ह%? C.�!" �+ Id| �& ���� ��  �!" N� �/ F ��� ह&�� 
���ह" O �ह Vs� 9� �. 0��� �� ह/� q�3  ह% O �/*��� .���� �� �%�� �ह!� ह� �ह� 
R� �� �!��I�j ��.&.W| ह&�� ��  ���) �ह C��� ��� �� �हT .��� ह%,C.�!" �� S� 
.� ह� ��� ��	� �ह� ह% O ���� ��  ���� ��  �!" 311 ��&H �� ��	� �� ह+ O LN� �ह ���� ह+ 
�� �हT ���� ह+,�ह .���� �� ��N3� ह+,��D�� LN� 21-22 ����, �& *& L�`���� V" 
R� �� . ��, �" ह% O C.�!" C.�� .� �*��� ���� V� �� .��� ह% �ह *d�� .� *d�� 
�/*��� .���� ��  �!" ��!�| ��� ���� *& ��� LN� CbE!���I ह& �ह� ह%,*& ��� 
*d�� ���� ���ह",�� �P�� ह& .��  O LN� ���� ��  �!" *& &� ���� ���ह" 9� �.��  
�!" N� �+.� ���ह" O �/*���  .���� �� C���j"I 9� !��� I�3,�&�D ��ह �� J���� 
��!P �� ह% O *& ह���� !��� I�3 �&*�� ह+ �.��  �!" ह� LN� �हT ��	��� ह%,!���� 
"���j"I *& ह���� J��b| ह% �Sह� �P�� ���� ��  �!" LN� ह���� �j��	j ह+ 9 �.��  
�!" ह��& �ह�� �H�� ह+ O �+.� �& ह%j�>�tI. ��  *ह�	 ��� �!�� ह%,�ह�	 �� �& ह�� 
9� N�1 L��� घ�D �� +s �� ��� �� .��� ह% O �.��  �!" N� �/*��� .���� �� �/ F 
q+ �.�!I�| �� ह%,!���� �q� N� �.��  �!" �/ F ��� ���ह" O *& ��!�q ��3  ह% *ह�	 
�ह!� 30 0��� �हT ��!�� R� �& �ह�	  
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�/*��� .���� �� 40  0��� ���� �� ��)3� ���� ह% O �%�� �ह!� ह� �ह� �� 11 ��&H ���� 
��� �&|��� ह��& ���� �H��� O ....(5�*6�7)... 
 

 �2(8�U��(\� I�."�.��/�W��): ��� *�,L��� ��Iu ��  �/ F �P.�� .�J�D 
�� N� G��! ��,"�� O  
 

 !� 
	1��" �G�7�: ह�	 O C.�!" ���� ������ ह+ �� *& ह��� ��ह� ��  ��� ��  
�!" 375 ��&H 0��� �� ��	� �� ह+ C.�� N� *& ��	� �/*��� �� ह+ �ह �P)3 ���� ���ह" O 
�q� ���P.� �� .�|� �/0 ह&�� �& .��| ��  �!" N� .�.j� ���� �H��� 9� �+ I! ��  
�!" N� .�.j� ���� �� *0�� ह% O �+ � j&! N� �� �ह� ह% O �/ F ��� CS>�| �� 
ह%,��D�� �ह	��1 �� �*ह .� r���� ���� �H� ह% O �ह N� .���� ��  ��� &p� V ��� ह% 
O �.��  �!" N� ह�� ���ह" O V�&z� .��� ह%,��/ �� Vह�� ह+,�.��  �!" N� 70 ��&H �� 
��	� �� ह+ O ह���� �ह ��	� N� �P�� ह&�� ���ह" O �% .�� �& �ह .��� हP 	 �� �+�JI 1�� 
�<��.� L�� ��s� N� V"�� �& N� ह� ���JR�� �� .���� �� .�� �� O !���� �ह �& 
*& !�JI ���.P� ह+ �ह I&I!� q� ! ह&�� �� �*ह .� �j�q�dI� ह/1 ह+ O  
 

 �2(8�U��(\� I�."�.��/�W��): ��� *�,�ह V��� ��j� J��� ह%,C.�!" 
�%�� V��& �.q3  ��� ��!��� ह% O  
 

 !� 
	1��" �G�7�: �ह&��,C.�!" ���� V���  ��Q�� .� �� S��� .���� .� 
�& ������ ह% ...(5�*6�7)....  

 

 SHRI RAJU PARMAR (Gujarat): Mr. Vice-Chairman, the Minister 
concerned is not in the House. 

 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): The Leader of 

the House is there, offs? sifo !�j� �� � ह��. �& ह% O ...(5�*6�7)�� LN�-LN� �" 
ह% O  

Two other Ministers -- the Minister of Culture and the Minister of 

Water Resources-are also there, noting down the points. 
 

 !� 
	1��" �G�7�: ��.N�Q�  *�,L	� �� �% V� ��  ��Q�� .� V��)�� ./��� 
��<�� *� .� ����� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� L�� �/*��� ��  �!" V� ��  �� �� �/ F ��� 
ह%,JR�� ह% 9� ��� N�� ह+ �& ��3�� ��  ?[� ��  ���  .��`�� �� ���� �� ?��. ह&�� 
���ह" O ...(5�*6�7)...V� �� ,/� ह� &!� �� !�	�-I�3 �&*�� �� V�[���� ह+ �& !�	� 
I�3 �&*�� �& �ह� ह%,�P.�� �& �&1 K.� �&*�� �हT ह+ O ��.N�Q�  *�, 
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5.00 P.M. 

 
�ह�	 �� n��j ��I� !��! ह/� ���� �!� ��� ह+ O L V� ����� ����*3 �����, 
����� �?*�3 ����� 9� ����� ��*�W�� ����� ? ह� �&��� �����,!���� V* 
J�� m� ��� ह+ 9� ���� ��  ���� �� ��	� m ��� ह% O C��� �2B �� * V� �� ��.� 
R�,V� �� *��� �� ���� �हT *��� ���� 9� ���� �� ���� �!� ��� O C.�!" 
�	N�����P�3� C. ���� �� ?��. ��" *��� ���ह" O  
 

 ��.N�Q�  *�,�%  V� �� VN��� हP 	 �� V� �� �/p� .�� ���� O .�R ह� 
��Iu fYह� �& N� `S���� ���� हP 	 �*SहD�� �/p� L�.� ?��� ���� O `S���� O  

DR. Y. RADHAKRISHNA MURTY (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, we are 

facing an alarming situation in our country— the severe drought leading to a 

famine. It is said that we Have not seen such a situation in the recent past. 

Horrifying news has been pouring in, both in the print media and the 

electronic media, and also the first-hand study. 1 come from Andhra Pradesh. 

I would like to concentrate more on the situation prevailing in Andhra 

Pradesh. But, at the same time, I am speaking on behalf of my party. So, I will 

have to touch the other aspects and other States also. We have received a 

report from Rajasthan saying that all the PDS shops are empty. 

Secondly, people are getting down into the wells to draw water and 

one or two deaths have been reported recently of people slipping into the 

open wells. The third important point reported was that there were water riots 

in the State. Because of lack of fodder, catties are dying in hundreds and 

thousands, and there is migration of people to the nearby places and towns. 

Out of 32 Districts, 26 Districts have been declared drought-affected. In 

Gujarat, about 8500 villages have been declared to be drought affected, and 

the interesting feature here is, most of the dams meant for drinking water, have 

completely dried up. Here also, there have been water riots and there was 

some firing reported where one or two people were reported to have died. 

Because of scarcity of water, the water is most polluted and the people 

drinking the polluted water are getting the gastroenteritis desease. Today, I 

read a report about the Gir Forest which is the sole sanctuary of the Asian 

Lions. I had the opportunity of seeing the forest some time back. It is a 

beautiful area. But the pathetic situation there is that both men and wild 

animals are competing with each other for drinking water. It is said that in 

Baroda, in Gujarat, water is being sold by one of the former ex-rulers to his 
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ex-subjects, and the municipality and the Government authorities are unable 

to explain the situation as to why a particular individual could sell water to 

the people because of shortage. 1 would like to quote a news-item which has 

appeared in the Press wherein the Chief Minister of Gujarat had stated that 

there is absolutely no crisis in any part of the State. At the same time, he has 

admitted the failure of the local administration. I do not know if it can be 

termed as a case of slumber kor self-deception. The Government of India's 

belated gesture of carrying water by trains to some of these areas and issuing 

20 kgs of foodgrains to people in the affected areas, I am afraid, has come 

very late. 

I am afraid it has come very late. They should have come to Parliament 

with a suo motu statement of the famine situation in this country, some ten or 

fifteen days back. I was trying to raise this question about Andhra Pradesh for 

the last ten days. Unfortunately, I did not have the opportunity, but that is a 

totally different matter. They should have come to this House, instead of 

going to the public and appealing for donations to get over this situation. It is 

all right; the people can donate for such a cause, but at the same time, the 

responsibility of the Government is that they should have come and put it 

before Parliament for discussion. Because what we need in this situation is a 

consensus among all political parties and only that can get us out of the 

situation. 

We have always been hearing about Kalahandi, in Orissa. Obviously, 

not for good reasons. There also, about a temperature of 45 degrees has been 

reported and people have become victims of various diseases due to water 

scarcity. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI) in the Chair] 

Then I come to the pathetic situation in my own State. The condition of 

the people in some of the districts is very miserable. About 18 districts have 

been declared to be drought-affected. Around 688 mandals, which means, 

about two-third of the State of Andhra Pradesh, have been declared as drought 

affected. During the last one year, Sir, the shortfall in rains in various places is 

to the extent of minus 90 per cent of the average rainfall. The Government of 

Andhra Pradesh had declared, in stages, the names of many mandals. And the 

figure now comes to 688 mandals, that is, about 40 lakhs of families are 

affected by this drought. The crops in the districts of Anantapur, 

Mahabubnagar, Rangareddy, which mostly grow groundnuts, red 
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grams and beetle leaves, have compleltely withered away in the kharif 

season. There is no possibility of sowing again in the rabi season* The 

ground water level had receded in most of the places. The irrigation wells, 

open as well as bore wells, in most of the villages have dried up. People are 

forced to fetch water from a long distance. Particularly, women are forced to 

do this job. There is no fodder for the cattle and the peasants are selling away 

the cattle to the slaughter houses. There is large-scale migration of these 

people to nearby towns like Tirupati - it is a very holy city of ours -Bangalore, 

Hyderabad and to a very distant place like Maharashtra. Starvation deaths 

have been reported. 

A special feature of our State is the suicides that are being committed by 

the farmers because of the failure of crops, due to which they are facing a lot 

of poverty. It is very unfortunate that there is pressure from the cooperative 

societies from where the peasants have got some loans. Pressure is also 

coming from the private money lenders; the pressure is such that the farmers 

are driven to commit suicides. So far, during this season, according to one 

estimate, 140 suicides have been reported. Leave alone the cotton farmers' 

suicide. It was running into many hundreds; and that was about one year 

back. I will read from one of the authentic reports published in The Hindu . It 

is not my newspaper. "According to unofficial estimate, the district saw 140 

suicides by farmers recently due to pressures for repayment of crop loans. Of 

them, the Jadcherla areas alone accounted for 14. There have been a total of 

800 to 1,000 such deaths in the State during the past three years. The 

Government has granted Rs. 1 lakh ex-gratia each in 74 cases. Gloom 

pervades many habitations around Jadcherla." 

Sir, during the last three days, we are getting reports of cases of gastro-

enteritis and deaths in many parts of the State because of the polluted water. 

The crop loss is estimated to be about Rs. 2,500 crores, but our Slate 

Government had requested the Centre for a grant of about Rs. 750 crores. 

But, unfortunately, the Centre had granted only an amount of Rs.75 

crores which comes to one-tenth of the amount that the State Government had 

asked for. I don't know how much money has been released so far from this 

amount of Rs.75 crores. We don't have the authentic information. You know 

that the financial position of our State Government, to put it in a respectable 

term, is precarious. The recent CAG report confirms the very bad financial 

situation of our State. Therefore, we are unable to meet the situation. One of 
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the Central Ministers recently said that it was the responsibility of the State to 

look after some of these aspects of drought, famine, etc. Our CM had, at the 

same, declared an allocation of Rs. 154 crores for these areas. But because of 

the paucity of funds and financial crunch, only an amount of Rs.53 crores 

could be released so far and the people say that nothing had reached them, and 

even that small amount had got just evaporated through the bureaucratic 

pipelines. Ironically, one responsible Minister of State made a statement. 1 am 

sorry to say that that statement has become very controversial. He has 

attributed these deaths to psychological disorder which has become a 

communicable disease. This Minister is a doctor and a respectable colleague 

of mine and he holds the degree which I hold. At the same time, I am 

disturbed by the poverty of diagnosis of this doctor. My request to the Centre 

is that it should come to the rescue of the State irrespective of the fact that 

there are some lapses. We should not go into the technicalities. It is not the 

time to go into the technicalities. Don't say, "we have already given you money 

from the NFCR. We have already given you money from the CRF. There is 

no utilisation certificate. The CAG report supports it. The accounts are not 

maintained properly. There are diversions of funds." All these things 'might 

have happened. But don't stand on the technicalities and say, "because of these 

things we are not going to give you the fund". When such a situation arises, it is 

the duty of the Centre to assist the State Governments. The Government 

knows where to dip its fingers and how to dip its fingers. You only ask a 

bureaucrat, he will tell you how to do it. The Government of India should come 

forward immediately, without bothering about the technicalities, to help the 

State. That is my demand. 

Before I conclude, I have one or two points to make. What happened 

to the National Drinking Water Mission? It was announced long time ago. 

Now, the whole country is crying for drinking water. What is happening to all 

these missions? That is my question. Where is the disaster management policy 

of this Government? Should we, such a large country, not have some policy to 

manage or pre-empt disasters of this type? We don't see any such things here. 

What about the long-term strategy? We have perennial rivers. In our State we 

have the great Godavari river. We have the great Krishna river. They have not 

been harnessed properly. We have projects which were built 100 or 150 years 

ago by Sir Arthur Cotton. Fifty per cent of the Godavari water is now going 

to the sea and we are starving for water. Where is the concept of sustainable 

development in this country?  Now, we 
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are fighting. Some people say environment is important and fight for it. Some 

people say development is important and fight for it. But nobody thinks of the 

importance of combining these two to have sustainable development. We are 

having some dams which are important for drinking water, for irrigation, for 

sustenance of our people. Where i.c. the policy of recharging the groundwater 

level which is receding very rapidly. Some of these things require long-term 

measures and the Government of India as well as the State Governments 

should pay attention to it 

SHRI BRAHMAKUMAR BHATT (Gujarat): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, 

in Gujarat, there are 18,000 villages. Out of these 18,000 villages, 9,000 

villages have been severely affected by drought. So, half of Gujarat is under 

the grip of very severe drought conditions. As the Chief Minister has said, it 

is the worst drought in Gujarat during the last handled years. This is the 

position in Gujarat today. But, Sir, I would like to bring to the notice of this 

House, how our State Government remained negligent and not alive to the 

problem, which is of a very serious nature. Sir, in September last, the 

Meteorological Department announced that the monsoon was over. It means, 

there was no likelihood of any further rains . The ex-Chief Minister of Gujarat 

and the present CLP leader, Shri Amar Singh Choudhary, demanded from the 

State Government that a declaration should be made that since there was 

scarcity and relief work should be started immediately. But the declaration 

came on 28th of December i.e. after three months . So, the hon. Chief Minister 

took three months to apply his mind and decide whether a declaration of such 

"a severe scarcity condition should be made and relief work started or not. 

Obviously, he was not prepared to start the relief work at that point of time. 

Therefore, it took three months. After three months, he declared this scarcity 

condition and then he started the relief work. Then, Sir, the fodder price was 

Re. 1 per kg at the time when the declaration was not made. But when he 

made the declaration, the price of fodder went up to Rs.5 per kg. And now the 

situation is that necessary fodder is not being supplied to the persons who are 

the most affected, whose cattle are dying, starving, for want of fodder and rain. 

In this connection, I must mention that the Rajasthan Chief Minister wrote to 

the Centre for granting Rs.l145 crores, in the month of October. In Gujarat, 

the declaration was made in December. The Rajasthan Chief Minister asked 

the hon. Prime Minister to give him Rs.l145 crores, as the situation was very 

serious; in the month of October. He met the Prime Minister personally on 

November 16,   and again on the first day of 
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February, i.e, he met him twice. Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, you will be 

surprised to know that our Chief Minister did not bother to meet the Prime 

Minister at all. When the Prime Minister came to Gujarat... 

...(Interruptions)... Please sit down. He has not met. Why are you defending 

the Chief Minister. ...(Interruptions)... He has not met the Prime Minister. 

Please lake your seat. It is a fact that he has not met the Prime Minister. ... 

(Interruptions)... 

SHRI LALITBHAI MEHTA (Gujarat): He met the Prime Minister on 

26th    of   October.    He    submitted    the    memorandum    personally 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI BRAHMAKUMAR BHATT : Don't try to be a goalkeeper of the 

State Government who has made a mess of the situation ...(Interruptions)... 

The Prime Minister came for two days. You know this. He came from 

America. He was in America for 10 days. At a time when Gujarat was 

burning, he was fiddling in America. He came after ten days, landed in 

Bombay the same day the Prime Minister was there in Gujarat. Instead of 

meeting the Prime Minister, my friend, he said 'I am sick.' He became sick the 

moment he landed in Bombay. He was not courteous enough to send even a 

Memorandum to the Prime Minister at that time, during those two days. Nor 

did he send any of his senior Minister. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI BRAHMAKUMAR BHATT Karnataka): As of today the Chief 

Minister has not met the Prime Minister. ...(Interruptions)... He can praise 

Chief Minister when he speaks. You can say that he has done a very good 

thing.   ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI LALITBHAI MEHTA: I am putting the record straight. Sir, he is 

misleading the House. ...(Interruptions). . 

SHRI BRAHMAKUMAR BHATT: The record is very straight. As of 

today, he has not met the Prime Minister. He has not sent even a single 

Minister to give a memorandum to the Prime Minister on behalf of the State 

Government. Only once Shri Suresh Bhai Mehta accompanied him. I know 

that. He has briefed the Prime Minister. Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, it is said in 

Gujarat which is known to everybody here that the Chief Minister has not got 

a good wave-length with the Prime Minister. Whatever is his wavelength with 

the Prime Minister, we are not concerned. 
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SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU (Karnataka): Sir, the Chief Minister is 

not here. It is not fair. Sir, he is aware of the rule and precedents of the House. 

The Chief Minister is not here. If he wants to attack the Chief Minister 

politically, he can do it outside. We are discussing the drought and famine 

conditions in various' parts of the country. Sir, the people are suffering. Let us 

not politicize the issue. Let us not unnecessarily dilute the spirit of the debate. 

Sir, he is a very senior Member. 
 

!� ��#��( JQ*�
(��*JR��) C. ��ह .� V �� !���� �� V�[���� �हT ह% 
....(5�*6�7) �ह�	 �ह�	 ��2� V ��� ��q  ����JI� �� O ...(5�*6�7) ... 

SHRI BRAHMAKUMAR BHATT: Sir, the Chief Minister has not . . 
(Interruptions)... 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: We are not discussing here as to what 

are the differences in the Congress Party or in the BJP. 3TPT ^Wfer f^I T7 #i 

He should not speak like that. Let us not play with the lives of the people. 

SHRI RAJU PARMAR: Everybody knows as to what is going on in 

Gujarat. 
 

�2(8�U�� (\� ./��� ��<��): N� *�,V� L��� E��C	I ��," O  

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: That is why he has got two-thirds 

majority. 

SHRI BRAHMAKUMAR BHATT: Sir, as of today the Chief Minister 

has not visited the affected areas of Gujarat at all. He is sitting in the 

Secretariat in an air-conditioned room. You can see the Chief Minister of 

Rajasthan going to different villages. Can you advise the Chief Minister to 

visit the affected areas of Gujarat and see for himself as to what the position 

is? ...(Interruptions)... The fact of the matter 'is..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI BACHANI LEKHRAJ: Sir, he has met so many people. He has 

visited so many areas. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI BRAHMAKUMAR BHATT: What is the position in Rajkot? 

There were water riots in Rajkot which is the city of the Chief Minister. 

Thousands of women have ransacked the office of the Municipal 

Commissioner.  Even then, what is the position as of today? In Delhi we get 
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water for two hours in the morning and for two hours in the evening. In 

Rajkot, water is given for 25 minutes every alternate day. That is the position 

as of today. They are saying that there is proper management of water. That is 

what is being done there. That is the position. Water riots have taken place in 

Junagadh, Bhavnagar, Surendernagar and Jamnagar Which are district towns. 

Water is still not coming there. It is coming every alternate day. Water is given 

every alternate day in all these district towns. That is the position. The 

situation is becoming worse and worse. What has happened in Phalna and 

Jamnagar where three farmers had died because of the firing arising out of 

water dispute? The same is the situation in Bhavnagar. People there were 

forced to stall the highway traffic. They are not getting water. Fortunately, the 

Sub-Inspector escaped. Kerosene was poured on him. He was about to be 

burnt alive. Somehow, he escaped. But his motorcycle was burnt. This is the 

position. This is the ground reality. Water is supplied to 2000 villages through 

tankers. 

And, what is the experience? Tankers come, and they have to be taken 

again to some other villages. I know of certain instances, particularly, in 

Kutch, that when a tanker goes to distribute water, and the people are waiting 

there for the tanker to come, the driver of that tanker would not wait there; 

instead, he would pour the water into the dry well and ask the people to take 

the water from there. How would the ladies waiting there draw water from the 

dry well? That is the serious condition in Gujarat today. Therefore, my 

submission to this august House, to you. Sir, and to the Government is this. In 

view of these things, when water is not available, when there are water' riots 

taking place, the Government of Gujarat had sought an assistance of Rs.722 

crores from the Central Government, and the Central Government has granted 

only Rs.54 crores. My submission is that more and more assistance is 

required.... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL (Uttar Pradesh): When was this demand of 

Rs.722 crores made? 

SHRI BRAHMAKUMAR BHATT: I am pleading the case of the Chief 

Minister. He has asked for Rs.722 crores, but only Rs.54 crores were given to 

the State by the Central Government. More and more monetary help is 

required. Otherwise, Gujarat will be in a very difficult situation. That is what 

1 say. People have started moving from there. A Central team was sent there, 

and they have given their report.   Mr. Chaddha, who was sent from here, 
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himself has said that the people mere do not know anything about water 

management; they have no expertise; they have no knowledge about 

recharging of water and so on. But. unfortunately, nothing has been done by 

the State Government. Sir, I submit that the hon. Prime Minister should visit 

Gujarat and see for himself how the situation there is. And, if possible, a 

Parliamentary delegation can visit the State of Gujarat to find out the facts. 

Whatever I may say or my friends there may say is immaterial. What is the 

ground reality there? This should be realised. In fact, the ground reality has 

been expressed by a Cabinet Minister himself, that is, Shri Kashiram Rana. 

He visited some places, and has stated in a news report on 23rd that 

Saurashtra, Kutch and North Gujarat are in a very serious drought condition. 

He has said that the people, including fanners, and the animals have to be 

removed from that place to a safer place. That is what Mr. Kashiram Rana has 

said. Water can be sent by trains, as had been done in the past. I would like to 

add one more thing. There is a report in today's Times of India on the front page 

that the next monsoon is not likely to be satisfactory. If this happens, then, it 

will be a big catastrophe. The Government of Gujarat as well as the Central 

Government should take it as a warning. I wish this report is proved false. But 

it is a warning from the Meterological Department of Bangalore. 

Sir, there are also reports in the Press that the Minister has said that 
the responsibility for this state of affairs is with the State Government. I fail 
to understand this. How can a Minister say, in this grave situation, that only 
the State Government is supposed to deal with the situation? If, tomorrow, 
people die, if there are water riots, will the Minister go on fiddling when the 
situation there is burning? It is the responsibility of the Central Government 
to see to it that the people do not die, that the animals do not die, and that 
there arc no water riots. 

The Central Government must come to the rescue of the State 

Government. The State cannot be left to the mercy of the Almighty God. The 

Central Government must shoulder that responsibility. The hon. Minister 

should please take note of this. 

SHRI SOLIPETA RAMACHANDRA REDDY (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, 

I, on behalf the Telegu Desam Party, express my serious concern on the 

drought and famine conditions in Gujarat and Rajasthan and in various other 

parts of the country.  I may be permitted to bring to the notice of this august 
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House the drought and famine conditions in Andhra Pradesh. Sir, severe 

drought conditions are prevailing in Andhra Pradesh due to deficit in rainfall 

during the South-West monsoon period, i. e. from June to September. Due to 

the most unsatisfactory distribution of rainfall and long dry spells, most of the 

major rainfed crops such as groundnut, maize, cotton, castor and sunflower, 

got damaged severely. A major crop of the State, the paddy, either could not 

be transplanted or it withered away after transplantation. The value of the loss 

in terms of area unsown, as well as production loss due to damage to the 

standing crop, is estimated at Rs.2566.91 crores. Our State Government 

immediately impressed upon the hon. Prime Minister and requested for 

Central assistance of the order of Rs.720.36 crores. The Prime Minister was 

kind enough to immediately depute a Central team headed by the Joint 

Secretary (Agriculture), Government of India, for an assessment of the 

drought situation in the State. The Central team visited the drought affected 

areas of the State in the first week of October and held detailed discussions 

with the officials, the public representatives and the public. The Central 

assistance of Rs.75 crores from the National Fund for Calamity Relief was 

announced long back but, unfortunately, it was credited to the State's Head of 

Account very late, on 31st of August, 2000. As of today, almost the entire 

State of Andhra Pradesh is reeling under one of the worst droughts in recent 

times. The ground water table is depleting very fast. The fall in ground water 

level, as recorded in March 2000, is about 13 metres as compared to the one 

prevailing in March 1999 and the maximum fall in the ground water table is 

likely to touch 20 metres or even more by May-June 2000. Already about 

14000 bore-wells have completely dried up. 619 Protected Water Supply 

Schemes have failed due to source failure. As on today, many parts of the 

State are facing acute scarcity of drinking water and it is likely to be further 

acute in the coming two months. Already transportation of drinking water has 

been undertaken in 1400 villages. Hon. Vice-Chairman, Sir, due to scarcity of 

fodder, cattle are dying in some parts. The farmers are preparing themselves 

for distress sale of their cattle. The State Government is opening fodder banks 

and at selected places some cattle camps also. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Mr. Reddy, 

there are three speakers from your party and the allotted time is ten minutes. 

Please be brief. 

SHRI SOLIPETA RAMACHANDRA REDDY: Yes, Sir. Sir, we are 

highly thankful to the Government of India for its concern over the drought 
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situation and the recent decision to release 29 kgs of foodgrains to each 

family in the drought affected area at below-poverty-level rates. The other is 

the 'Food for Work' Scheme, under which individuals would be entitled to 2 

kg. of foodgrains per mandays work at the below poverty line rates. These 

two decisions of the Government of India will definitely help the people in 

distress in the drought affected regions. There is a talk in official circles that 

these two programmes are not for Andhra Pradesh, which is largely affected 

by severe drought conditions. If it is so, this attitude is objectionable, 

irrational and condemnable. Our Chief Minister has already requested the 

hon. Prime Minister to implement these two programmes in Andhra Pradesh 

also. I appeal to the hon. Prime Minister to announce in the House itself that 

these programmes will also be implemented in the drought-affected parts of 

Andhra Pradesh. I am sorry to note that the severe drought in Andhra Pradesh 

is not being considered at par with the other drought affected States. In 

Andhra Pradesh, 18 districts are affected by drought as against 22 districts, 688 

mandals as against 1099 mandals and 17431 villages as against 21,865 villages 

are affected by severe drought and the State Government has declared them as 

drought affected areas and it is implementing the drought relief programmes. 

Hence, I appeal to the Government of India to treat Andhra Pradesh drought 

affected areas on par with other affected States. Our State Government has 

spent about Rs.400 crores for the drought relief including the assistance to the 

farmers, drinking water supply, fodder for the animals and employment 

generation for the poor. Our Chief Minister is personally monitoring regularly 

the drought relief programmes and he has already visited four districts. I 

appeal to the hon. Prime Minister to come to the rescue of Andhra Pradesh by 

immediately releasing the remaining amount of Rs.645 crores for continuation 

of relief measures started by Andhra Pradesh Government. I would further 

appeal to the Government of India to release the 1st and the llnd instalments of 

all the Centrally Sponsored Schemes such as EAS, Watershed Development, 

JGSY, etc. without insisting on the utilisation certification in respect of the 1st 

instalment. 
 
 !� ��#��( JQ*�
: ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�% ��*JR�� L��! ��  ��� �� �/ F 
�g� C. .�� ��  .���� �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 O �ह&��,��*JR�� ��  L��! ��  ��� �� *& 
N���ह fJR�� ह+ 9� �*. �� ��  .P,� �� fJR�� � �1 ह+,C.�� �d��� ���� H� 
��s� ह% O �+.� ��*JR�� �� ����J���� �हJ.� ह��� !�N� .P,� �� ��� �� �ह�� ह+ 
!���� * �&-��� .�! �� �.�� �� ���� �हT V�� �& �ह�	 �� ��� fJR��  
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��� ह&��,C.�� �d��� ���� .� �D�I� ,H� ह& *��� ह% O �� C!��D �� ���� �� 
.�J�� ���.� .�! .� ह% O V*��� ��  ���. .�! �� N� �1-�1 ��! �P� *��� 
��ह!�"	 �.� �� ���� �� "� घH� !��� V�� ह% O V* N� �ह fJR�� �ह!� .� ��� 
ह& �1 ह% O * ���� ह� �हT ह+ �& घH� N��� !��� �� .��! ह� �हT ह+ O * �ह�	 �� 
���� �हT ह+ �& ��/c	 ��  ]*�� �ह�� �� .��! �ह�	 ह% ? ह��� L}��D ��  ��Q�� .� 
�m� ह% O �% ��*JR�� �� ����.� हP 	 9� �% *���� हP 	 !���� �% .�� .� ������ ���� 
��ह�� हP 	 �� ��*JR�� �� ��/-`� "� ह/� H� .b��� ह+,n���) .��* �� O V* �ह 
��/ .b��� C. ह�!� �� ह+ �*.�� �d��� ���� �/f[�! ह& �ह� ह% O �ह�	 �� ��� ��/c	 
�� .	G�� ����� ह%,C.��  V	�H� .���� ��  ��. �हT ह% O ���� �!��� N� ह& �/�� 
ह%,�ह �!��� ���� ��  �!" �हT fd� �I�� ��  �!" ह/V ह% O ���H�D �� ���H��	 
N���,�I�� ��  �!" ��/c	 �& �P.�� ?���D �� !&� �� �ह� ह%,N�* �ह� ह% O C.��  .�R ह� 
�ह�	 �� L��! �� ��ह� ?��bN ����� �� ����^� �ह�	 �� .���� �� ह% O �ह�	 �� 
LAP � .� L��! �� ��N��2�� �! �ह� ह%O L,��D ��  |��" �ह�	 �� *��� ��� �ह 
��	� �� �ह� ह+ �� L��! ��  �!" ��ह� ���3 V�bN ��" *�"	 O !���� �ह&��,�% 
V��<� �� ��.� .���� �� V �� �हT ���� O �% ��.� .���� �� V!&��� ����  
��2� �& j���I3 �हT ���� ��ह�� O LN� ������ N� *� �ह �ह� R�,�% L��! �� 
��N��2�� �� Q��� V�{2� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 O �ह�	 �� ���H� ������ L��! .� ���ह 
�ह� ह%,C.�� c� �% Q��� V�{2� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 O ह� . *���� ह% �� ��F!� हt��-
�. ��� .� ���j�� �� Q��� C. c� ��� ह% O �% ���j�� �� VN�� Y�A ���� ��ह�� 
हP 	 �� ��d!� ��  L,��D �� �ह�	 ��  .����� F���� V�bN ��" �� �ह�	 �� L��! �� 
fJR�� H� N�	�� ह% O C..� ��d!� �� ��*JR�� ��  L��! �� ]��� V�bN ह/1 9� 
��r � .���� �� N� ह/1 O �% H� �/, ��  .�R �ह �� �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� *ह�	 �� "� 
c� L��! �� C��� ��N��2�� �. ?�	� �� ह%,�हT ��  ह���� ��* ���� ��!� �/G� �	
� 
�ह �ह� �� ह���� �ह�	 �� L��! �� fJR�� ह% *0� !���� C��� N���� �हT ह+,C��� 
���I �हT ह+,C��� ,�� �हT ह% O �ह&��,�ह �� �� ����j3 ह+ 9� �SहD�� �ह �AY� 
���� ह%  O "� ��q ?`�� �	
� *� .��� ��� �� V���� �� �ह� ह% �� 
��*JR��,�/*��� �R� LS� ?�S�D �� L��! �H �ह� ह% 9� *& "�*�c* ह%,LS� !&� 
ह% �� .��3*��� .	JR�"	 ह% ....(5�*6�7)... 
 

 !� #+
G&H #���(��*JR��): .�,....(5�*6�7)... 
 

 !� ��#��( JQ*�
: V��� �b� N� V"��,��)� .�ह O V� N� ��*JR��  
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.� ह% O ....(5�*6�7)....�,�% ��*JR�� �� "� ?��) ?J�/� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 
....(5�*6�7)..... 
 

 !� #+
G&� #���: V���  .���� �� S� .���� ��  �	
� +s� ह/" ह%,V� ���& 
./p�� �� �� �� r���� .�  r���� .ह���� �� O ....(5�*6�7).... 
 

 

 !� ��#��( JQ*�
: * �ह�	 .� L��! *� �ह� ह+ �& �� �ह ����� हP 	 �� 
��*JR�� ��  ������ .��� ��*JR�� .� �ह� �हS�/J��� N� �� ह% 9� �1 ������ �& 
ह���� C.� .�� �� �<*P� ह% O  
 

 !� ��
��* �D��<�(�Q� ?���): "� ������ �& V� ह% ....(5�*6�7)  
 

 !� ��#��( JQ*�
: V� &!��� � �% V��& ./�P	�� O ....(5�*6�7)....V��� 
ह/�-ह/� `S���� �� V��� �/p� ������ �ह� O�हS�/J��� ��  L	�� *ह�	-*ह�	 N� 
.	�I V��,��*JR�� ��  !&�D �� �H�.� �� *��� ��� ����,!��P� �� *��� ��� 
���� 9� �/*��� �� *��� N� ��� ���� R� !���� �ह�	 ��  !&�D �& *������ 
��!���,� ह� ��� !���� �� �ह�	 �� C��� N���ह fJR�� ह+ �� C��� ���I fJR�� ह+ O 
�/p� Lq.&. C. �� �� ह+ �� ह���� �/G� �	
� C. �� �� L��! �� .��� ��� �� �हT 
�� ��" �� V� VC" 9� �� .� �� ���� �& N��*"-9� �/ F �हT N�* 
.���,������D ��  '��� ���� �हT N�*� *� .��� O !���� ��/c	 �& ���� ��  
�!",���� N�*�� ��  �!" �& �% .�p�� हP 	 �� �हS�/J��� ��  ह���� !&�,��*JR�� ��  
?��.� C��� ���� N�* .��� ह% �� ���� �/G� �	
� N� �. ���� �& �हT ��� ��"	�� O 
���� ह/� ह%-��ह� �ह�� �� �� ह& ��� ह&�� !���� ���� LN� N� ह/� ह% O C.�!" �% 
��r� .���� .� ������ ���� ��ह�� हP 	,��	n�. �� .���� .� ������ ���� ��ह�� हP 	 
�� �ह "� L��! ����!�-?`�� �	
� �� �ह� ह+,�.�� N� L.� ह&�� 9� �ह�	 ��  �/G� 
�	
� �& N� ���ह" �� �ह ह���� ������D .�,�ह�	 ��  �Z&�����D .� C. �� �� L��! 
��� �� ���� N�*� *�" O �% .�p�� हP 	 �� ���� ह/� H� ��
� �� V .��� ह% O 
��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�% "� 9� �� �� c� Q��� V�{2� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 9� �ह 
�ह ह+ �� �%�� *& V���  .���� �ह �� �ह� �� ह���� ?�S� ��  �/G� �	
� �� .���� 
��� �� ��! j�!� +s� �ह�-�ह �% L��� �g� �हT �ह �ह� हP 	,�ह ���� �g � �हT ह+,�% "� 
V!&�� ��  ���� �ह �� �हT �ह �ह� हP 	 O ��.N�Q�  *�,V��� N� ���� �m� ह&�� O 
��	n�. ��  LQ�  ...(5�*6�7)... 
 

 

 !�#�� "#7��	*� ��I2�
 (��*JR��): V� V �� �� !��C" O �ह ह/� 
ह� .	������! 9� �	N�� �/oD �� �!,�� �m�� *���� ह% !���� ह& हd!� ���� 9�  
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 ��.� .���� ��  ��� FTI���� ���� �ह  �हT *���� O 
 

 !� ��#��( JQ*�
: �ह&��,�� �1 ��b� ह% C.�!" C��& ��	. ���� ���ह" O 
�ह N� ह���� ��*JR�� .� �/��� V�� ह% O L�� V� C��& &!�� �� �<�� ���� �& 
L�F� ह&�� O ��.N�Q�� *�,�%�� *+.� �ह� �� �ह ���� �g� �हT ह+ O �% L C. ����� �� 
�हT �H�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� ��r� .���� ��� �� �ह� ह+,��� �� .�� ह% �� �हT �� .�� 
ह% O �ह J�	� ��	n�. ��Iu �� LQ�  *& ह���� !&� .N� �� ������ .�J� N� ह%,�N� 
* ���� J�	� �� ���� ���.�u �� 51 �T �23��	s *��/� �� ����� ���,�. .�� 
*��/� �� ��	n�. ��  ���3���c	 ��  .���� �/G� �	
� J�	� N� +s� R�,�	�
�	j! ��  
������ .�J� +s� R�,�. .�� �SहD��,�. ����*� �� N���� ��� !!��� !���� 
9� .���� �& �ह� �� �/� �/ F �हT �� �ह� ह&,�/� L.q! ह& ��� ह&,�/� L��! �� 
.���� ���� �� "��� �	N���� .� C. ���!� �& �हT !� �ह� हD O �ह �� ���� LQ� � 
�� �ह� ह%,�% �हT �ह �ह� हP 	 O �% �& �ह �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� L�� .���� �� �हT �� 
�&1 ��� ह+ �& ह���� ��r� .N� ��  �1 .�	.� �ह�	 �� ह%,ह� . ��!�� �. .���� 
��  ��� ,T�� O �. .���� ��  ���D �& ��&H�O ��D�� ह� �हT ��ह�� �� ��.� �� N� 
L.q!�� ��  ���) �&1 V��� ��� �� ��/ ��� O �ह ������ �  ह%,�ह ������ �ह!P 
ह% 9� C. ������ �ह!P ��  ��� ��*���� .� �� �हT ���� ���ह" O �% .�R-.�R �ह 
N� �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� ��r� .���� ...(5�*6�7)...�% �हT �� �ह� हP 	O �% �& �ह �ह�� 
��ह�� हP 	  .....((#� �� घ,3�)....�%  ���!Pj �� �ह� हP 	 O C.� �m�� ./���� �� 
V�[���� �हT ह+ ��D�� �� .�� �ह �m� ह/V ह% O �% �ह �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 9� LN� 
ह���� ������ .�	.�D �� �ह�	 �/ F ��� �हT �� *+.� ह� C. ���!� ��  L	�� �	N���� �� 
?[� ��� !�� �& �� S� .���� �� ^���� ���3��ह� �� ह%,9� ?`�� �	
� �� J�	� V�� 
m��-*& ���� .��� ह+,�..� N� V�� m�� ��� ���� �� ?��. ���� ह% O  
 

 *+.� ह� �ह ���!� �	N�� ��� !�� �& �� ��� .���� �� �/�S� ���3��ह� �� 
9� ?`���	
� �� J�	� V�� m��,*& .��� ���� ह+ �..� N� V�� m�� �SहD�� 
��� ���� �� ?��. ���� O ह�� ?`���	
� *� �& C. �� ��  �!" `S���� ���� ���ह" 
*& �SहD�� ^���� ��� .� ���3��ह� �� 9� �/�	� V�� ��� m��� O ��ह� �/G� �	
� ���� 
�� � ���� !���� ?`���	
� *� J�	� C. ��� �� V�� V" O C. ��� �� ��� � �!D �� 
+s� ह& �ह� ह%,�!-��.D �SहD�� .��� ��� �� V���� ���� ह+ 9� C� C!��D �� 
L��* N�*�� �� 	�&J� ���� *� �ह� ह%,���� N�*�� �� 	�&J� ����*� �ह� ह% O  
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��!�� �& V��� ��" �" ह% �� �ह�	 ���� ��  w� �+�S. N�*&,���� w� N�*& O �� � .���� 
*& �� .��� ह+ �ह �.� ���� ���ह" O !���� .�R �� �% �ह  N� �हP	�� �� ��r� 
.���� ��  ��. �+.� �हT ह+,��r� .���� ��  ��. `� �हT ह+ O �ह J�#I ह+ 9� C. ��� 
�� �/G� �	
� *� �1 �� �ह �/��  ह% O ���� ��s��1 ��� ह+ �ह �% �हT *���� O !���� 
����  ��. `� �हT ह% O �% �ह �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� `� �� ��� .�,.�`�D ��  LN�� 
��,L��* ��  LN�� �� ��.� N� Y�fA �� ��^�/ ��*JR�� �� �हT ह&�� ���ह" O �ह�	 �� 
��/c	 �� � � ह&�� ���ह" 9� ���� ��  ���� �� Y��JR� ह&�� ���ह" O C.� �� ��� 
.���� ���,��r� .���� ��� �� �&�D ��!�� ��� !���� L��! �� .���� ���� ��  
�!" ह� . �& �/ F ?��. ���� �H��� �N� *��� ह� L��! �� ��N��2�� �� 
.���� �� ������ O V�&� ?^���&� ��  ��Q��  .� ह� L��! ��  ��N��2�� ��  � ��3� 
��� .�� �� 9� � ह� �.�� .��`�� �� ������ O V��� �/p� &!�� �� �<�� 
����,C.��  �!" �% V��� VN��� हP 	 O  

SHRI M.P.A. SAMAD SAMADANI (Kerala): Thank you, Sir. I am 

here to make only a few suggestions to the Minister on this very important 

discussion. I would like to mention, very briefly, some points. As we all 

know, the serious drought situation has become a great threat in the day-to-

day life of the people in certain States of the country, especially in Rajasthan 

and Gujarat. Food is scarce and drinking water has become a rare thing. The 

various dimensions of this problem have been discussed in detail. I am not 

going into those details and I am not repeating them. The most important 

problem is the non-availability of water. It is reported in the press that fights 

are taking place, among the people, in the villages, for drinking water. People 

are fighting each other for a drop of water and a serious situation has arisen in 

some of the areas. That is the most important aspect of this issue that has to be 

taken into consideration. A special relief package has been announced by the 

Central Government. The Secretaries of the Central Government are working 

on it. It is, no doubt, is a welcome feature. But that is not sufficient because 

the issue is very serious and grave. Because of that, something more is 

required to be done and some serious and urgent steps are to be taken by the 

Central Government to remedy the situation. I would like to give a few 

suggestions. Immediate monetary assistance, ample supply of foodgrains are 

the two important things, after drinking water. It is a very good news that the 

Railways have consented to free transportation of drinking water.   This is a 

positive thing and the help from the Railways has to be 
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utilised to the maximum extent possible and more and more drinking water 

should be transported to all these areas. There is scarcity of foodgrains. For 

example, rice, it is reported, is a very rare commodity in those areas. Only the 

strengthening of the P.D.S can solve it. The PDS is, now-a-days, under threat. 

Only by strengthening this, we can solve the problem. Throughout the 

Country, there is a problem with regard to the PDS. There is a need to 

strengthen this, especially in the drought-affected areas, for the use of the 

public. Also, the cleaning of wells is very important and the Central 

Government should make a system to scientifically clean all the wells that are 

there. 

Now, Sir, I come to next point, that is, storing of water. Dr. Y. 

Radhakrishna Murty, during his speech, suggested the need for a balance 

between environmental awareness and development consciousness. Today, a 

fight is going on in the country between those people who argue for 

environmental awareness and those who argue for developmental activities. 

In fact, both, environmental awareness and developmental activities, are 

important. So, there has to be a balance between the two. A balance has to be 

found between the two, and more water has to be stored. It is reported that in 

the coming century, or maybe, in this century itself, the great battles among 

nations will not be for territories, but for drinking water. Thus, we are heading 

towards such a stage. It is a very serious problem, which humanity is facing. 

We will have to find out for the future as to what could be done. So much 

water is wasted nowadays. We will have to think of some kind of a scheme, 

some kind of a system, by which more water can be stored. Thank you, Sir. 
 
 !�#�� (�$" �C�	(�ह��): ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,V��� &!�� ��  �!" .�� 
����,C.��  �!" `S���� O �ह&��,�/*��� 9� ��*JR�� N	��� .P,� �� ���I �� ह% O 
� �.q3  CS.�� fd� *���� N� ����  ��  �!" �H� �ह� ह% O �/ "	,��!�,�����	 9� 
��!� .P, �� ���H � ��� ह% O * CS.�� �� ���H ���� �� .ह��� �!�� �& �ह N� 
.P,�� �/0 ह& ��� ह% O �/*��� �� "� "� �dI� ���� ��  �!" �����I �� �<� V �1 
ह% O  
 

 �ह�	 �� �� !&� *�� ���� .� N� ��F� �हT हI�� ��ह�� ह% O *���� �� �ह� ह%, 
CS.�� �H� �ह� ह% O `��� �� .��� �!�/ ! ��� ��� ह& ��� ह+ 9� ��.��D �� 
q.! �!�/ ! .P, �1 ह% O !���� LN� ��ह� �� ��� ���� ��*� .� �/0 �हT ह&  
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���� �*.�� LN� �/�	� V�[���� R� O ���� ��� ?�&� �&1 �1 �� �हT ह% O ?�� �� 
�� ?�&� .�� .�� �� ह&�� �ह�� ह% O �N� �ह N	��� �Pq�� ��  0� �� ?�I ह&�� ह+ 
�& ��	� ��  ��	� �H� ���� ह% O �N� �m ��  0� �� ?�I ह&�� ह% �& ��	� ��  ��	� ह� ���� 
ह% O ह|��D CS.�� 9� *����D �& ���� �� N�I �m *��� �H�� ह% O �N� .P,� ��  0� 
�� * �ह ?�&� ह&�� ह+ �& CS.�� �& �H�� ���� ह+ O V* N� .P,� �� ����� ह���� 
�/*��� 9� ��*JR�� ��  ?��� ह& �ह� ह% O .P,� �� ?�&� �ह!� N� ह&�� �ह� ह% O 
C.��!" ह���� �ह�	 ��!� ��घ �& ,/� ���� ��  �!" ���	���� ��� ��" ��� O ह���� 
��ह!�"	 “��!� ��घ ���� ��” �ह �� ��� �& �P*� �� ��  Vह��� ���� ���� R	 �� 
“��!� ��घ ���� ��” O C. ��ह �� Vह��� ह&�� R� 9� C	� ����� �& ?.S� ���� ��  
�!" �P*� L�3�� �� *��� R� O �ह .P,� �� ?�&� �&1 �1 �� �हT ह% O "� ?^����� 
घI�� ह% �*..� L�� .���� ��ह�� �& �� *� .��� R� O !���� �ह�	 �& C. ��ह 
�� �/ F J��N���� V�� �H �1 ह+ �� ����� �.� �� V �� ,H� ह& *�" 9� ��� 
CS.�� NP, ���� !��,CS.�� * ���� ��  �!" �H��� !��,ह*��D �� .	G�� �� .P,� ��  
���) *���� ?�) ^��� ��,�. .�� .���� �& �ह ��� !��� ह+ �� �ह�	 .P,� �H 
��� O �.��  �� ह&-हd!� ���� ह%,ह�� ��� �� *��� ह+ � V��-q��� �� * �&1 
N� ���3>� ��� ह+ �� �&1 ��ह� �� ��� �/0 ���� ह+ O * � �ह ?�>�� �P�� ह&�� 
ह+ � �� .%�HD *����D �� *�� �!� *��� ह% 9� CS.�� L��� J��Jy� N� �	�� 
���� ह%,ह/� .� !&�D �� *�� N� �!� *��� ह% O LN� �! ह� !&�D �� ��,� �� �/ c	 �� 
�ह ह�!� ह% �� !H�� -!H���D �/ c	 ��  LS�� ��� �� *& �/ c	 �� R&H� .� ���H 
� ��� ह%,�. ���� �& N��� �� ?��. �� �ह� ह% O �ह ह/� ह� ����� fJR�� ह% O "� 
�& ��u �� �<.� ह% 9� ��� .� ���� �� ��� ह+,K.� fJR�� �� L�� ��ह� 9� ./��`� 
� �ह/	�� �& H� Lq.&. �� �� ह%,H� �/N�z� �� �� ह% O ह���� ��r� .����� C. 
��ह �� V���c	 �� �/��!� ���� �� �P�� ��ह L.�R3 ह% 9� �� S� .���� �� ��q 
��,�� ह% O �ह ?^����� घI�� R� O ��F!� �1 .�!D .� �/*��� 9� ��*JR�� �� .P,� 
�� ?�&� �! �ह� R� O �2� ह/� �� ह& �ह� R� O C. �� N� �1  �
D �� �2� ह/� �� 
ह/1 ह+ C.�!" ��*JR�� ��  ��� 26 �*!� �d�/ ! .P,� ��  ?�&� �� ह+ 9� �.� ��  
���) ह*��D �� .	G�� �� *����� �� �/��  ह% O L ��.�� 9� �� 3̀� Y�fA *& ह% �ह 
*����D �& ���� �हT �� �� �ह� ह% C.�!" �SहD�� *����D �& F&H ���� ह+ ���� *ह�	 
�हT �!� *�"	 9� L��� *��� �� � � ��� O  
 

 �ह&��,��r� .����� V{R� �f#I .� C��� �*P� �हT ह&�T  �� �� C. 
��ह  
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�� V��� �� �/��!� �� .��  O C.��!" ��*JR�� �� .���� �� �� S� .���� .� 
1,145 ��&H �� ��	� �� R� O !���� .���� �� �.��  �!� �� ���& 103 ��&H �� 
.ह���� ?��� �� ह+ O C. .�� N� ��*JR�� ��  *+.!��� 9� �H��� ��  C!���  
�d�/ ! .P,� ��  ?�&� ��  ���) �H� �ह� ह% O K.� .�� �� C. ��ह �� �I<�� ���� 
�&1 ह/� L�F� ��� �हT �ह� *� .��� ह% O LN� ह���� �. ��q ��  ������ .�J� 
�ह �ह� R� �� ��*���� �� �� �हT ���� ���ह" O !���� �% ��, �ह� हP 	 9� �P�� ��� 
.�p �ह� ह+ �� �� � .���� ��. ?��� .� .<��!� Y��ह�� �� ��r�D ��  .�R �� �ह� 
ह+ *ह�	 �P.�� ��{I�D �� .����� ह% O C. ?��� ���� �ह .�� �  ��  !&�D .� L�/�&`ह+ 
�� C. .�� ������ V`�� �� .ह���� ���� ���ह" � �� C. .�� ��Iu �� �� �& 
��,�� ���ह" O ��*JR�� ��  CS.�� N� �. ?�&� .�,NP, .� 9� E��. .�  �H� �ह� ह% O 
L��! ��  ���) �H� �ह� ह% O �� N� C. ��� ��  CS.�� ह% 9� �/*��� ��  !&� N� C.� 
��� ��  CS.�� ह% O C.�!" .��� 0� .� Y��ह�� ���� *��� ���ह" ���� C. ��� ��  
C� ?�	�D ��  !&�D �& N� �ह !�� �� ह� N� ]ह�/J��� ��  ��.� ह+ 9� �� S� .���� 
ह���� �P�� ��� �� �ह� ह% ....((#� �� घ,3�) 
 

 �ह&��,L �*. ��ह .� .	�I m �ह� ह% C..� �ह !��� ह+ �� V.��. ��  
�*!D �� N�-��� ?���,�Q� ?��� 9� V	� ?���-C� *�हD �� N� .P,� �� .	�I N��� 
ह&�� ��!� ह% O C.�!" �ह!� .� C� *�हD �� N� Q��� ���� *��� ���ह" O �/*��� �� N� 
���� �� ह/� r���� .	�I V �/�� ह% O !���� �ह!� .� L�� C	�*��  ���� *��� �& 
���� �ह .	�I �� ह& .��� R� ��D�� �2B �� �� ह&�� L��! 9� .P,� �� ���� 
H� ���) �हT ह& ���� �*��� ���� �� s�� .� C	�*�� � ���� ह& *��� ह% O �/*��� 
�� L��� ��r� ��  ���� ��   &�D �& ��" �,�� ��  �!" 9� �Sह� ����.� ���� �� �&1 
C	�*�� �हT ���� 9� *& �/ F ���� R� �.� N��� 9Z&����) �� �� �& CJ����! �� 
�!�� �� ?�P�2� �� ���� O L��� .��� .	.�`�D �& .���� �� �.q3  ��3�� �&*�� �� 
pD� ���� O JR���� J�� �� ���� ��  C	�*�� ���� �� �&1 0�� �हT ��,��� O �.� �� 
���)�� �ह ह+ �� �/*��� �� V* ���� �� C��� H� .	�.I ह/V ह+ 9� C. ��ह �� 
��!�q �s��� �H �ह� ह% O  
 

 �� #�77�� (�`�: �/*��� �� 1995 �� ��	n�. �� ह� .���� R� 
...(5�*6�7) 
 

 !�#�� (�$" �C�	: ह�	,�% ����2 �<� �� ��.� �� V�&� �हT !�� �ह� हP 	 O �  
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ह� ��	n�. .���� �� ���!� �� �ह� ह% � V��� V!&��� �� �ह� ह% O ह� �.q3  �ह 
�� �ह� ह% �� L�� �/*��� .���� �� R&H� .� N� .��3 �� ��� ह&�� �& V* ���� 
C��� N	��� ?�&� � ह& ���� 9� V* *& 
��ह-
��ह ��� ह% ���� �..� ��� 
*��� 
�) �� *��� O ���� �ह�� �� ��! �ह� ह+ O �% �&1 V�&� �हT !�� �ह� हP 	 
��D�� �%�� LN� �ह� �� C.�� ��*���� �हT ह&�� ���ह" O  
 

 !� ��
��* �D��<�: �� NP! �ह� ह% �� ��*JR�� �� �" .�! �� N�*�� �� 
.���� RT ...(5�*6�7) �q� ��� �ह��� V� ....(5�*6�7) 
 

 !�#�� (�$" �C�	: ��*JR�� �� ह�! ��, !��*" �ह�	 ��. ��ह �� ह�!� 
ह& ��� ह% ...(5�*6�7).... 
 

 !� ��#��( JQ*�
: �. .�� �� �! "� �� L��! �H� R� O �& .�! �� 
ह���� �ह�	 ��*JR�� �� * ह��� ��r� ���� �& �� �! "� .�! L��! �H� R� O 
V��� .���� V�� ह+ � L��! �� �/0V� ह&�� ह% O  
 

 �2(8�U�� (!� (C�	� 2GR��): E!�*,!�I ह� �	 E!�I O !�I ह� �	 �!Pj O 
 

 !�#�� (�$" �C�	 : .P,� 9� �m ह� .�! V�� ह+ O !���� ��ह� ��  ��� �� 
R&H� .� LJR��� C	�*�� ��" *��� ह% �*.�� ���*� �ह ह&�� ह+ �� ��&HD 0��� 
LJR��� C	�*�� �� !�� ���� *��� ह% 9� L�!� .�! �q� .P,� �� �m �� ?�&� ह&�� 
ह+ �& �q� �. C�	*�� �� �+.� ,�3 ��� *��� ह% O C.�!" �% .���� .� �ह ������ 
���� ��हP 	�� �� C.�� JR��� C	�*�� ह&�� ���ह" ?��  �� �� ?�&� ��.� � ��.� 
0� �� ?�I ह&�� �ह��� O *& .P,�?!  �
 ह%���& .P,���ह�  �
 ���� ��  �!" �1 
����&*��"	 V�� R� O 9� C. ����&*�� �� .�� � ���� ��  �!" �&*�� V�&� ��  
�P�3 .�J� \� ह�/�	� ��� *� �� �/ F ./p�� ���� ��  �!" �&*�� L�&� ��  �P�3 .�J� 
\� ह�/�	���� *� �� �/ F ./p�� ��" R� �� ��I� �+j ����&*�� �& s�� .� �>��fS�� 
���� *��� ���ह" �R� ���!� ��I� �nj �& �P! 0� ���� *��� ���ह" 9� ���� �� 
*& .�J�� ह+,���� ��  *& ह����  &� ह%,���& �/��3�s� ���� *��� ���ह",���� 
�/�0'��� ���� *��� ���ह" O .�R ह� .�R,���� �� .�	 � ���� *��� ���ह" O ह���� 
�ह�	 ���� �� ह/� r���� ��� �� *��� ह% O C.�!" ���� �� .�	 ) ���� *��� 
���ह" O n��j ��I� !��! *& ���� *� �ह� ह%	 ,�.�& �	 �� �s��� �� C	�|�� ���� 
*��� ���ह" O 
 

 �% "� �g� 9� �!P	�� O ह���� ������ �	
� ?�&� �ह�*� �� �� �ह� ��  
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�% ��!��H� N��� ���� N�* �P	��,�& �% ��.� L�/�&` ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� V� N�* ���� 
�� �� ��D ���� ह%,V� ���� N�* ���*" 9� �*��� N� .P,�nJ� C!���  ह% �ह�	 
�*��� �¡� ह%,��!� ह%,�/ "	 ह%,�� .�& ���� .� N� ���*" ���� *����D �& ���� �� 
���� ��! *�" O .�R ह� .�R,V��� *& 20 ��!& L��* ���� �� ����� ���� ह%,�.�& 
V� 30 ��!& �� �� O ..� H� �� �ह ह+ �� �ह�	 .� �& H�-H� घ&2)�"	 ह& �ह� 
ह%,!���� ह� �ह L�F� ��ह .� *���� ह% �� �ह �#I���� �� N�I �m *�"�� 9� �� 
!&�D �� �हT �ह/	� ������ *& �� *0���	� !&� ह% O C.�!" C.�� ������� �� 
*0�� ह% O C.��  ��� H� .G� ������� �,�� �H��� ���� �ह *& ��ह� .��n� ह% 
�ह �� !&�D �� �ह/	�� O V��� *& �fg!� �jfJ$g�P�� �.JI� ह% C. �& V� ./`�� 
!��*",�हT �& �ह .��� L��* Y�R3 ह� �!� *�"�� �R� ��� 9� NP,� Y�fA �.� 
��ह .� ��d!��� �ह��� O C.��  .�R ह� .�R ,�% "� 9� L�/�&` ���� ��हP 	�� �� C. 
.�� �ह�	 �� ह� ?��� �� �.P!� �&� �� *��� ���ह" �R� *��� 9� ��.��D ��  �� 
�� ��ह� ���� ��  �!" ���3��ह� �/0 ���� ���ह" O *& ����� q+ !�� �� ,��� ह& ��� 
ह%,!&� *& ?�P�2� ���� �� �ह� ह%,*& N/,��� �� ����� ह& �ह� ह%,�� L ह/� *d�� 
हt�� N� ��  L	�� ���� ह& *�����,��D�� .P,� �� ?�&� LN� ह/� ���D �� �!� 
��!� ह%,C.�!" ������D .� ���� �� N� LN� .� V��& �P�� C	�*�� ���� ���ह" O 
�हT K.� � ह& �� �ह����� q+ ! *�" 9� � V� C	�*�� ��� O C.�!" ���� V�.� 
L�/�&` ह+ �� .���� �& V��� �ह ���W� ह&�� ���ह" �� �ह �/�	� ��ह� ���3 ?��	N 
�� �� O �� �! घ&2)�c	 �� � �ह *�" fd� *0���	�D �& �/	�� ./��`� � .ह���� 
�ह/	��� ���ह",�� �� .P,� ��  ?�&� .�,L��! ��  ?�&� .� �� !&� ���H� � �ह .��  O 
`S���� O  
 

 !� Jह#� 23	
(�/*���): ��.N�Q�  *�,"� ह/� ह� �	N�� ��2� �� ��� 
ह& �ह� ह%,�. �� &!�� �� V��� �/p� *& �<�� ���� ह+ �.��  �!" �% V��� ह/�-
ह/� VN��� हP 	 O .
 ��  �ह!� ह� ���,�/*��� �� .P,� �� fJR�� ��  ��� �� �%�� .�� �� 
Q��� V�{2� ���� R� O C..� �ह!� N� C.� .�� �� .P,� ��  ��� ��,�m ��  ��� ��,�N� 
LR3���� ��  ��� ��,�N� .�C�!&� ��  ��� ��,*& ?��� ��� V���"	 ह%,����  ��� �� 
��¢" ह&�� �ह� ह% O !���� �� ��¢" � �� ह&�� �ह���,V�,� C.�� .&d�P�� ��� 
ह%,�.�� C!�| ��� ह%? V* ह� ह�CI+� �� �� �� �ह� ह�,CSql�W�� I+��&!&*� �� 
�� �� �ह� ह% O * N� �&1 K.� ����� ह&�� ह+ �& ह���� �ह ��	� V�� ह+ �� C.�& 
����! �+ !���I�,��#$�� ����� घ&�2� ���� ���ह" O * �ह �� �s�� ह% �& r���� 
q�C�	��! L�.JI�. �� �� �s�� ह% O .+SI� ��  ��. *  
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�+.� �हT ह&�� ह% � �ह ����! �+ !���I� �� ���N�2� �� �� ह&�� ह% O �H�.� �� N� 
�ह� �� ह/1 �� *ह�	 �� N� �ह!� ����� V1,K.� �� ह/1 ह% O �% .�p�� हP 	 �� .��� 
�&�!I��! ��Iu| �& C. �� +s�� .&��� ���ह" 9� �&1 K.� �&2 ����  ���ह" 
�� * N� �&1 K.� ����� V" �R� ��*� .���� L�� V{R� �<� �� ��*&� ह+ �& 
�.�� .� �.�� ��� �� *�" O * N� �N� K.� ह&�� ह+ �& �/G� �	
� *� ���&��j� 
!��� V *��� ह% 500 ��&H,1000 ��&H,1500 ��&H,2000 ��&H ��  �!" O �% .�p�� 
हP 	 �� C.��  ��� �� ह�� �	N���� .� .&��� ह&�� 9� �&1 K.� ��J�� ����!�� ह&�� 
�*..� �� V�� ��!� ���D �� ��-�� ह��& C. ��2� �� ह. � ���� �H�  O *ह�	 
�� �/*���,V�	 ?���,��*JR��,�Q� ?��� 9� LS� ?���D  �� .��! ह%,�% .�p�� 
हP 	 �� �ह�	 fJR�� ह/� ह� �	N��,]���*�� 9� N���ह ह% 9� . .� r����,�% �ह �हT 
�हP	�� �� LS� ?���D �� �हT ह&�� .....O  
 

 !���� �% .�p�� ह	 �� �/*��� �� fJR��  r���� ह� ]���*�� ह% O 
�ह&��,�% �ह�	 �&1 �l�!�I�! J�&� .�I! ���� ��  �!" ,H� �हT ह/V हP	,!���� "� 
�� �ह�� ��हP 	�� �� �/*��� ��  .�� �  ��  ���� .�R� .ह�� हD��,ह& .��� ह+ �ह�	 
���� �� �� .�R3� � ���,!���� �ह� *0� .ह�� हD�� �� �/*��� �� >�C�.. �& 
�*. ��ह .� �+��* ���� ���ह" R�,�ह �हT ह& ���� ह% O �ह �� ह�� J����� ���� 
���ह" �� I�C�!� �*. ��ह .� "��� ह&�� ���ह",�ह �हT ह/V O  LN� ��� �/ ��� 
*� �� �ह� R� �� L,��D '��� �!,� *��� �� .����.��. V1 O �% C!��$l��� 
���j�� � ]?I ���j�� �� `S���� ���� हP 	 �*SहD�� C. >�C�.. �& �s��� 9� �*. 
�� �*ह .� ��r� .���� 9� �� S� �� .���� *�n� ह/1 O ��.N�Q�  *�,��� �ह 
�� .ह� �ह� ह+ �� �/*��� �� ���.P� q� ! ह/V �� *d�� ,^� ह& ���,!���� �.�& 
"	�I�.��I ����  �*. ��ह .� �	 I�*�.� E!�� ��� ���ह" R�,�*. ��ह I�C�!� �� S� 
.���� �& ���&��j� .��I ���� ���ह" R�,�ह �हT ���� ��� ? ��� �ह �� .ह� 
�हT ह+ �� �/G� �	
� �& L������ *��� ��  *�� ��d!� V�� L��� Ct!	"	. �� �� �2 /
�	
� �� ?`�� �	
� �� ���&� ���� ���ह" R� ? �/p� �हT ��!P� �� �Sह� �ह�	 ��� 
��� R� 9� �% �&1 V!&��� ��  �!" �हT �ह �ह� हP 	 O  ��� �ह �� .ह� �हT ह% �� 
?`�� �	
� *� * �/*��� �" �& �ह ?��� .���� �� �*b������ R� �� �ह ���& 
"q� �I�j "���� �� ���*I ����� �*..� �/*��� �& q���� ह&�� ? ��.N�Q�  
*�,�ह �ह!� >�C�.. �हT ह+,C..� �ह!� N� ��	j!� �� .�C�!&� V�� �*. �� 17 .<  
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!&� ���� �" 9� �*. ��ह .� �. >�C�.. �& �+��* ���� ���ह" R�,�ह �हT ���� 
��� O .P�� �� �m V1 9� ���1 ��  j+� �� ���� �*. ��ह .� C	JI�!��I��C* 
F&H�� ���ह" R�,�ह �हT F&H� ��� O �. ���) * ���. V1 �& t!j ह& ��� 9� 
!&�D �� ��q� �/�.�� ह/V O �& >�C�.. �*. ��ह .� �+��* ह&�� ���ह" R�,�हT ह& 
��1 O �ह ह���� ह+ 9� C.� J����� ���� ���ह" O ��.N�Q�  *�,C. ��� �� 9� 
�&1 L,�� �� �हT fd� ���&���� �� �!,� �� :  
 

 *& ह���� ह%,�.� J����� ���� ���ह" 9� C. .�J�� �� ह� .�& 
��!�� ह! ����!�� ���ह" O C.��  �!" ह���� .���� +s� .��R�D �& ह� �P�� .ह�&� 
���� ��  �!" �+��� ह% O L�� V�[���� ह& �& ह� ?�C� ����JI� ��  ��. N� *��� ��  
�!" �+��� ह%O 
 

 �/*��� N�� �� *& ��]I� ह/1 ह% O ���� .�R� .ह�� हD�� �� �% �� �+ Id. ���� 
*��� �� �/o� ��* ���� R� O �. �� �/G� �	
� *� �� *�� V� L�F� ��ह .� *���� 
ह% O *�� R� �� *& �+ Id. �� �ह� ह%,�ह ��*JR�� .� V �ह� ह% O �/p� ��!P� ह+ �� 
Ln��! *� �& C. ��2� ��  ��� �ह�� ह+ O �P	�� �ह�	 .fg.j� �� ह+ 9� �/*��� �� 
r���� ह%,C.�!" �ह�	 ��  �+ Id. �/*��� ��  lj3�  �� V�� �� *��� ह% O It is very 

ridiculous. ��.N�Q�  *�,C. ��ह �� ]���*�� 9� N���ह fJR�� �ह�	 ह%  O �ह�	 
P	�-P	� ���� ��  �!" !&� ��. �ह� ह%,��H� `&�� 9� ,��� ���� ��  �!" ����  ��!�� 
�� �& .��! ह� �हT �s�� O LN� ह���� ह� *� �� �ह� R� �� �/	 " �� �J.� �	̀ �� 
�� .�C��! ��  I��� �� �s��� ��ह!� �& �/	 " �� ������ ���� ����!� *��� 
ह%,C..� H� ��3 �� �� 9� ��� ह& .��� ह% O  
 

 �ह&��,�% �ह �हT �ह�� �� C.��  �!" ��3��� .���� �&2� ह% O .���� 
.�&�� ?&*��I �� �� V1 R� O �ह �*��� *d�� ,^� ह&�� ���ह" R�,�हT ह& ���� O 
ह& .��� ह+ �. �� .N� �� �!�� ह&,!���� L �& �/*��� �� V� �� .���� ह% O �Q� 
?��� �� V��� .���� �हT ह+ O �I�� *� �ह�	 �हT ह%,�हT �& �% ��.� �PF�� ��ह�� R� 
�� �$g�/�! �� *& L��j3 ���� ह+,*& ह�CI �� �� ह+,L�� �ह ह��. �� "[�&� �� �� 
�� �ह ह�CI �/p� �	*P� ह%,�Q� ?��� ��  !&�D �& �	*P� ह% �& �% �/G� �	
� �� ��� 
j�!�� ��  �!" �+��� हP 	 O !���� �ह j! JI�jj3 �� �� �हT �!��� �� �Q� ?��� �� 
�/ F �� ����� 9� �/*��� �� �/ F 9� �� ����� O �ह s�� �हT ह% O ���� N� .���� 
R�,�ह  N� �/G� �	
� R� � �ह .ld�P�� �हT ����! ��" O  ?`�� �	
� *� N� �/*��� 
�" R� 9� ��� ����� ����  V" R� O �SहD�� �ह� R� ��  
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������ �� C[�P �*. ��ह .� ह��� .ld� ���� ह+,�.� ��ह .� .���� .�&�� �� C[�P 
N� .ld� ����� O �ह�	 �ह �/G� �	�
�D �& �s� .��� ह% �& L �/��� ह/" N� ��q� 
I�C� ह& ��� 9� ह��� ?`�� �	
� *� �& ��� N� ��!��� �� L �& V� ��  ह�R �� 
�� ह% O �s�C",ह� L�� �/G� �	
� �� ��� j�!��� O  
 

 ��.N�Q�  *�,�/*��� �� ���� ��  ���� �� �� �2 ��  �!" ���� �� *& ?lg!� 
ह%,�.�� L�� �&1 .ld�P�� ह% �& �ह .���� .�&�� ?&*��I ह% O �Q� ?��� ��  !&� 
���� .�R .ह�� �हT हD��,!���� ह� .N� �& ��!�� C.��  �!" ?��. ���� हD�� O 
�ह&��,.� 1986-87 �� * ���I V�� R� 9� �ह�	 ह���� .���� R� �& �ह�	 ��*�� 
��	̀ � �� ���-��� �� �<�� ���� R� O .�I� .� ह�� �P�� q�����.�! L�.JI�. ��!�  
R�,$�� �� ���� N�*� ��� R�,qlj� N�*� ��� R� 9� �*. ?��� �. ���I �.�/"�� 
�& ह�j! ���� V* �.� ?��� .� ���� �� *0�� ह% O �% ?`�� �	
� *� �& `S���� 
���� ��हP 	�� �� �SहD�� L��! ��,�SहD�� ���� ��  ���� ��  �!" $�� ���� �� �� �� 
ह%,20 ��!& ���� �� L��* ���� �� �� �� ह%,V1 K�?�."I ���,�% ����  ?�� VN�� 
?�I ���� हP 	 9� �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� C. ��� �� *d�� ���� �� *0�� ह%,�.�/"�� 
,�� ह& �" �..� �ह!� �/ F ���� �� *0�� ह+ 9� L�� ह� . !&� ��!�� 
.&����,��� j�!��� �N� �ह ह& ��"�� O ��!�q ��3  �! �ह� ह% !���� �*. ��
� �� 
�!�� ���ह",�. ��
� �� �हT �! �ह� ह% O ह& .��� ह+ �� .���� ��  ��. L�`� ���� 
� ह&,`� � ह& C.�!" �*. ��
� ��,�*. �����) �� ��!�q ��3  ह&�� ���ह",�. ��
� 
�� �� �/0 �हT ह/" ह% O ��!�q ��3  �� N� �ह �ह� ह% �� 40 0�" ��! �ह� ह% !���� �% 
.�p�� हP 	 �� C. ��� �� N� ��q� *�ह .� ������� ह%,�bE!�k. ह% O *& ������ ./ह 
.� !��� ��� �� ��� ���� ह% �.�� ��.� �& 10 0�" ��! �ह� ह%,��.� �& 15 0�" 
��! �ह� ह%,��.� �& 20 0�" ��! �ह� ह% 9� �ह�	 N� ��E�� �!� ह/V ह%-*& ���!� 
�+.� ��!�� ���ह",��|���I ह&�� ���ह",�ह �हT ह& �ह� ह+ 9� �&-�&,���-��� ��� 
�� ��|���I �हT ह&�� O �ह�	 �� �+dI� �हT ह+,���j�! L�.JI�. �*. ��ह .� �ह�	 �� 
��� ���� ��!� !&�D �& ��!�� ���ह",�ह �हT ��! �ह� ह% O ��.��� ��*� ह% 9� C���  
��� �� ह�� ��!-*/!�� .&��� ह&��,?��. ���� ह&�� O NP, �� �*ह .� �ह�	 2 
Y�fA�D �� *�� �!� �1,�हT �� ��� �� �ह� R� O �� �� J�lI,�हT घ	I� �� `! P
��,���� �� ���� �&JI��I3� ���� ��� �& ����  ��I ��,*+.� �%�� �ह!� N� �ह� R�,"� 
���� N� �हT R� L��* �� 9� K�.E!����� ���� ��� �� �� I�.�.�� �*ह .� ���� 
�" O *& ह���� ह% �.�� J����� ���� ���ह" O �& �ह�	 ��!�q ��3  r���� .� r���� 
,&!��  
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���*",K.� Y��JR� �� *��� ���ह" �� !&�D �& �� .� �� �����£ ���*. �& ��! 
.�� ,40 0�" �� �& �� .� �� ��!�,*& �P�� ������ ��  .�R `� �� ��� ���� ह% �.� P
�� .� �� C��� �+.� �& ��!�� ���ह" O *ह�	 �� ���� ��  ���� �� .��! ह%, �.��  
��� �� ह� *� �� �� �� ह+ 9� �% .�p�� हP 	 �� �.�� *d� .� *d� ?	` ���� 
*��� ���ह" O *ह�	 �� q&��� �� .��! ह+,L�� �ह!� .� "	�I�.��I ���� ह&�� �& 
V* �ह fJR�� � ह&�� O ��� q+ �$�| .� P 9� ��� !&�D .� �� �� �1, !���� R&H� 
!�I �� �1,�/ F !&�D �& C	.��I� ���� L�� �ह�	 �� �ह� ह&�� �� V� ���� ���C" 
�& fJR�� .	N! .��� R�,!���� �ह �हT ह& ���� 9� �ह ह���� ह% O LN� N� �ह�	 
�� �*��� JIl� ह&�� ���ह",�ह �हT ह% O ���� �� ����,��!�q ��3 ,q&��,C� .��� 
��|D �� ह�� Q��� ���� ह&�� 9� �% .�p�� हP 	 �� C.��  �!" ह� .�& ��!-*/!�� 
.ह�&� ���� ह&��,.�& ��!�� ?��. ���� ह&�� ���� ".."..��.?&*��I *d�� 
.� *d�� �/0 ह& *�",�.�� �/ F .ld�P�� ���!� O ���+ �� ���j/  *� .� N� �% �हP	�� 
�� �� L��� CStd�/"	. �� �P| ��� ?`�� �	
� *� �� �� �� .� �� �� C.�� �/ F ह! 
����!� O �ह� ��� .� *& ���� !��� �� �&*�� R�,�. ��� �� �ह� ��� �� ��	n�. ��  
��! �� �/ F �हT ह/V !���� �% �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� 150 ��&H 0�" �,� �" R� !���� 
* �.*�.��.�� .���� V1 �ह�	 �� �& �. *I �& 150 ��&H .� 4 ��&H �� ���� 
��� O �ह LdI����I� J��� R� 9� �..� �/ F R&H� ?lg!� �& .ld� ह& .���  R� 
!���� �ह N� �हT ह& ��1 O ह�� �/ F LdI����I� J��� .&��� ���ह" 9� r���� .� 
r���� `����� ��!g` ह&,K.� Y��JR� �� *��� ���ह" O 900 ��&H 0�" �� E!�� 
R�,1100 ��&H 0�" �� ह/V,�q� 55 ��&H 0�" ��!� O �& 9� r���� �+.� 
��!�,r���� .� r���� L��* ��!� ��.j�."..�.JI� ��,,�. �<� �� *& �|�P� �ह�	 
��!�q ��3  �� ��� �� �ह� ह% ���& r���� .� r���� L��* ��!�,K.� �/ F ���� 
*��� ���ह" O �% .�p�� हP 	 �� �� .��� ��*� ह%,�*� �� ह�� ��!-*/!�� ��� ���� 
���ह" 9� *+.� �%�� �/0 �� �ह� �� *�" C.��   �� ��-�� ह� C. �� ��� ���,ह�� 
�&1 K.� ह! ����!�� ���ह" ���� ह�� ��� ह� � ���� �H� O `S���� O  

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I agree with 

Shri Ahmed Patelji that political parties should all sit together, come together, 

to evolve some sort of a solution to this sort of problem, whether it is cyclone, 

whether it is drought or any other natural calamity, for that matter, in any part 

of the country. There has to be a proper approach; and there has to be co-

ordination between the Central Government and the State Governments. 
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Sir, before I go to that issue, I have taken the permission to mention 

about the situation prevailing in parts of Karnataka. Twenty-one districts of 

Karnataka are also facing a drought situation, particularly, the border areas 

Kolar, Bellary, Raichur, Bidar, Gulbarga, Bhagalkot, Belgaum, Kaveri, 

Chitradurg, Tumkur and Davangere which are adjacent to Andhra Pradesh, 

are facing a grave situation. In Andhra Pradesh also, out of 1103 mandals, 743 

mandals have already been declared by the State Government as drought-

affected areas. There is migration of labour. There is a severe drinking water 

shortage. There is a shortage of fodder. These are the main important things. I 

am happy that the Government of India has announced that they are ready to 

provide foodgrains that are required by the affected States. They have also 

decided to provide free transportation of the fodder and also drinking water to 

the affected areas. 

I am also happy that the Prime Minister has called a meeting at 6 o'clock 

today to take the suggestion of different political parties. All should evolve a 

consensus approach to tackle this problem. Sir, I wanted to rise, in fact, a 

wider issue. Manmohanji and Jaswantji and others are not here because they 

are pre-occupied with the meeting called by the Prime Minister. Ahmed 

Patelji was referring to the States asking for funds. I have gone through this. 

Rs.700-odd crores are asked for by Gujarat, Rs. 1100 crores are asked for by 

Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh also has asked for a similar amount. Then we 

have a memorandum from Karnataka also. Andhra has asked for Rs.650 

crores. If you put all these things together, what will happen? Simply because 

we are at the. Centre today, I am not trying to put an accusing finger against 

any State Government. Fortunately or unfortunately, most of the States are 

ruled by different parties. We are hearing here in this House, people trying to 

find fault with State Governments. People try to find fault with Gujarat. My 

people try to find fault with Rajasthan. Somebody else tries to find fault with 

Andhra Pradesh. We are not serving the cause of anybody by doing this. I do 

not want to go into the details. I also have information. I also have newspaper 

reports. Today, one of the newspapers said: "This should be an eye-opener to 

all of us. It seems the State Government has chosen to take two separate 

stands-one to highlight the severity of famine when it comes to taking 

assistance from the Centre and the second to term reports on droughts as 

'media hype' when it comes to exposure of the administrative failure to 

provide drinking water, fodder, to the drought-hit villages.     A senior official 

of the Chief Minister's Office denied any 
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information of cattle death or even migration of people from the drought-hit 
districts." How irresponsible it is! I do not think that any politician can make 
such a statement. I am not attributing it to the Chief Minister of Rajasthan. I do 
not want to join issue on that. I am talking about the issue involved. We should 
really take note of it. I am not mentioning the name of the Chief Minister. It 
does not concern the Chief Minister as such. I am talking about the 
administration. Political parties should take note of this attitude. "All this is a 
routine affair. There is nothing very special this year." An officer speaks like 
this! Members are saying that there is a serious situation, there is migration of 
people, there is shortage of fodder, there is cattle death. , According to 
newspaper reports, about 50 cattle have died in every drought-hit village in 
Rajasthan. The same will be the case in Gujarat, the same will be the case in 
Andhra Pradesh, if it continues like this. This will happen. That being the case, 
we should evolve a solution. You have laid down certain guidelines with regard 
to the National Calamity Relief Fund. This is not made by the BJP Government 
or the Congress Government. Even if Communists come to power tomorrow, 
they will have to follow this. You must evolve a system where whenever such a 
situation arises in any part of the country, the Centre and the State together 
should take the responsibility. There is no politics involved in this. Somebody 
was trying to misinterpret what Patwaji has said. Patwaji has said that basically 
this work has to be executed by the State Governments. Even if the Centre 
gives Rs. 1000 crores as required by Rajasthan or Rs.700-odd crores as 
required by Gujarat, the Centre cannot go there and open fodder depots and 
also cannot distribute drinking water by itself. It will be an encroachment into 
the responsibilities and functions and rights and duties of the State 
Government. The Centre has to supplement, has to augment, the efforts that are 
being made by the State Government. Some people forget the responsibility. 

They are saying .�I� �& �ह!� ह� ��!P� ह%,�SहD�� �/ F ���� �हT O  

 

I am not one to agree with them because I am not willing to blame 

either the Centre or the State. It is nature's fury. It is a natural calamity. We are 

in the beginning of the calamity, Sir. I would like to caution, we are yet to pass 

May-June. A very difficult situation is ahead of us, particularly, with regard to 

drinking water, particularly with regard to fodder, because when there are no 

rains, there is no question of fodder being available anywhere. You have to take 

it from other States. You have to transport it. There is news in the newspaper 

today saying that Rajasthan has opened fodder depots. 
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But people are not in a position to purchase it because they do not have 

money. It is a practical problem. The same mayNbe the case in Gujarat also. 

So, you have to supply fodder either free of cost or at a subsidized rate. This 

issue has to be kept in mind. As far as drinking water is concerned, whatever 

may be the cost of it, the Centre and the State should bear it and supply water. 

The hon. Member, Shri Brahmakumar Bhatt has made a suggestion. 1 went to 

Rajkot some fifteen, twenty days back. There is a drinking water problem. 

The drinking water is supplied only for few hours or it might have come down 

also. But if we are trying to find fault with somebody and then trying to make 

a political allegation against a political party or a Government, that will not 

solve the problem. 

As far as the issues of politics are concerned, we have wider 

opportunities to discuss them and debate them. Sir, what is the situation 

today? Today, I was there in the briefing. I want to share my experience with 

my friends here. The media men were asking as to what this drought is. Is it 

serious? I said: "It is serious." They said that seriousness is not reflected in 

the Lok Sabha. Out of 543 people, there were hardly fifty Members. Today 

also, I find the same situation in our House. It is a reflection. So, that being 

the case, we should take it seriously, in a proper perspective and then do 

proper introspection and come with a realistic solution and also realistic 

demand. I was raising this issue about States' demand. Whose money is this? 

After all, this is people's money only. 

Coming back to the main issue, my suggestion is that the States should 

give a realistic assessment of their requirement. The Centre and the States 

together, if necessary, can discuss this in the Chief Ministers conference or 

the National Development Council and formulate a new policy. We find that 

there is no money in the National Calamity Relief Fund. Andhra has seen 

some problem. Orissa also have seen some problem. There is a demand to 

declare it a national calamity. Similar demands will come from other States 

also if the situation continues like (his. That being the case, there has to be a 

proper approach and consensus among all political parties with regard to 

distribution of these funds and mobilisation of resources. We may have to 

think in terms of mobilising additional resources for this purpose. Otherwise, 

what is the way out? You have Rs. 1,24,000 crores debt service, you have 

problems in the Oil Pool Account, you have problems in other accounts. But, 

at the same time, you cannot allow the people to die, you cannot allow the 

people to suffer without drinking water, you cannot allow cattle to "die and 
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the cattle wealth to deplete like this which have already depleted because of 

various reasons. You cannot allow them to get further depleted. That being the 

case, some constructive and meaningful suggestions will emerge from today's 

all-party meeting. I only appeal to all political parties to take a constructive 

approach on this and then come to a conclusion with regard to pooling of 

resources and also with regard to distribution of resources. I was really pained 

when I found our friend, Balkavi Bairagiji also, sitting in front of the 

Parliament today. Sir, somehow, I am not that much matured and senior to 

understand all these things. We have a forum here, Parliament. We are here to 

discuss the issue. It has become a practice with the political parties to stage 

dharnas in front of Parliament. Tomorrow, my party will do it, day after 

tomorrow, somebody else will do it. Are we in a position to convey a proper 

message to the general public through the Parliament? We have a forum here 

to discuss. You are kind enough to allow. The rule says that only one Member 

from one party. But today, the Chairman was kind enough to allow a number 

of Members because people from Kutch district, people from Banaskanta, the 

.local people, will ask them as to what they have done. They have not even 

raised the issue. So, that being the case, let us utilise this forum to discuss this 

issue and then come to some conclusion and have a constructive and 

meaningful solution to this problem rather than making politics out of the 

present situation. I do not want to take further time of the House. My priority 

is to give water, my priority is to make available fodder to the cattle, my 

priority is providing work to the people. "Food for Work Programme" is a 

good programme. Fortunately, we have enough foodgrains, sufficient not only 

for this year but also for the next year. That being the case, the Central 

Government should have a liberal attitude with regard to the supply of 

foodgrains to the affected areas and these foodgrains should be distributed to 

those people. Earlier, they used to engage themselves in agricultural activities. 

Now, there is no activity left because there is no water. So, there is no 

question of cultivation or anything like that. That being the case, these things 

have to be provided to them. These minimum things will go a long way in 

mitigating their sufferings. In addition to this, the State Governments should 

mobilise resources to meet the situation. Thank you. 

PROF. M. SANKARALINGAM (Tamil Nadu): Sir, Rajasthan and 

Gujarat, as also parts of Andhra Pradesh, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, 

Maharashtra, Karnataka, are severely affected by drought.   The people of 
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Rajasthan and Gujarat are starving for days together. They go miles together 

to fetch one pot of drinking water. Their cattle, camels and other livestock are 

diminishing day by day because of lack of water and they are dying before their 

masters' eyes. Our own brethren in these States are suffering due to 

unprecedented drought in that area. It is reported in the Press that for the last 

ten days, 26 of the 32 districts of Rajasthan are in the grip of a severe famine. 

People are migrating and there is no drinking water in large parts of the State. 

The fair price shops have only kerosene and sugar and there are no 

foodgrains. Gujarat is facing severe drought conditions for the last hundred 

years. More than 143 dams and reservoirs in Saurashtra, Kutch and North 

Gujarat have already dried up. Others have water for a fortnight only. I am of 

the firm conviction that we have to take long-term measures to solve the 

drought and famine problem. 

We have faced drought and famine situations on so many previous 

occasions. But it is a question of timely planning. We must have a long drawn 

plan to avoid repetition of such kind of things in future. The Central 

Government and the State Governments should make every possible effort to 

save the lives of the people and get over the difficulties. So, we have to help 

them in this hour of crisis. Relief work has to be extended to these areas as 

quickly as possible. The Central Government has to protect the interest of the 

people and extend a helping hand to them. Our hon. Prime Minister appealed 

to the people of the country to contribute their lot for this cause. We all join 

with him and 1 am confident that our Prime Minister and this Government will 

get over the situation. 

In this connection. I wish to urge upon the Government to have a long-

term plan to face any such calamity in future. Every year we face drought 

either in the Southern, Northern, Western, or, Eastern parts of the country. 

Failure of the monsoon and delayed rains are the factors which cause this 

calamity. Last year, we faced the worst experience of a super-cyclone in 

Orissa. The coastal areas of Orissa are very much affected by cyclone. But 

the report says that this year that pan is affected by drought. Those parts have 

turned into drought-prone areas. Due to the cyclone, all the trees have been 

uprooted and that area is now looking like a desert. Due to this, the rainfall 

which was due this year has not occured. The failure of the monsoon is due to 

the havoc created by the human society. There is widespread deforestation 

and the use of all kinds of machines has polluted our environment. These are 

the reasons for the failure of the monsoon. 
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So, we have to take all these things into account and plan accordingly to 

avoid such calamities in future. Our national plans with regard to this should 

be implemented. We have to plan schemes and we have to implement them 

without any fear or favour. We have to harness the rain water during the 

monsoon and save it by constructing proper dams and check-dams and by 

storing in big tanks and ponds. We have to link all the rivers of India. We are 

told that in Rajasthan people have to walk miles together to get a pot of water. 

If we link all the rivers, we can divert the water to where we want. In some 

areas we are facing drought and, at the same time, in some areas we are facing 

flood. So, there has to be some kind of a plan for future. In this context, I wish 

to bring to the notice of the Government that when Mr. K.L. Rao was the 

Minister of Irrigation, he advocated a policy of linking all the rivers under the 

caption "River Garlanding Scheme". This had not been examined properly and 

I think it had been dropped. I request the hon. Prime Minister and this 

Government to explore that possibility and try to bring out a full-fledged 

scheme to avoid this kind of calamities in future. With these words, I 

conclude and thank you. 

SHRIMATI JAYAPRADA NAHATA (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, we are all 

aware of the serious situation of drought in some parts of India and today we 

are all showing our concerns for the affected States. I am really happy, and 

thankful to our hon. Prime Minister, that he is showing some concern for the 

States, including Andhra Pradesh. The Government of India has arranged the 

machinery to prevent such situations. But nothing worked and it had all failed. 

Every year we are facing either drought or flood. There is no permanent 

remedy to safefugard the victims when such a situation arises. The People of 

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Orissa and Andhra Pradesh are fighting for a drop of 

water to drink to live. In Rajasthan farmers are putting the tilak to the cattle 

and saying "al-vida" because they know very well that they will not be able to 

look after them and save them when they are not able to save themselves. It is 

a very sad situation that we are facing. I appeal to everybody and the 

Government to come forward and help the affected people. The Government is 

not providing water to the people and fodder to the cattle. The relief operations 

are inadequate and inefficient. In this context, I would like to draw the 

attention of the Government to Andhra Pradesh-I belong to Andhra Pradesh-

where we are facing the serious problem of drought. In Andhra Pradesh 688 

mandals in 18 districts like Telengana, Rayalaseema, Mahaboobnagar, 

Warangal, Medak, Ranga Reddy, Ananthapur, Chittore and 
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Cuddapah are affected adversely due to rain deficiency. The crops have been 

damaged due to a long dry-spell. There is hardly any yield, particularly, in 

Mahabubnagar. And if you look at the Telangana area, you will find that 

almost 90% of the crop has been damaged. This is a very serious problem, so 

far as Andhra Pradesh is concerned. The farmers are committing suicide and 

there is no water to drink. Last year, the Government set up a committee 

which has failed to tide over this natural calamity and hardly helped the State 

during this .hour of crisis. The committee did not even make any effort to 

tackle the present situation. Sir, with your permission, I want to mention- and 

you must be knowing it - how, last year, our Chief Minister Shri Chandrababu 

Naidu, had helped the super-cyclone victims in Orissa. The whole world was 

appreciative of his gesture and of the steps which he took when Orissa was 

caught under the grip of a super-cyclone. Sir, today, in Andhra Pradesh, we 

are also facing the same Situation. The State of Andhra Pradesh has been 

severely affected by this drought. We have made so many appeals to the 

Central Government. The State Government of Andhra Pradesh is trying its 

best to provide relief. The Chief Minister has taken so many steps after 

visiting the drought-affected areas, such as rescheduling of the crop loans, 

sanctioning of fresh loans, etc. The crops have been damaged and the farmers 

are committing suicide. On top of it, I have got information that the 

nationalised banks are pressurising the farmers to pay back the loans, despite 

knowing the condition of the farmers. Sir, I would say, this kind of harassment 

should be stopped immediately so that the fanners could be saved from this 

kind of harassment. One more thing I would like to tell you is, the agricultural 

situation in Andhra Pradesh is very bad. This sector has been badly hit by 

drought. But still Sir, the women, if you look at Rajasthan, go with their pots 

in the morning and come back to their houses only in the evening. Because that 

place is very far from their houses. �% "� "�|�b�! ���� ��ह�� हP 	 O V* ��  ���� �� 
V�� ह+ �� "� V��� � �̀ ��  ��� �lI �,�� ���� !��� ��� O * ���!� ���� !��� 
��� �& �.�� ���� !��� �� C��� ��� ह& �1 �� �. � �̀ �� L��� ���!� �� C	�|��  
����-���� L��� V� �& ,^� �� �!�� OThis is the kind of situation which is 

prevailing there. This is not an exaggeration. It is the real situation. We are 

facing it. In view of this, I request the Central Government and the State 

Government to join together and take immediate action in this regard. When 

something happens, we think about it. When floods take place, we think about 

that. When drought takes place, we think about that. We do not foresee and 

take a long-term view. I 
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only request that preventive action must be taken so that the lives of the poor 

and the downtrodden, who are suffering for want of water, and the cattle 

which is suffering for want of fodder, could be saved. I request this 

Government to react to the situation. Thank you for giving me this 

opportunity. 

SHRI RAMACHANDRA KHUNTIA (Orissa): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, 

the situation is very bad all over the country due to drought conditions. In 

Gujarat 17 districts and 153 Talukas have been affected. In Madhya Pradesh 7 

districts are affected. In Rajasthan 26 districts are affected. Some districts 

have been affected in Andhra Pradesh. In Orissa also many districts have been 

affected. The situation in Orissa is very serious because the people of Orissa 

first witnessed cyclone and then floods and now they are facing drought 

conditions with heat wave also. Sir, you might have read in the newspapers 

day before yesterday that in Kitlagarh area of KBK districts, the temperature 

was 47 degree Celsius. In the coastal area of Bhubaneswar it was 42 degrees 

Celsius. We apprehend that the temperature may go up beyond 50 degrees 

Celsius in future. In the last cyclone in Orissa, 12 districts and around 125 

blocks were affected, 10,000 people died, 25 lakhs of houses were damaged 

and 35 lakhs of cattle were killed. Now the rest of the 18 districts which are in 

the western part of Orissa like Koraput, Malkangiri, Sambalpur, Sundargarh, 

Kalahandi, Rayagada, Joypore, Bolangir, Deogarh, Dhenkanal, Phulbani, 

Ganjam, Gajapati, Jharsuguda, etc. are the worst affected districts. The heat 

wave is also going up day by day. In this situation, as I have said, the Central 

Government has given some funds to the KBK districts. The State 

Government has also done some work. But it seems that it is of no use because 

even drinking water is not available in these districts. The State Government 

has levelled an allegation that the Central Government has not given funds. 

The Central Government is saying that they have given enough funds for 

making available drinking water and for constructing roads, etc. The situation 

in Orissa is very precarious. The State Government is saying that they don't 

have any funds. Sir, as I mentioned earlier, the people of Orissa have not still 

recovered from the shocks of cyclone and floods. 

Now they are facing the drought conditions. Now the main problem is of 

drinking water. As I said earlier, after the cyclone in Orissa, 10,000 people 

died.   Till today only 2000 families have got ex-gratia amount.  The rest of 
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the 8,000 families have not got any help. The hon. Minister clearly stated in 

this House that 2, 50,000 houses would be given under the Indira Awas 

Yojana. But only 15,000 houses have been given. Those houses also could 

not be distributed. I am sure that not a single house would be constructed 

before the monsoon. Even the roads which had been damaged have not been 

reconstructed till date. I don't blame this Government or that Government. 

One Government goes and another Government comes. This is a continuous 

process. The other day some people said, "Your Government could not do it." 

I do agree. Our Government could not do it. That is why the people have 

rejected them. The people of Orissa are in a miserable condition. 

As my friends have said, we may see a famine like situation in Orissa. 

Millions of people may die in future. Sir, there is no drinking water. There are 

no houses. You can imagine what would happen after one month or so when 

the monsoon starts. Again there will be rain. Nearly 25 lakh families will 

have to stay under the open sky. The whole crop has been damaged in the 

State. A part of the crop was damaged by the cyclone and floods and the rest 

of the crop is damaged by the drought conditions. This is the situation in 

Orissa. I don't blame anybody. But the situation in Orissa is very, very 

precarious. I agree with my brother, Mr. Naidu, and others, who have also 

given the suggestion that the Central Government and the respective State 

Governments should sit together and review the situation; if required, the hon. 

Prime Minister should also call a meeting with the Governments of the States 

where the drought situation, the flood situation and the cyclone siutation is 

very serious. This should be discussed immediately. Otherwise, we must have 

a joint parliamentary committee to visit these States, see the situation and 

suggest what can be done. Sir, we know the situation prevailing in Orissa. In 

many places, there is no drinking water. Thousands of villages have gone 

without water. The same is the case in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra 

Pradesh and Gujarat. Knowing well that there is no drinking water, is it not the 

duty of the State Governments or the Central Government to find out a way 

to solve this problem in future? We must be careful and see to it that there is 

no shortage of drinking water the next year. But we do not foresee things. 

There is no scheme whatsoever. We do not have any plan. Even if we have a 

plan, the bureaucrats never implement it. Take the case of the reliefs being 

supplied by various people. We are very much obliged to the hon. Chief 

Minister of Andhra Pradesh -- Mrs, Jayaprada Nahata and the other hon. 

Members also mentioned it -- for helping us in this time of crisis. 
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Apart from various State Governments, the NGOs and other organisations are 

also providing relief materials to the State. We are very much obliged to 

them. Even the Prime Minister visited the State. Our leader, Smt. Sonia 

Gandhi, visited the State. And, as per the instruction of Soniaji, the Chief 

Minister of Goa has adopted certain districts, and the work is also going on. 

We are obliged to him. But the fact remains that in spite of all this help, the 

relief materials which have been supplied to the State have not been unloaded 

till today. One hundred and forty seven wagons with relief materials are yet to 

be transported. The monies which have been given by various State 

Governments could not be utilised till today. The assistance being provided 

by NGOs and various other organisations have not been utilised. For this, we 

have to gear up the machinery and the administration, and we have to make 

them work. It is only then that the relief materials can reach the people of the 

drought-prone and the cyclone-affected areas. Another thing which I want to 

mention here is that around 10 lakhs of people of Orissa are working 

elsehwere. And, the people there are not getting fodder also. Thirty to forty 

lakhs of people have left their villages, and they are going in search of work 

elsewhere. So, this is the situation. It is only when the work under the various 

schemes like the Indira Awas Yojana really get started in these States, can the 

people get some relief. I urge upon the Government to reivew the situation, 

and also to appoint a joint parliamentary committee which can visit the 

affected places, review the situation and recommend necessary remedies to 

face the situation. Thank you, Sir. 
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�� *��� ��  ��J�� ��  qP ! ह% �� !&�,!���� * N� ���� ह% *G� ���� ���� ह%,��. 
��� ��-L�! ह% �� !&� O ��ह� �ह �^RP ��� �&j.� �� �� ह&P ,L�&Q�� �� ���!� 
ह&,�R/�� �� ���!� ह& O ��*JR�� ��  ��� ह�!�� ह%,�/*��� ��  ��� ह�!�� ह%,V* .� 
��	� �ह��� �ह!� �/G� �	
� �� N���ह fJR�� J�#I �� �� R� �& V��� �� �! 102 ��&H 
0��� �	*P� ���� O �ह ह/� �/N�z� �� �� ह% O �ह&��, ��� ?��� ��  ��� �	
� �� 
V� �� V�&� !���� ह% �� ��� ?��� �� �/Y�3�JR� �� � ��  ���) ह% O C. ��� �& 
V*�� ह/" 53-54 .�! ह& �" !���� V� *��� �& ���� �� �/ह+¥�� �हT ��� ��" O  
 

 ह� ���� �� ���� ��!g` �हT ��� .��  O ह� ���� �� ���� C. ��� �� *��� 
�& ��!g` �हT ��� .�� ,��� �ह ��3 �� �� �हT ह% ? ....(5�*6�7) 
 

 �$.��#�b� '(ह *#O(��� ?���): �SहD�� J�#I ���� ह+ �� �� S� �� ह��� 
�&1 K.� V�&� �हT !���� O CSहD�� �	
� *� �� �P.�� �AY� �हT �m� ह% O 
....(5�*6�7) 
 

 :�.`*�#� (��� "� #ह���": ��.N�Q�  *�,�% V��� .	� ) ��ह�� हP 	 O 
...(5�*6�7) 
 

 �2(8�U��(!� (C�	� 2GR��): �� ��� ��2� �� &!�,���� V�.� L�/�&` ह% O 
....(5�*6�7)  
 

 :�.`*�#� (��� "� #ह���": �% ���j/  .�ह .� ��हP 	�� �� +s� O ....(5�*6�7) 
 

 �2(8�U�� (!� (C�	� 2GR��): V��� .�� ह& �ह� ह% O ��2� �� &! �� 
.��E� ����� O  
 

 :�.`*�#� (��� "� #ह���": �% �.� �� &! �ह� हP 	 O ...(5�*6�7) 
 

 !� �	 .�ह#�7 @�7 (���I�): C��� ��j�� J��¦ ह% O  
 

 :�.`*�#� (��� "� #ह���": �% L��� 10 �23 ��  !&� .N� 9� ��r� .N� ��  
���3��! �� �ह!� �� &!�� ��  �!" ,H� ह/V हP	 O * �ह�	 N�.*.��.�� R� �& �N� 
,H� �हT ह&�� ���� O C��� . �!�� �& .�� �� �हT V�� ���� �& &!�� �+ .� ���� ? 
�/p� V���  .	� ) �� V�[���� ह% O V� +s� ह% �& &! ���	 �� ���� �ह �हT &!�� 
���� O ...(5�*6�7) �% �/*��� 9� �&*JR�� �� �� �� �ह� हP 	 O �ह *&  N�2) �
��! 
.	�I ह% ���� �� .	�I ह%,���� �� .	�I ह% 9� L
 �� .	�I ह% O ��� ?��� ��  
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.	�I .��� ��  .��� ��� �� �& ह+ ह� !���� �/*��� �� 9� ��*JR�� �� C.�� N	��� 0� 
!� �,� ह% O C. ?��� �� .	�I �&1 C. ��� �हT V�� C. �23 �हT V�� ह% O 53-54 
�23 �ह!� ह� V|�� ह& ��� O ?�� �23 L,��D �� .��� �� .��� ��� ह&�� ह% O K.� ह� 
��� ह&�� ह% 9� ��� ह&�� ��  �� .��� �� .��� ���!� �P H���� �� �!� *��� ह% O �ह 
�& �ह� fJR�� ह& �1 E��. !�� �& �/ V	 ,&� �!�� 9� �.��  �� ���!� 
.��E�,���!� �q��q� ह& ��� O  �/*��� 9� ��*JR�� �� fJR�� .���� ह% �& ह��� 
R&H� .� ��� �� !�,C��� ह& ��� O !���� �& ]�/c	 �� Q��� ���� �� V�[���� ह% O 
�ह ]�/ ह% *& !&� E��.� ह%,���� ��  ���) �� �&H �ह� ह%,*& NP, ��  ���) �� �&H 
�ह� ह+,��/c	 �& ���� �हT ��! �ह� ह%,�^��! ����  ��. ���� �+ .� �ह/ 	��,�^��! 
����  ��. ���� �+ .� �ह/ 	��,�^��! ,�Z�S� �+ .� �ह/ 	�� O L�� �&1 LJ�JR ह& *��� ह+ 
�& ����  ��. ���"	 �+ .� �ह/ 	�� O ���� ]��� ���� �� V�[���� ह+ O �P.�� �� *& 
]��� ���� �� ह+ �ह �ह ह+ �� 53-54 �23 .� ह� C.�� �&1 JR�1 ह! �हT ����! ��" 
O �+ .� C.�� JR�1 ह! ���!���,C. .�J�� �� ह! ���!��� ? ��� �हT ह���� 
����� ���� �	�� 9� LS� ����D ��  ��Q�� .� .�/� �� �!� *��� ह% O ��S���,�%�� �. 
�23 �ह!� �R/�� �� ?�����`^� ����,�q� �& �� q0,��� �� ���� O �%�� J�	� 
?�^� ��� !�,D 0��� ,�3 ����  �R/�� �� *! ����!�� �� ?�^� ����,&]�� ���� 
!���� * J�� C��� ���� �!� ��� ��/�� ��  ������ �� O ��	� �23 �� "� �� N� 
V��� ���� �� �हb�� ��.� �� �हT � ��1 O 1978 �� *& .���� �ह�	 �� N�,�. 
.���� �� �ह ����� ���� R� �� V�� ��!� 10 �23 �� ह� �हS�/J��� �� �P�� *��� �& 
���� !��� ���� ���� �� ��� ���� ह% O V* 22 �23 ह& ��� !���� �हS�/J��� �� *��� 
�	�� ���� ���� ��  �!" ���� ह& �1 ह% O � �/*��� �� ���� �� ���� ��!g` ह% 9� � 
��*JR�� �� ���� �� ���� ��!g` ह% O C. ��2� �� ��f[�� 0� .� .���� �& 
.	������! ह&�� ���ह�� O �� �/p� !��� ह+ �� .���� .	������! �हT ह+ O �/p� !��� 
ह+ �� .���� ��  LS�� ¤���S��� ह+P  O ह� !&� �ह�	 �� *& �/ F �ह �ह� ह%,�/p� !��� 
ह+ �� �ह L��� �&�� *+.� ह+ O C.�!" ��]I� �& �! �ह� ह% �� ��]I� ��  ���)�� 
��� हD�� ? �/p� K.� !��� ह+ �� "� ��'�� �� �ह� ह%-�F!� �P �� Iह!�,�! �q� ��  
�हT �ह�,*ह�	 R� �ह!� O ह� 54 .�! .� �हT �ह �ह� ह% O �F!�,�P F� Iह!� 9� �! �q� 
��  �ह� �हT,*ह�	 R� �ह!� O ह�!� �& �हT ह+ ���j/  *� �..� N� /�� ह% O L �*.��  �� 
�� *& V" .& �ह !� O V� �� �� �ह�� ह% �� V��� .���� R� O V��� .���� R� 
O �ह �& ह/� /�� R� V� L�F� V ��� �& V� �/ F �� ��  ��,� ���*�� � O �ह �& /�� 
R� �& C��& �!� R� O  
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CSहD�� �!�� �� �� �& V� N� �!�� ���� �ह��� ��� ? V� � �हT .��� �*b������ 
.� O V� L��� �*b������ .� � �हT ��"	�� O  
 

 �2(8�U�� (!� (C�	� 2GR��): L V� .��E� ����� O  
 

 :�. `*�#� (��� "� #ह���": ��.N�Q�  *�,�% V��� ¤�� .� `S���� �� 
��  L��� �g�D �& ����� ���� हP 	 O ....(5�*6�7)  
 

 !� ��"�* �C](��� ?���): ��.N�Q�  *�,C��� �bN�� �/o� �� ह. ह& 
�ह� ह% O �ह N�*�� 9� ��	n�. ��  �� ����� �� ��2� � *�",�ह "� �P.�� �� 
V�&� !�� �ह� ह+,��-�� �� .�� N� V �ह� ह% O �� 10 .�! �� �ह!� �� &! �ह� 
ह%,.� � *� �& F&H .��� ह% !���� *& �*b����� .�� ��  .�J� ह% *& ह/� �ह!� .� 
�ह�	 �ह� ह% �� N� C.�& ��	n�. 9� N�*�� ��  �� ����� �� ��2� ��D �� �ह� ह% ? C. 
�� V� R&H� .� .G�� ��� ���� �!�/ ! �bN���� .� C. �� ह. �!�� �ह� O  

SHRI N.R. DASARI (Andhra Pradesh): Mr. Vice-Chairman, I rise to 

support the appeal made by the hon. Prime Minister for making contributions 

to the National Calamity Relief Fund. Sir, it is really a national calamity 

because of the situation that we are facing today. But, we cannot look at the 

present situation in isolation from what happened last year in Orissa. Sir, the 

States of Gujarat, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Orissa 

need urgent help. Sir, 688 Mandals in Andhra Pradesh, that is almost 65 per 

cent of the Mandals, are declared as drought-hit areas by the State 

Government. Some parts of Rayalaseema and Telengana are facing this 

drought for the third consecutive year. The water level has gone down. Most 

of the wells and tanks are dried up. There is no water even at the level of 400 

ft. in bore wells. Several lakhs of people are leaving villages for towns and 

other places in search of work and food. Cattle is being sold away to 

slaughterhouses at throwaway prices. In some districts vast sections of 

peasants are victims of crop failure also. Agricultural expenses are increasing 

due to hike in the prices of seeds, fertilisers and pesticides. Debt burden is 

very heavy because many peasants have switched over to commercial crops 

which need more investments. In this background, banks, cooperative 

societies, and private moneylenders are pestering the peasants to pay back 

their dues. Cooperative banks took away their tractors and land and auctioned 

them. Several peasants who could not bear this insult and injury to their self-

respect committed suicide. Mahabubnagar district alone witnessed 16 suicides 

in a period of one month.    Sir, I would like to quote a painful 
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news item from a reputed daily of Delhi, The Hindustan Times. It says, 

"Already 16 farmers (official figures) committed suicide in this perennially 

drought-prone district. Their wives are made to work in the houses of 

moneylenders and landlords to clear the debt, if not, for sexual gratification' 

says a senior district official". So, Sir,,this is the situation. A CPI delegation 

led by State Secretary Shri Sudhakar Reddy along with some journalists 

visited these villages on 15th April. These families should be given some ex-

gratia relief. Rural indebtedness should be abolished through an Act. Urgent 

relief should be given to drought-hit areas. Drinking water problem has 

become very acute in many parts of the drought-affected districts, including 

some of the coastal districts. The Central Government should come forward to 

the rescue of this drought-affected State of Andhra Pradesh along with other 

States like Gujarat, Rajasthan and Orissa. Of course, there is a difference of 

gravity in the situation. But, yet Andhra Pradesh, as has been demanded by the 

State Government, needs at least Rs.250 crores as immediate help. In this 

context, I would like to remind the Central Government that it was Andhra 

Pradesh which initiated and rushed massive aid to Orissa when it was hit by 

an unprecedented super-cyclone last year. I hope the Prime Minister would 

give positive consideration to the plight of Andhra Pradesh. Thank you. 

SHRI R.P. GOENKA (Rajasthan): Sir, I thank you for this opportunity 

to speak. Sir, I had decided to concentrate my speech on Rajasthan. But, 

somehow, Mr. Ramdas Agarwal's strong speech has incited me to react a little 

bit. 

Sir, he is blaming the Chief Minister of Rajasthan that he did not 

take up the cause of drought or famine when he, in the middle of November, 

was in Delhi. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL:  Sir, the hon. Member is not here to defend 

himself... (Interruptions).... 

SHRI RAJU PARMAR: So what? ...(Interruptions)... It is his 

maiden speech .....(Interruptions).... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU (West Bengal): It is his problem. It is not 

the problem of Mr. goenka...(Interruptions).. �ह N�2) ���� �!� �" �& ���� 
?�g!� ह% O....(Y��`��) 
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SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA: It is his problem ..(Interruptions)... 

�ह �हT ह+ �& ��� C��� �!�� ह% ? ...(5�*6�7) 

SHRI R.P.GOENKA: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I still remember what 

Ramdasji has mentioned about the Chief Minister, Whatever he has said is 

reflected in the record. He also said that his Government did not do anything 

for four to five months and when they sent its team, the team recommended 

for an assistance of about Rs. 1,300 crores and they got only Rs. 103 crores or 

less than 10 per cent of what the State needed. I agree with some of the 

previous speakers who pointed out whether those Rs. 103 crores have been 

disbursed. We do not know. In this situation, how one is entitled to talk about 

like this, I do not know. I would like to submit before you some facts which 

you very kindly and briefly outlined in your speech earlier. Sir, out of 32 

districts in Rajasthan, we have drought in 26 districts; 23,000 villages are 

affected; 2.5 crores of population is affected due to drought; and 3.5 crores of 

cattle are affected. The total relief estimated is Rs. 1,300 crores. The Centre 

has promised to release Rs. 103 crores. They could have promised a little 

more than what they have promised. What I would like to suggest or what our 

Chief Minister had said is, "If you cannot provide funds, give us foodgrains." 

one of the earlier speakers, I do not remember his name, who was speaking in 

the distribute foodgrains to the affected areas, it was estimated that 12 crore-

manhour relief work is required. I accept that it is not possible for the Centre 

to accept the demand of the Governments of rajasthan, Gujarat, Madhya 

Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh, it is not possible, so, give us food; we will 

work. Sir, can you imagine the reality in Rajasthan in the last week end? Sir, a 

hundred tankers are making trips to different villages where there is not water. 

A hundred tankers are carrying water. On an average, one tanker looks after 

five villages. We have 23,000 villages. Out of them, half of the villages are 

facing water scarcity. 

. Sir, you are a very generous person. But, on time factor-I was 

watching-you are very strict. So, I would like to end my speech by saying 

only one thing that either it is funds, or it is food, for heaven's sake, please 

give us in time. Time is the essence. Do not sit on files. I am not criticising 

anybody - neither officers, nor the Minister. But whatever you wish to do, 

please do it in time. 
 

 !� <�,6� >?�� (��� ?���): `S���� �ह&�� O �ह&��,�% 
��*JR��,�/*���, V	�?���,�H�.� �R� ��� ��  LS�  �
 *ह�	 �� .P,� �� �	N�� 
.	�I ह%,C. .	�I  
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�� घH� �� �% L��� c� .� �R� L��� ��Iu �� c� .� �ह�	 ��  !&�D ��  ?�� .	����� 
?�I ���� हP 	 O �ह&��,.���� �� Y��JR� V��� ��  L�/.�� �*��� ��* ह&�� 
���ह",�+.� � ह&�� �/ F !�� ह% O .�R-ह�-.�R �ह�	 ��  ?��.��� L�`�����D �� N� 
Y��JR� ,�� ह&�� ��  ���) �ह�	 �� ह�R �& ��� �/ह+�� �हT ह& �� �ह� ह% 9� �*� �& 
��� �/ह+�� ह& N� �ह� ह%,�� �& ��� ��  "�* �� ?��.��� ���)D .� �*�P�� �� �हT 
��! �� �ह� ह% O .�R-ह�-.�R ���� �� ���� N� �हT ��! �� �ह� ह% �*. ��  �!" ��.� 
.� r���� ?��.��� L�`���� �&2� ह% �*. ��  ���) �&I�,����,����-. �� ��ह� ह& 
�ह� ह% O �ह&��,�% C. ?��� ��� V��� �� C. .�� ��  ��Q�� .� L��� .N� .��R�D .� 
L��! ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� ह� �& ��*����� J��RB .� ��� �s�� �ह�	 ��  ?N���� 
!&�D ��  ?�� .ह�&� ���� ह/" ?��� ��� V��� �� jI�� �/��!� ���� ���ह" O 
`S���� O  
 

 �2(8�U�� (!� (C�	� 2GR��): .N� ��*����� �!D ��  �!" ��`���� .�� 
.��E� ह& ��� ह%,�	��/ .N���� �ह&�� �� ���W� R� �� �ह "� ह/� ह� �	N�� ��2� 
ह%,C.�!" C. ��2� �� ��� ��  �!" �/ F 9� .�J�D �& &!�� �� L�.� ?��� 
���� *�" O !���� ���� .�J�D .� L�/�&` ह+ �� �ह L��� �AY� .	� E� �� �� O \� 
L�S���� ����	�� ��� O  
 

 !� J7&���� �	*�,�� �*	 (�/*���): ��.N�Q�  *�,�% .	� E� �� ह� 
&!P	�� O ������ ���+ �� ���j/ *� �� *& �� �ह�,�% �. �� .�R3� ���� हP 	 O �% C. 
��Iu �. ��Iu �� ��. �� ��� ����,�ह �ह�� ��.� �� g!�� �हT �� �ह�,!���� 
��� �� 9� particulary in Gujarat and kutch. .�,�% ��F .� हP 	 9� �ह�	 �� ���fJR�� 
C���  N	��� ह+ �� �*. �� L	��*� �हT !���� *� .��� O ��.N�Q�  *�,ह/� .� 
��
D �� ह/� .� ��� �हT O �% �� . ��D �� �हT *��� ��ह�� O �% ���I ?&� 
"����,*ह�	 ���� �� ह&�� ह%,�. .		` �� "� .��! ���� ��ह�� हP 	 O ���� "����, 
j�*I3 j�!���I "���� �� V�� ह% 9� C. .		` �� *& �/ F �l�!.� ��� ह%,�.� ��Y�/ 
���� �� ह/� *0�� ह% O L�� ह� �ह �l�!.� ��Y�/  �हT ����� �& *+.� ह� �� .� 77 
�� �� ���� R� �� 10 .�! �� ���� �ह/	��"	��,!���� .� 86 �� ह/" C	I�����! ������ 
�� .�C� ���� 9� ��*�� ��	̀ � ���� q��3 ���� ��  �� N� ���fJR�� �हT �ह� O  
 

 V* �/*��� ��,�Q � ?��� ��,��*JR�� ���ह ���� ��  ���� �� ���  ��D ह/1 ह% 
�. �� * �� ह���� Q��� �हT *�"��,� �� �/ F �हT ह&�� O ���� �ह�	 .� .�q  
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K�!���� ह+ �� *& �/ F N� �ह ���JR�� ह/1 ह+,�.�� �&-��� �*ह� ह% O "� �*ह �& �� 
g�P�&>� k. ह% �*��& .ह� L	��|� �हT R� 9� �SहD�� *& �ह�	 �l�!.� q��3 ��, �.�� 
ह/� �!����	 �� O �% �ह "� �� �ह�	 C.�!" ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� 1 ��.b�,1999 �& 
!&� .N� �� "� .��! �PF� ��� R�:-  

Whether the Union Government have identified the drought-

prone areas in Gujarat? 

*�� ���� ��� : 

As intimated by the Ministry of Rural Development, 52 blocks 

covering an area of 43,933 square kilometres and 10 districts of 

Gujarat 
 

 ./��" V�,*& �% �ह�� हP 	,�lI?&� "���� �� �N� *& �&1 �jfJ$�I �हT 
R�,�ह �lI?&� "���� �� �1-Lह�����, L���!�,N0�,*ह�	 ह/� ���� 
ह%,N�����,j�	�,*ह�	 ह/� ���� ह& �ह� ह+,*P���m,�	���!,.����	s�,H&��� "	j 
�!.�� O �.�� ��F �हT ह+,�.�� *����� �हT ह%,�.�� ./��S���� �हT ह+,��*�&I 
�हT ह+,��ह.��� �हT ह+ 9� �ह �!�� JI�I ���3��I �� �हT ह+,./� !��*",�ह JI�I 
���3��I �� �!� �हT ह+,�%�� �!�� �� ह+ 9� �% . V�q�.. �� ��� हP 	 C. .��! �& 
!��� �� ��.�� C. "���� �& VCj��Iq�1 ���� R� 9� *& V� ?&*��I ���� ह%,�� 
?&*��I �ह�	 *��� ह%,]�]�� ��I� ��  *& ?&*��I ह%, *& �lI?&� "���� ह+ �ह�	 �& �/ F 
*� �हT �ह� O �+ .� ह� �ह/	��"	�� O ���� ? �ह �l�!.� �� ����� ह% O  

 �P.�� ��,��� �jfJ$�I j�.j�.��.��  �� ��" �" ��� *�हD �� ���� 
�ह/	���� ��  �!"-�/*��� �� ��*�&I,��ह.��� 9� .P�� O ��E�� ��  ������ �� �� �ह� ह% 
*ह�	 ���� �� �&1 ��� �हT ह+,!���� ��F �हT,*����� �हT,./��S���� �हT O 
��.N�Q�  *�,�% �ह �� C.�!" �ह �ह� हP 	 �ह �l�!.� * �� ./`���� 
�हT,g�P�&>� k. �� ����� * �� �s���� �हT V"�� � �� �ह ���fJR�� ./घ��� 
��!� �हT ह% O V* ���fJR�� �ह ह/1 ह+ �� .��� .��* ��,.&.�CI� �� L��! ह& ��� 
ह%,,������ ��,������ �� L��! ह& ��� ह% O ��.�!" ? ���� ��  �!" !&� !H �ह� 
ह%-��ह!�"	 ���� �� ���� N��� *��� ह% 9� V�. �� !H �ह� ह%,�H&.�-�H&.� V�. 
�� !H �ह� ह% O ह� *�ह �� C. L��! �� K.� ���fJR�� ,H� �� �� ह+ �� !&�D �� 
.	nह ���� �� "� ������ ह& ��� ह% O L��* .	nह ����,���� .	nह ����,�ह ������ 
ह& ��� ह% O C.�� .��� K��!��.. ह� . !&�D �& +s�� ���� ���ह",L�� ह� �ह 
�हT ����� �& C. ���fJR�� �� �&1 ./`�� V�� ��!� �हT ह% O  
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�% "� ./p�� N� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� ��F 9� .<��#$ ����� �� ,.�/� ��  ������ �� 
ह%,�ह�	 V�c E!�	I !��C" O ��F �� ��F!� 50 .�! �� �ह 32��	 L��! ह% 9� .<��#$ 
� �����s� �� 32 ��	 L��! ह% O �.�� JI�I ���3��I �� ��&HD 0��� !����,�� S� 
.���� �� �+.� �हT ���� ह+ K.� ���� �ह�� �� ��! �हT ह% O ���� �ह�� �� ��! �ह 
ह+ 9� ���� KS�/L! ���&I3 �� .+>� I�� �� ���� ��  percent of the villages of this 

country are provided with drinking water.' 
 

 �	
� *�,�% �& �ह�	 .� �ह K!�� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� V� C	������ JI�I3 
���" �� .�>� I�� C. ��ह .� �+ .� �/���ह �� �ह� ह% O �ह�	 ह���� !&� ���� ��  ���� ��  
�!" ��.  �ह� ह% O ह���� ��. ���� �� ���� �हT ह+ O ��F �� ���� �हT ह% O NP�! �� ���� 
�हT ह% O V� ���� !�c�� �ह�	 .� ? V� ��!�q ��3  �� C��� �+.� ,�3 �� �ह� ह% O 
V��� �ह� R� �� ह� J�P ! �� ���� ��!��� O �% �ह�� हP 	 �� �/*��� �� �%�� �*� 
�jfJ$�k. �� ��� �ह�,���� ��.� J�P ! �� ���� �हT ह+ O �% ��.� ��  ��� C!|�� 
�हT !���� ��ह�� O �% �ह�� हP 	 �� �ह �.JI� �jq� f�I� ह% O �ह �.JI� q� d�&� ह% O 
C.� �*ह .� �ह . ह& �ह� ह% O  
 

 �ह&��,�P.�� �� �ह ह+ �� V� �हT N� *�"	,ह� �j��I3��I �� c��-���W. 
ह% O �हT �lI� ��.&.W* V ���,�हT K���l����I V ��� �� �� O �&1 ��!� ���� 
ह%,j+� ���� ह+ �& ql��JI �j��I3��I �� �� V ��� O * V� "� .�R +s�� 
K���!�.. ����  C��& ����!���,�N� ह� C.�� .��`�� �P 	� .�� �� O �P.�� �� ह+ 
�lI� �+��*��I O * �� ह� �lI� �+��*��I  �हT �����,� �� ह� ���� �हT �ह/	�� 
.�� �� O  
 

 L �% L	��� �� �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 O ह���� Lह�� N�1 �ह�	 �हT ह+ O ��3�� �� 
�� �SहD�� ह/� �&ह��1 O ���� �ह�� �ह ह+ �� ��3�� �� �� . �&I3 �� �! �ह� ह% O �&I3 
�� *& �� . ह%,�ह ��ह+��!I��� �� ह%,ह�1I �� �� . �हT ह% O ह�1I �� �� . �& �� ह& 
��� ह% $�1g�P�! ��  O L *& ��ह+��!I��� �� �� . ह%,�ह N� �� ह& *��� ���ह" O 
V� �Q�  ?��� �� .���� �& .�p�C" �� �ह V�����.�D ��  ��ह+��!I��� ��  �!" 
*��� �� �� O � �/*��� �� ��3�� �� ���� �ह�� 9� .��� .<��#$,.��� �lR3 �/*��� 
9� .��� ��F �� ���� ��  ���� �� .�J�� ह! ह& *�"�� O �ह� "� ��J�� ह+ O �& �lI� 
�+��*��I,��3�� 9� .�/�	� �� ���� ��s� ���� �� *& �&*�� ह%,�.� V� ����fS�� 
���*" O ह� V��& �.�� �P�� .ह�&� ���� O �% ���3��I �� �&1 C!|�� �हT !�� �ह� 
हP 	 O �/*��� �� ���3��I ह/� �m�� ��� ��  
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�ह� ह% !���� ���� N� �/ F .���"	 ह+ O ����  N� �/ F .���"	 ह% O ����  ��. �+.� �� ह% O 
�% �ह �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	  �� .�$! ���3��I �/*��� .���� �& 9� �+.� �� O `S���� O  
 

 *!� �	 .�#.@�7: ह/�-ह/� �/�>��  ��� .�� .�ह O �% V	� ?��� .� C. 
K��� �� �/��C	��� ���� ��  �!" N�*� ��� हP 	  9� .P,� �� .P���-ह�!,,/[�.!� �� 
.P���-ह�! V	� ?��� �� ��.� ��ह .� �/*��� 9� ��*JR�� .� �� �हT ह+ O C..� �ह!� 
���� ����D .��R�D �� �ह� �� V	� ?��� �� V* !&� .P,� �� �*ह .�, �ह�.�!� �� 
�*ह .� ,/��/ �� ���� �� �*P� ह& �" ह%,V^�ह^�� �� �ह� ह% O JI������ j�R �ह�	 �� 
ह& �ह� ह% 9� !&� N/,��� ��  ����� ह& �ह� ह% O *���� ���� � ह&�� �� �*ह .� ����.� 
��  �/G��!q �हJ.D �� �� �ह� ह% O K.� .P���-ह�! �ह�	 �+�� ह/1 ह%  O  
 

 �ह&��,�% V�.� �ह L|3 ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� V	� ?��� ��  ����� 18  L|!� 
,/[�.�!� ��  ����� ह% 9� 18 L|!� �� �/ ! 668 K.� �	j! ह% *ह�	 �� .P���-ह�! ह/� 
.	��� ह+ 9� L�� C. �� q<�� ��r*ह �हT �� �1 �& ह�� C. �� �� j� ह% �� 9� 
ह/� .� !&� q������ .� ����� O LN� �/ F .��R�D �� �ह� �� ��.��D �� �*� %�D .� 
�|� �!��,�*� ?�C��I .�हP���D .� �|� �!��,�� �� �� ��� j�! �ह� ह% �� �� ���� 
�+.� ���. ��� O "� ��q �& ����.� �� .���� �ह �ह�� ह+ �� ह� �|B �& �&JI�&� 
���� ��ह�� ह% !���� �P.�� ��q .����� ��3���� C. �� �� ?��. �� �ह� ह% �� 
��.� �|� ���. �!�� *�" O K.� �&* ./��� �� V �ह� ह+ �� �� ��.��D ��  ��. *��� 
����  ��� ��� j�! �ह� ह% �*.��  ���) ,/��/ �� �� �1 घI��"	 ����.� �� ��,� �1 
ह% O ����.�� ह/�P �� �ह�� ह% ह���� ��. q	 j �� ��� �हT ह%,ह/� q	 j ह% O ह� C. �� 
,�3 �� .��� ह% !����  * ��.�� �*!� �!��I� ��  ��. *��� ह%,�	j! V�q.� ��  
��. *��� ह+ �& �.� *�� ���� *��� ह+ �� .���� ��  ��. C. �.!� .� ��I�� ��  
�!",.P,� .� ��I�� ��  �!" "� qP I� �<H� �हT ह+ �& K.� fJR�� V	� ?��� �� ह+ C.�� 
�& ��� �हT ह% O .���� L��� �<�!.�* �� �*ह .� C. !���! �� �ह/	� �1 ह+ �*.�� 
V� �����!���� �ह .��� ह%,.���� C���l���!� %>EI ह& �/�� ह% 9� �.��  ��. 
�+.� �� �fA �हT ह+ �*..� �ह C. .P��� ह�! �� �/��!� �� .��  O  
 

 !� I#&�
� ��#G&HD�� (V�	 ?���): �fA ह/� r���� ह% O  

*Transliteration of the speech in Persian Script is available in the Hindi version of the 
Debate. 
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 *!� �	 .�#.@�7: V��� ��� V" �& &�!",�/p� &!�� ���*" O  
 

 ��r� .���� �� 750 ��&H 0�" �� ��	� �� S��� .���� .� �� R� O �ह 
ह/� Lq.&. �� �� ह+ �� K.� .	��� ���!� �� ���| �� ह/�P �� �� �.q3  75 ��&H 
0�" ���� �/E�� .�` !� ह% 9� *& "� ��� ��  ��� ���� ह% O �% V�.� �ह �ह�� 
��ह�� हP 	 �� �& �ह .P��� ह�! V	� ?��� �� ह% O ��!	���� �� .��� C!��� C..� 
�/���.� ह% O  
 

 �% "� 9� ���!� �� V��� ��&r*ह ��!��� ह/" L��� �� ,^� �0	 �� O 
*+.� �� �%�� �ह� �� �% V	� ?��� .� V�� हP 	 9� ���� ��!	���� .� ��d!� ह% O ���� "� /
9� �&J� �हP ��� ��  �ह�	 +s�  ह% O �ह N� C. �� .� ����q ह% �� C. �*!� �� .P��� 
ह�! 9� *�ह .� ह/� r���� .	��� ह% O �हP� ��� �� ह� .�! *& ���� ह&�� ह+ �ह 
7.54("�."�.) ���!�� ��I� ���� ह&�� ह+ !���� C. .�! C. �*!� �� �.q3  3.66 
("�."�) ���!�� ��I� ���� ह/1 �*.�� �*ह .� C. �*!� ��  64  �	j! *& ह% �ह 
C.��  r���� ����� ह% O �% V��& �ह �� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� V���  .�हP���D �� 
��� m�,V���  �&V����I� %� �� ��� m�,V���  ����!�Crj %�D �� ��� 
m� �& �हP ��� �*!� ��  L	�� ��  �% *&-��� ������ V��& ���	  �� �ह�	-�ह�	 
����� ,/��/ ����	 ह/1 ह% O �	���/� ��!�* ह%,ह+����� .� 60 ��!&��I� �� *H�d!� 
ह% O �ह�	 �& ��.��D �� ,/��/ �� �� O C.� ��ह .� �&�/ !� ��!�* �� �& ��.�� 
���,�SहD�� V^� ह^�� ��!� O ��� ���,LE��*� �d!� ��!�* *& �.��*� �	j! �� ह+ 
�ह�	 ��.��D �� V^� ह^�� �� O �% V�.� �ह �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� L �ह ,�� V �ह� 
ह% �� *& �lI� q��3.3 ह%,*& �lI� n&�.3 ह% �SहD�� N� ��q� ����� �� V^� ह^��� 
�� ह% O ((#� �� घ,3�) C.�!" �% V���  ��Q�� .� .���� .� �ह �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� 
C. ��*/� fJR�� ��  ���) �ह�	 ��  *& �*�P� ह% ���� ��Cn��� ह& �ह� ह% O �� L��� 
��	� F&H�� �<��� �� �!�� ��  �!" *� �ह� ह% O �% V��& ���	  ��  C.�� �*ह .� 
�ह�	 9� ��� .P��� ह�! �+�� ह& �ह� ह% O K.� !&� �*��� �h r���� ह+ *& ��Cn�I �हT 
�� .��� ह% �� .H�& �� N�, ��	��� ��  �!" �*P� ह& �ह� ह% 9� ,/��/ �� �� V� 
�� ह& �ह� ह+ C.�!" �% �ह �� V�.� �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 O �% �� S� �� .���� .� 
�/���!�� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� �ह C. ���!� �� .	*���� .� �<� ��� O 
 

 .�� .�ह,,/� ह���� �ह� ह+����� ��  L	�� *& ���� ��  ���� �� .�J�� ह+ 
�ह ह/� ��*/� .�J�� ह% O �& ��� �� "� V� ���� V�� ह+ "� घ	I�,�& घ	I� ��   

*Transliteration of the speech in Persian Script is available in the Hindi version of 
the Debate. 
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�!" 9� �ह N� ��z�P!� �हT V�� ह% O ह+����� �ह� �� *& ]�]�� ��I� �� .�J�� ह+ 
C. �� .���� �& ��&r|ह ���� �� *0�� ह+ O ((#� �� घ,3�) �% L��� �� ,^� 
���� ह/" �ह �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� �ह .��� ���!� JI�I ���3��I ��  . �� �हT ह% O JI�I 
���3��I �� .���� .� ��!�q �� *& ��	� �� ह+ �. �� q<�� �<� �� *0�� ह+  O L�� 
C.�� ���� ह&�� �& C. �� �� L	���� ह+ �� ह�!�� .	��� हD�� 9� !&� N/,��� �� 
����� हD��,�<� �� ����� हD��,,/��/ ���D �� ����� m��� 9� C..� ह���� 
ह��,ह���� ��"	 . ������� �� ����� हD�� O C.�!" �% V���  ��Q�� .� C. .�� .� 
9� C. .���� .� C. �� �� ��	� ���� हP 	 �� q<�� �<� �� *& ��!�q �� ��� ह%  
�.�& m��� *�",��!�q ��  .�I� ���� ��" *�	" 9� ,�. �<� .� �� !&�D ��  �!" 
*& �<*���D ��  ��Cn��� �� �*ह .� N�, ��	��� ��  �!" �*P� ह& �ह� ह% ����  �!" 
��!�q ��  .�I� ,&!� ���� ���& C. �/.�� .� ��|�� ��!�1 *� .��  O ह/�-ह/� 
�/�>�� O  

SHRI YADLAPATI VENKAT RAO (Andhra Pradesh): Mr. Vice-

Chairman, Sir, the nation is reeling under severe drought. This is one of the worst 

drought conditions it had ever experienced. The States of Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, 

Rajasthan, some parts of Orissa, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and some parts of 

Karnataka which are adjacent to Andhra Pradesh are all facing severe drought 

conditions. 

In Andhra Pradesh, the south-west monsoon has failed this year. The rainfall 

during June to September, 1999 had been uneven, with long dry spell during the 

critical stages of planned growth. Then, 512 mandals out of 1,099 rural mandals 

received scanty and insufficient rainfall. The entire crops that were raised have 

withered away. Our Chief Minister has taken special care to visit the worst-affected 

areas and steps have been taken for rescheduling of loans, sanctioning of special crop 

loans, etc., in the drought-affected mandals. In the month of October, 1999, the total 

loss was estimated at Rs.2566.91 crores. Our Chief Minister wrote letters to the 

Central Relief Commissioner and to the hon. Prime Minister for sanctioning 

Rs.720.36 crores as the Central assistance, Relief Fund to combat the drought 

situation. But so far only Rs.75 crores have been released. 

Due to severe summer prevailing in Andhra Pradesh, covering about 688 

mandals, that is, more than half of the area of the State is reeling under severe 

drought. Telangana and Rayalaseema areas are the worst-affected. Whatever little 

crops, the farmers have raised, have withered away; and the 
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water resources dried up. The situation is very grave and near famine 

conditions are prevailing in these areas. Lands have become parched. There is 

no fodder for the cattle. Farmers are in distress. They are disposing of their 

cattle. Many of the cattle are dying due to hunger. 

As far as the drinking water is concerned, wells have dried up. The 

ground water table has receded in some areas. People have to spend almost a 

day in travelling and standing in the queues for getting little water from 

nearby places where the wells are having some water. The situation is getting 

aggravated day by day; and in many places riots have broken out. Since the 

situation is assuming a life and death dimension, it is feared that ..(Time-bell) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Please 

conclude. 

SHRI YADLAPATI VENKAT RAO: Two minutes more, Sir. The 

States like Gujarat and Rajasthan have made appeals to the non-governmental 

organisations, private sector, etc., to support the endeavour of the States to 

tackle the drought crisis. I am happy that the Prime Minister has appealed to 

the people to contribute liberally to tide over the crisis. Our Chief Minister is 

seeking the help of all, to face the crisis. In this connection, it may be 

recalled, the immediate assistance and relief measures offered by Shri 

Chandra Babu Naidu to the people of Orissa, when they were severely hit by 

cyclone last year, was appreciated by all the people in the country. But, now, 

Andhra Pradesh itself has become a victim of natural calamity, reeling under 

the grip of severe drought and yearning for assistance from all Comers. 

Therefore, I appeal to the Central Government to release immediately Rs.500 

crores to tide over the crisis. Thank you. 

 !� (,�$Y ��<Z$����: `S���� ��.N�Q�  �ह&�� O �% IP  �� ��C	I *d�� .� 
*d�� &!�� �� ��#I� �0	 �� O ��r� ��  26 �*!D ��  23406 ��	�D �& ����	� 9 
*����,2000 �& LN��nJ� घ&�2� ���� ��� O C..� 261 !�, *� .	G�� "	� 345 
!�, �/� `� ?N���� ह/V ह% O L��! �� C. �bN�� fJR�� �& ��,�� ह/" H� �+���� �� 
��ह� ������`��	 �!��� *��� �� V�[���� ह% O ��r � .���� '��� L��! ?N���� 
 �
D �� ��ह� ������`��	 .	���!� ���� ��  �!�� *& �&*�� ��1 �1 ह+ ����  �!" 
L�/����: 1311 ��&H 0���(1034 ��&H 0��� �*�P�� ��,112.20 ��&H 0��� ��/ 
.	� ) �� 9� 164.70 ��&H 0��� ���*! Y��JR� ��  �� V�[���� ह% O  
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��r� ��  V��� ��ह� �&2 �� */!�1,2000 �� ��
 106 ��&H 0��� ह� ��!g` ह& 
������ O L�:C. �&*�� �& �>��fS�� ���� ��  �!�� !�N� 11.45 ��&H 0��� �� 
L����A .ह���� �� V�[���� �ह��� �*.��  �!" �� S� .���� �& ��b�,1999 �� 
e��� ���� ��� O N��� .���� �� .P,� �� fJR�� ��  LQ��� ��  �!" "� �� S��� 
LQ��� �! *���� �� N�*� O  
 

 �� S��� LQ��� �! �� ���&I3 ��  V`�� �� ��#$�� V�� ��ह� .���� �� 
+s� ����	� 27 ���3 2000 �& ह/1,�.�� ��r� �& 102��&H �� .ह���� ��  .		` �� 
��)3� �!�� ��� O �ह&��,�ह L	j�!�C� ���� �� �� ह+ �� �ह ���� LN� �� ��r� 
.���� �& ?�E� ह&�� ��2 ह% O �ह 102 ��&H 0��� N� LN� �� �Sह� �हT ��!� ह% O 
���j/  .�ह,V� �/ F ���" O 28.3.2000 �& ?`�� �	
� �ह&�� �& �
 �!,�� 700 
��&H 0�" �� L����A .ह���� �/�S� ���� ��  �!" �/G� �	
� �� �ह� O 2.12.1999 �& 
������ ?`�� �	
� �ह&�� �& �
 �!,�� ������ ���� ��� �� ��r� ��  L��!nJ� 
 �
D �� ?N���� !&�D �& �&*��� ��!g` ����� ह��/ “��� ��  �!� L��* �&*��” 
�!��� ��  �!" N��� .���� '��� L��* V	�I� ���� *�" O C. �23 K.� ��ह� ���B 
�& ह�R �� �!�� ��� ह% �*�.� �� L��! ��  ?N�� �& �&�� *� .��  O LN��nJ� �*!D 
�� 15,824 ��ह� ���3 J���� � ��" *� �/��  ह% �R� ��3��� �� 9,455 ��ह� ���3 �! �ह� 
ह% O q���� 9� ���3 2000 ��  �!" \��� .���-�ह R&H� .� ���&I3 V� ��, !� �& 
L�F� �ह��� ��D�� �&�	�� .�ह �� ���� �हT ह% C.�!" �% ��ह�� हP 	 �� C. ��� �� 
�� �P	 O �% �.q3  "� ���I �� ,^� �� �P	�� O 69,899 \��� ��� �� �ह� ह% O C. ?��� 
3 !�, 52 ह*�� 495 \���D �& �&*��� ���� *� �ह� ह% O 1 L?+! .� ��ह� ���B �� 
\���D �� �*�P�� �� 44 0��� .� m��� 60 0��� ?����� �� �� ��� ह% O ���� 
L�/�&` �� �! C��� ह� ह% O LN� ह���� ��.� .�R� �� �ह� �� C��� ��r�D �� L�� 
.�& ह*��-ह*��,��	� .<,.�� .< ��&H ���� *�"	 �& ��d!� �� .���� �+ .� �� 
.�� �� ? �%�� �ह.� !���� �� �/ ! ��!��� ���-��	� ह*�� ��&H 0��� ���� �&1 
ह/� H� �� �हT ह% O C.�!" ���j/  *�,V� V	� ?��� �& ��!�C",.N� JI�k. �& 
��!�C" 9� .�� �� ��!�C" O L�� LN� �/�S� V� ��ह� �हT ���� �& �� �� ���� .� 
�&1 !�N �हT ह&�� O C.�!" ���� L�/�&` ह+ �� V[��.� �हT ���ह",K��/L!� �ह 
�+.� �Sह� ��!� �*..� ����  ��� �� V" O `S���� O  
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 !� 
�
�8�\ #	ह��: ��.N�Q�  *�,��� ��  ���NS� N��D �� �1 �� 
?��� ��� V���"	 V�� ह%-�N� NP��! V�� ह%,�N� .P,� �H�� ह%,�N� �>��� V 
*��� ह%,�N� �m V *��� ह+ !���� �/*��� "� K.� ?��� ह% *ह�	 �� ह� C� ���D 
?��� ��� �����c	 �� L�/N� ���� ह% O ��F!� .�! �>��� V�� R� C. .�! .P,� 
�H ��� ह% O R&H� .�! �ह!� �ह�	 �� �m N� V ��� RT O �/*��� �� *& NP ���� ह%,�ह 
K.� ह% �� �*.��  ���) ह�� ���� ��  ���� ��  �!" �.�� ��  ���� �� ��N3� ���� 
�H�� ह% O 66 ?���� *& *��� �� ��J��� ह+ �ह �^R� ��!� ह% 9� 34 ?���� *& 
��� ��J��� ��� ह%,�.�� .� ��� ?���� ��J��� K.� ह+ *& ����� ��  ������ !�� 
ह/V ह% C.�!" �ह�	 �� ,��� ���� V�� ह% O *��� ��  ���� �� .��! ह� �/*��� �� �हT 
ह%,�ह�	 �ह� .� ह� ���� !��� �H�� ह% O .�q� . �lI� ह+ �& �.�� ह� ���&� ���� 
�H���,K.� fJR�� ह% O C.�!" 1981 .� 1990 �� ��  ��� �� *& .	�/A ��#$ .	घ �� 
C	I���[�! ]�]�� �lI� K	j .+��I��� j��� I ����� �� ��)3� ���� R�, �. �A 
�/*��� �� �ह �&*�� �� R� 9� ���� ��  ���� �� �&*�� ��� ��  ��*P� N� �/*��� 
���� ��  ��� ��. �ह� ह% O ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�� �ह ह+ �� �/*��� �� K.� ��J��� 
ह%-��� �� �/ F ��J��� K.� ह+ *ह�	 �� .P,� �� L.� �ह�� ह% O ��� ��  19 ?���� �*!� 
K.� ह% ,16 ?���� ��� �� N<�&�!� ����. K.� ह% 9� 11 ?���� V��� K.� ह% 
*ह�	 �� L��! �ह�� ह+ !���� �/*��� ��  60 ?���� �*!� K.� ह% 9� 43 ?���� 
N<�&�!� ��J��� K.� ह+ �R� 27 ?���� V��� K.� ह+ *& L��!nJ� ह% O �ह 
���fJR�� ह���� .���� ह% O V* *& ���JR�� ह%,�.��  ���) �/*��� �� ,�� �� *& 
�^���� V"��,�ह �.q3  .�� ?���� *��� .�,*ह�	 �� �* &�� ��� R�,�.�� .� 
V"�� O  
 

 �2(8�U�� (!� (C�	� 2GR��): V� �� �! ./p�� ���*" 9� .	 �� �� &�!" 
O  
 

 !� 
�
�8�\ #	ह��: �% ./p�� �,�� ��हP 	�� �� L�!� �23-���� ,��q 
.�|� C. �� �हT ह&��,L�!� ,��q .�|� ��  �!" ,��,�* 9� ,��� ��  �!" 
C��/k. �� Y��JR� ���� ह&�� O .��� ��� �� *& ���� ��  ��J��� ह%,�ह�	 ���� ��� ��  
���NS� N��D �� !� *��� *� .��� ह+,K.� �&*�� NP���! �� ��1 �1 R� O �& ��� ह� 
�ह �हT �� .��� �� ��� ��  .��� �|!D �& ��1�!�1�D .� *&H �� ? �ह&��,.<��#$ 
.�,.!��� .� �R/�� �� ��* �� "� ��1�!�1� !�� ह/1 ह+ �& ��� ���� ��  �!" K.� 
Y��JR� �� *� .��� ह% ?  
 
 �ह&��,*& ह/� �� ���� ��!� ��J���  �
 ह%,�ह�	 ��  �!" *& .	�&`� ह/V 
ह%,�.��  �ह� �ह �� ���� ��� �� ?����� ?�� Y�fA 8000 !�I� ���� ���� ��  
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�ह�	 �H�� ह+ !���� �. ���� �& ह� .	nह �हT �� ���� ह%,L�� C. ���� �& ह� .	nह 
��� �& ?����� "� Y�fA �& 300 !�I� ���� *& ���� ��  �!" 9� ].��1 ��  �!" 
���ह",�ह ह� �.� �� .��� ह% O !���� ��F!� �1 .�!D �� C. ���� �& �?|�3 ���� ��  
�!" 9� �	 |�3 ���� ��  �!" �&*��"	 �हT �T O �/*��� .���� �� C. �� 10,000 
��� j+� ���� �� �&*�� ��1 �*.��  �!" �.�� .< ��&H 0�" �� �� ��" O LN� 
��F!� �& �ह��� �� 2000 .� r���� ��� j+� � �" ह% *�� ��F!� 53 .�!D �� �.q3  
1900 ��� j+� �� R� O �& C. c� N� Q��� ��" *��� �� V�[���� ह% O `S���� O  

SHRI AIMADUDDIN AHMAD KHAN (DURRU) (Rajasthan): Sir, 

thank you for giving me this opportunity to speak on the drought situation in 

my State of Rajasthan. There were certain aspersions cast on the State 

Government by some of my colleagues from the other side, and a lot of 

clarifications were given from this side. The State Government was in touch 

with the Government of India from the very beginning, and the matter was 

brought to the notice of the Government of India in October. The matter was 

brought to the notice of the Government even through the forum of this hon. 

House on the 2nd March, through a question put specifically about the 

drought situation in Rajasthan. It is a matter of great regret that in spite of so 

many representations made to the Government of India, the meeting of the 

NCRF was held on 27th of March, that is, six months after the first 

representation of the State Government of Rajasthan was received by the 

Government of India. Nonetheless, I wish now to bring to your notice some of 

the points that were missed out by my colleagues here. The rainfall in 1999 in 

Rajasthan was 450 mm, as against the normal rainfall of 533 mm, the toss of 

production in 1999 of bajra was 60 per cent which was targeted at 21.25 lakh 

tonnes; the loss of production of maize was 48 per cent with the target of 10.6 

lakh tonnes and the loss of production in respect of pulses was 72 per cent 

with the target of 5.3 lakh tonnes. These are some of the points 1 wish to bring 

to your kind notice to show the kind of situation that is being faced by the 

State Government. The State Government has, at present, engaged four lakh 

labourers working on relief works at the rate of Rs. 60/- per person per day, 

which is the minimum wage. The monthly expenditure is over Rs. 60 crores. 

If we add to this Rs. 20 crores for material, the approximate monthly 

requirement is over Rs. 80 crores. In the coming months of May and June, this 

number of the workforce will increase.   There will be corresponding 
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increase in the requirement of funds. Similar heavy amounts are being spent 

on cattle camps and drinking water. If we add all the expenses, the State is 

spending Rs. 3 crores per day on the management of drought relief. The 

drinking water expenses on tankers will go up from Rs. one crore to Rs. four 

crores per day. Already, the temperature is four to five degrees above the 

normal. 

And this will worsen in the next two months. The grain supplied under 

the PDS has been increased from 10 kilos to 20 kilos per person per day. 

Though it can be obtained at concessional rates; yet it has to be paid for. The 

Government of India is giving a total aid of Rs. 100 crores for a period of one 

month. There has been a lot of talk from both sides of the House about the 

various long term measures which have to be taken. You yourself had 

mentioned about water mapagement and water harvesting. Just for the sake of 

my colleagues, I would like to illustrate my point by citing an experiment that 

has been conducted by an NGO in the district of Alwar in Rajasthan. It is called 

Taran Bharat Sangh. You might remember that last month, the hon. President 

of India had gone there to honour this NGO for the water management 

programme which they are conducting. When they started the work of water 

management there, there were some streams and rivers which had been dry 

for the last 50 years. But after doing small projects on water management, I 

am glad to say that the river has started running again and there is plenty of 

water and there is water in the tubewells also. So, this is a programme which 

can be and should be taken up on a war-footing so that this recurring problem 

of drought, which is prevalent in Gujarat and States like Rajasthan, can be 

dealt with. 

Also, here, I would like to make one last point about another long-term 

plan that we should take up in the field of agriculture. Up till now, we have 

been relying too much on chemical fertilisers and pesticides. We have 

forgotten our age-old, traditional, farming, that is, organic farming. It was 

mentioned in our Shastras and Puranas thousands of years back. I regret to 

say that though we have forgotten it, in 1920's a European Agro-Economist, 

Rudolf Styner, studied the Shastras and the Puranas and started propagating 

the idea of organic farming in Europe and America. I would like to draw the 

attention of the Government to this fact. And here we have a Government 

which is talking about going back to our culture and our ways of life. This is 

what I wanted to say. 
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Before I conclude, I would like to just make two-three points to be taken 

up on a long-term basis so that this annual feature of drought can be faced. In 

order to immediately face the situation, I would like to request the Government 

of India to solicit the help of the our defence forces, especially, the Army, to 

help the various States in these relief operations. Since they are a very well-

organised part of our society, I would request the Central Government to take 

into consideration the appeals of the various State Governments, including 

the State Government of Rajasthan, for further help in the matter. Thank you. 

SHRI GOPALSINH G. SOLANKI (Gujarat): At the outset, the whole 

nation, particularly, the drought-affected States, are very much grateful for the 

appeal that has been made by the hon. Prime Minister. At the same time, my 

State is also thankful and grateful to the Ministry of Agriculture and to the 

Ministry of Finance for releasing an instalment of Rs. 86 crores in last week. 

But, Sir, the drought situation which the various States, particularly, Gujarat, 

are facing now has never been faced by them since the last 101 years. It was 

101 years back that there was a drought like this, and it was called the 

Chapparia drought. It was in 1956 Samwat. But this drought spell has created 

a worse situation in the State. It was anticipated in the month of August, 

before the Meteorological Department made an announcement. A meeting at 

the State Cabinet level was held on 23rd August, 1999. I just want to remind 

my friend, Mr. Brahmakumar Bhatt, that the second meeting was held on 5th 

September, 1999 and the third meeting was held on 16th September, 1999. 

Thereafter, there was a meeting every week. As far as drinking water is 

concerned, there is scarcity. It is not that the State is not making efforts. They 

are making efforts. There is a raskavare system, a water supply system, which 

has been getting water from Mahi project which is 180 kilometres away. I 

would like to remind my friends who have spoken in favour of Gujarat and 

other States that there are four districts where there are several projects, but 

there is not a single drop of water in many projects. Rajkot is having 28 

projects. Out of that, in 18 projects there is not a single drop of water. 

Surendranagar is having 12 projects. Out of that, in 10 projects there is not a 

single drop of water. In Jamnagar there are 25 projects. Out of that, in 18 

projects there is not a single drop of water. In my district there are 15 projects. 

Out of that, in 13 projects there is not a single drop of water. There are only 

two rivers, Mahi and Panam, and water is being sent to Baroda and 

Ahmedabad from Kadana and Vanakbori projects through raskavare system. 
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Our Government is making every effort to supply water. When scarcity is 

there, relief work is required. When scarcity is there, food supply is required. 

When scarcity is there, wages need to be offered to the common people. This 

has also been done. At present, people are fetching water from three or four 

kilometres away. We have started providing hand-pumps. We have also 

started giving immediate relief. Like Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Orissa, 

Rajasthan and Karnataka are also affected. Cattle are starving. We don't have 

enough fodder. Every day we get one goods-train of fodder. But it is not 

enough to feed the cattle. Therefore, a plan is required. My friend was saying 

that when there was scarcity our Chief Minister was sitting in air-conditioned 

rooms. 1 would like to say that the preliminary report was sent to the Central 

Government, seeking assistance to the tune of Rs.930 crores, in the month of 

October. Subsequently, reports were submitted every week. The State 

Government has also organised meetings at the tehsii level every Friday and 

at the district level every Saturday. I request the Government, through you. 

Sir, to provide monetary assistance which is badly needed. 1 know that the 

Centre doesn't have much money with the Calamity Relief Fund. But the 

resources can be created by seeking assistance from the cooperative sector and 

the banks. Some nationalised banks may also be asked to assist. Some 

donations or contributions may also be made to the Chief Minister's Relief 

Fund and the Prime Minister's Relief Fund and the State can be provided 

assistance from that. 
 
 !� ��"+8�\ �.2�#��: ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,V* �P�� ��� �� .P,� �� �	N�� 
.�J�� �� C. ह��. �� ��� ह& �ह� ह% O ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�1 .�!D .� ह� .�! ह� 
!&� �ह�	 �� ���I �.�/"�� ��  ��� �� �� t!j �.�/"�� �� ��� ���� ह% O !���� 
*& ./p�� V�� ह%,*& �j��	j V�� ह+ JI�k. �� ��q .�,"�.��*.�� ��q .� �� C.��  
�!" ������I .�d�P�� ह&�� ���ह" �ह �हT ह& �ह� ह% O ह���� V��)�� Lह�� �I�! 
*� ��,ह���� ���jP  *� �� *& ./p�� C. �� ��" ह% C.��  ��� �� .N� ��{I�D �& ��!�� 
�/ F ���� ���ह" 9� C.��  �!" �&1 q	 j ���� ���ह" ���� �� �� *& q	 j �� 
LN�� ह&�� ह+ �ह � ह& O ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�/*��� ��  25�*!D �� .� ��� 17 �*!� 
.P,� .� ?N���� ह% O �/*��� ��  230 ��!��c	 �� .� / 153 ��!�� C..� ?N���� ह% 9� /
18727 ��	�D �� .� 9421 ��	� C..� ?N���� ह% O �/*��� �� ,�.�� 
L���!�,����,�&�	��,N�����,./��S����,��*�&I,*����� 9� ��F V�� �*!� 
r���� .P,� .� ?N���� �|� V�� ह% O ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,*+.� 
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LN� ह���� ����/ ��� N� *� �� ����  �� �.�b� �ह��� �� ह� ह��& ��� �! ��� R� 
�� ���P.� q� ! ह& ��� ह%,���� �� V1 ह% O L�� �.� .�� JI�I ���3��I �� 
"j��	. E!�]�� ����  C. ��  ��� �� .�$! ���3��I �& .P��� �� �� ह&�� �� ���&��j� �� 
���� ह&��,�� L��� �j��	j �.��  .���� �,� ह&�� �& V* *& �ह fJR�� �+�� ह/1 ह+ 
�ह fJR�� �+�� �हT ह&�� O !���� JI�I ���3��I �� ��.b�,99 �� fJ����.I� 
�jf�!�� �� 9� JI�I ���3��I �� *&,�+.� .�$! ���3��I �� ���� R�... 

SHRI GOPALSINH G. SOLANKI: The relief work was started only 

after 15th of October. That is what the Scarcity Manual of the Central 

Government speaks of. 
 

 !� ��"+8�\ �.2�#��: ��.b� 1999 �� fJ����.I� �jf�!�� �� �1 9� 
�/*��� ���3��I �& *& �+.� ���� R� 992 ��&H 0��� �.�� ��� 55 ��&H 0��� ह� 
�/*��� ���3��I �& ���� ��� O 9� �ह N� � ���� ��� ? ���3 ��  "	j �� O V� 
��C"�� �� �ह �+.� �/*��� ���3��I �& � ��!� ? ���3 "	j �� �+.� ��!� O V� 
�� �ह� R� �� �/*��� ���3��I �� L�IP� .� ��!�q ��3  JI�I3 �� ����  

SHRI GOPALSINH G. SOLANKI: It could be started only after 15th 

of October. That is what the Scarcity Manual of the Central Government 

speaks of. 

 !� ��"+8�\ �.2�#��: ��.N�Q�  *�,�ह�� �� ��! �ह ह+ �� ��� 
I�C�!� K��� �!�� *��� �& V* *& .�J�� �/*��� �� ,H� ह/1 ह%,,�.�<� .� ���� 
��  ���� ��,��/c	 ��  �!" घ�. 9� ���� �� �ह �+�� �हT ह&�� O ह� ��.� ��Iu �& 
�>�I.�C* �हT ���� ��ह�� ,JI�I ���3��I �& �>�I.�C* �हT ���� ��ह�� !���� 
�% �ह *0� �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� V���! ?�C� ����JI� �& ��� ��  �!" �/*��� ��  
�<�� �� R� O L�� ��q ����JI� ���� R� �& ����  .����� ����JI� R� *& ���& "� 
�& .P,� "���� �� !� *��� *+.� ��F ह%,*����� ह+,��*�&I ह% O L�� �� K.� ���� �& 
�� .� �� ?`���	
� �& ��� �! *��� �� �/*��� �� .P,� �� fJR�� ��� ह% O ह���� 
�ह�� �� ��! �ह ह+ �� ����  �<�� .� �/ F 9� .हP�!��� �/*��� �& 9� ��! 
.��� R� O !���� C.�� ह���� �/*��� ���3��I q� ! �ह� O �P.��,*& �/*��� �� ���� 
�� .�J�� �	N�� ह&�� *� �ह� ह+ �.��  ��� �� �% �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� C.��  �!" 
�/*��� ���3��I �� fJ����.I� ��JI� E!�� ���� ह+ 9� C.�� 6312 ��	�D �& �,� 
��� ह% O 69 �ह� 9� 13 b�/��J�! ����&���� �.�� �,� �" ह% !���� C.��  *��" 
ह/� �� ��	�D �� ���� �� ���� �/*��� ���3��I �� ��q .� �ह/	���� ��� ह+ O �ह "�  
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ह/� �	N�� �.!� ह% O �% V��� *������ �� !��� ��ह�� हP 	 �� ���� �� �*ह  .� �ह�	 
�� !&�D �� p�H� ह& �ह� ह%,,�.�<� �� *& N����� �� �! �� ����* ��	� ह% �ह�	 �� 
�SहD�� ह�1 �� �� 	� �jf�!�� ���� ��D�� �ह�	 ���& ���� �हT ��! �ह� R� O �/�!. 
�� �� �� !�s� ��*3 ���� 9� �/�!. �� ��q .� q��]�� N� ह/1 O ���� ,/� �� �*!� 
./������ ह%,�ह�	 ��  ����/� ��	� �� ��ह!�"	 �/	 " �� ����� ह%,�J.� .� L��� V� �& �	̀  
�� ���� *��� ह%,��� *& ��ह!�"	 ह&�� ह% �.�& ,T��� ह+ 9� ���� �ह� V�� ह% O 
�q� �P.�� ��ह!� ���� *��� ह% O ��	�-��	�,�. �. ��! �P� �� ��ह!�c	 �& ���� 
!��� ��  �!" *��� �H�� ह+ O �ह fJR�� V* �/*��� �� ह% O C.��  ��� �� V���  ��Q�� 
.� ���� �/|���� ह+ �� *d�� .� *d�� �/ F Y��JR� �� *�" 9� �/*��� ���3��I �� *& 
q�C������! LfJ.I�. ��	�� ह+,�.�& *d�� �ह/	��1 *�" ���� V�� ��!� ���D �� 
���� �� .�J�� ह! �� .��  O �P.�� �� �ह ह+ �� �ह�	 qlj� �� ह/� ��� ह% O 
Lह����� �*!� ��  �����	� ��!�� ��  ����/� ��	� �� ह���� �/*��� �� !&� ��� �� /
�P*� ���� ह% 9� C.��  �` �� ?��	` N� ह+ !���� ����/� ��	� �� "� ह*�� .� r���� 
��� ���� �� ��� ��  ���) �� �1 O * ��`� .N� �� C. �� ��� ह/1 9� ?[� 
�s��� ��� �& �ह�	 ��  q�C��. ����JI� �� �ह� �� ह� ]����&! �& �+.� �हT ���� ह% O 
L C��� Lह� �.!� R� "� ह*�� ��� �ह�	 �� �1 9� �P�� ]����&! ��  $J$� !&� 
* q�C��. ����JI� �& ��!�� ���,ह��. �� C��*�.� �� ��� ह/1 �& q�C��. 
����JI� �� *�� ���� �� K.� �& ह/� ]����&! ��!� �+.� �� �j��	j ����� �& ह� 
�+ .� .� .��� ह% O �� �� * ?��� V�� � *� �� ��  �+.� ���� �� �� �हT O �ह�� �� 
��! �ह ह+ �� * "� 9� L��� ��/ `� �� �ह� ह+ �& R&H� �+.D �� �*ह .� ���& 
������� � ह&,�ह N� ह��& ��,�� ���ह�� O *ह�	 � � ��!�q ��3  �� �� ह%,�ह �ह� 
*��� ह+ �� ���& I�C� .� �+.� ��!�� ह+ O !���� K.� �� �हT ह% O ह� ��� �� ���& 
����I ह& *��� ���ह�� ��!�q ��3  �� *& N� �*�P� ��� ���� ह% �.�& �&-�&,���-
��� हt�� �� ���& �*�P�� �हT ��!�� ह+ O �ह�	 �� ���� ��  ���� �� N� Y��JR� �हT 
ह&�� O �ह�	 �� �§j N� �हT ह+ *ह�	 �� �*�P� �&�ह� �& ,��� ��  I�C� �� V��� .� 
+s .��  O �ह . �.!� �ह�	 �� ह% O V���  ��Q�� .� "n��d�� ����JI� V��)�� 
�I�� *� .� ���� }�. �/|���� ह+ �� ह���� JI�I ���3��I �� 922 ��&H 0��� ��	�� ह% 
�*.�� .� LN� �� �� �! 54 ��&H ह� ���� ��� ह%,r���� .� r���� 9� *d�� .� 
*d�� `����� �ह�	 �ह/ 	��1 *�" ��D�� LN� I�C�  ह/� �� ह%,��� I�C�!� ह�d� 
�हT ��!���,�� �� �+.� ��!��� �& �.�� �&1 ��!  
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�हT �ह�� ह% O �% V���  ��Q�� .� �q� �/|���� ���� हP 	 �� ������ �I�� *� *d�� .� 
*d�� �+.� N�*�� �� Y��JR� ��� O `S���� O  
  

 !� 8���.�C ���� '(ह
: ������ ��C.�����+� .�ह,�% V��� ह/� 
VN��� हP 	 �� V��� �/p� &!�� �� �<�� ���� O �/p� �� �! �& ��� �ह�� ह% O "� �& �ह 
�� .P,� K.� ��| ह+ *& ह/� �ह!� .� ��,�1 ���� !��� ह+ 9� �.��  �!" �P�� ���/L! 
�� �,� ह+,�.��  �ह.� .� ��� ��� �हT ह/V ह+,I�C� I�! ��  �ह.� .� ��� �हT 
ह/V ह+ �& �q� �� L�`�����D ��  �,!�q "��� L�����3 ह% O ��{!����I C. �� �� 
�j��	j ��� �� ��� "��� �!�� ���,��ह� .�$! ���3��I ��  L�`���� हD �� JI�I 
���3��I ��  L�`���� हD O ����  �,!�q "��� !� �� ���� *�" O �P.�� ��| JI�I 
���3��k. .� �j��	j V �ह� ह% O Lq.&. �� �� ह+ �� JI�I ���3��k. �� >� �j��!I� 
!& ह& �1 ह% O *ह�	 �� ���� *������ ह+ * �% .����� L�`���� R� 9� ��� ���� R� 
�& �ह �ह�� ह+ �� .< 0��� ���ह�� �& F: .< ��	�D �ह "� �<R�1 �� V`� �� ���� O 
�ह I&I! ,�3 .�I� .� ����!�� ��ह�� ह% O .�I� �& `&,� ���� ह% O ��. �& `&,� �� �ह� 
ह%,ह� �हT .�p�� !���� �ह �� L��� *�ह �� .^� ह+ �� JI�I ���3��k. .��� 
�q�|3 ?J�/� �हT ���� ह% O >� �j��!I� �+� ह% O ���� ������ ह% �� ��{!����I�� ���I� 
��1 *�" *& *�ह *�ह *�"O  

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Sir, I am on a point of order. I think this 

kind of a sweeping generalization about the State Governments goes beyond 

the competence of this House. This is unfair. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: This is what is happening. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Whatever may happen. But it is beyond his 

competence to speak in such sweeping terms about all the State Governments. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: I have the competence to speaking because I 

have worked in....(Interruptions)... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Sir, you give your ruling then. If he is 

challenging this....(Interruptions)...Then, let Mr. Venkaiah Naidu get up and 

express his views on this...(Interruptions)...This is the Council of States. 

...(Interruptions)... Sir, this is not done. We don't expect this kind of a 

statement that the Central Government is more eminently eligible for doing all 

thee things, that whatever they are saying is correct, and that whatever the State 

Governments are saying is wrong.... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: I have seen it happening.....(Interruptions)... 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: He does not understand the implications of 
what he is saying. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: Sir, now, may I continue? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Yes. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: There has been a suggestion that a committee of 

Parliament should go to the drought-affected areas and that it should actually 

evaluate what the real requirement of each State is so that something could be 

done. I have been sitting here right from 5 o' clock waiting for Members to 

suggest what they themselves are going to do for droughts that have become a 

menace in this country. 1 am sorry to say, not one suggestion came from any 

quarter. I, therefore, personally, feel that in order to improve the drought 

situation, we have the MPLADS from which each of us can donate Rs.30 

lakhs to the Prime Minister's Relief Fund, create a Calamity Relief Fund and 

help the drought-affected States of the country. This is my suggestion. I pray 

to the Members of the House to kindly be generous enough to give this 

money to the Prime Minister's Relief Fund. It can, readily, be available to the 

Prime Minister for immediate disbursement to the States... 

SHRI J. CHITHARANJAN (Kerala): That won't be a contribution by 

Members. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: Like we paid Rs. 5000 in the case of Orissa, we 

can pay our one month's salary to the Prime Minister's Relief Fund. This is 

the second suggestion. These are the two contributions that I would urge upon 

the Members to make for the Prime Minister's Relief Fund so that the 

Government can take immediate action. Thank you. 
 
 !� #+
G&H #���: ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,V* ह��. ��  L	�� "� �	N�� ��2� 
��  ��� ��� ह& �ह� ह% O C. ��� ��  �!" ह� �ह �ह .��� ह+ �� �ह ?��� ��� 
V���c	 �� ��� ह+ ��D�� C. ��� ��  L	�� ��.� � ��.� �हJ.� �� ह� .�! ?��� ��� 
V���c	 .� !&� ���H� �ह�� ह% O !&�D ��  .���� .�J��	" �ह�� ह% O ��.� *�ह N�2) 
L��! �� .�J�� �ह�� ह+ �& �हT �m �� .�J�� �ह�� ह%,�हT ?��� ��� �Pq�� �� 
.�J�� �ह�� ह%,�हT c!� �H *��� ह% �*..� ��.��D �� q.!� �<�I ह& *��� ह% O C. 
?��� �� .�J��"	 C. ��� ��  L	�� V�� �ह�� ह% O 50 .�! �� V*��� ��  �� N� ह� 
C� ?��� ��� V���c	 �� .���� ���� ��  �!" �&1 K.� �&*�� �हT �� ��" ह% 
�*..� C� ?��� ��� V���c	 .� �/fA ��! .��  O �	�j� *��ह� !�! *� ��  *����  
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�� C� ?��� ��� V���c	 .� ���I�� ��  �!" �&*�� ���� �� "� ?�0� �+��� ���� 
��� R� O !���� �ह �&*�� ���3 0� �� �हT V ���� C.� ���) .� 50 .�! ��  �� N� 
V* *+.� N� ?��� ��� V���"	 V�� �ह�� ह% ह� ��.� *Pp�� �ह�� ह% O �/p� H� 
Lq.&. ह% �� L��!,.P,� 9� ���*! �� .�J��c	 ��  ��� ��� ह& 9� C. ह��. 
��  L	�� ��Iu ��  J�� .� �हT �s�� �� �! ��r� .����D �� �� � .���� �& �&2� 
sह���� �ह� O �ह ह���� ह&�� �ह� ह+ * * N� ��� ह/1 ह+ O "� �P.�� .���� �� "� 
�P.�� ��Iu �� .���� ��  ��� !�	F� !���� C� ���c	 �& .��E� �� ���� *��� 
ह+ O �. .�J�� �& �P� ���� ��  �!" *& N� �����	 �� ,�����	 �ह� ह% �� *& N� V{R� 
�� �+.� �� .�J�� ��  ���) ह� �. .�J�� �& �P� ���� �� ��� �हT �� �� �ह� ह% 
�.�� c� .����,��ह� �� � .���� ह& �� ��r� .���� �� �� ह&,Q��� �हT *��� ह% 
O ?��� ��� V���c	 ��  �!" �*��� �+.� ���ह" V* ��� ��  L	�� ��r� .����� �.��  
�!" . � �हT ह% O ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,V* ह��. ��  L	�� "� �	N�� ��2� ��  ��� 
��� ह& �ह� ह% O C. ��� ��  �!" ह� �ह �ह .��� ह% �� �ह ?��� ��� V���c	 �� 
��� ह+ ��D�� C. ��� ��  L	�� ��.� � ��.� �हJ.� �� ह� .�! ?��� ��� V���c	 .� 
!&� ���H� �ह�� ह% O !&�D ��  .���� .�J��"	 �ह�� ह% O ��.� *�ह N�2) L��! �� 
.�J�� �ह�� ह+ �& �हT �m �� .�J�� �ह�� ह+,�हT ?��� ��� �Pq�� �� .�J�� 
�ह�� ह%,�& �हT �m �� .�J�� �ह�� ह%,�हT ?��� ��� �Pq�� �� .�J�� �ह�� 
ह%,�हT c!� �H *��� ह% �*..� ��.��D �� q.!� �<�I ह& *��� ह% O C. ?��� �� 
.�J��"	 C. ��� ��  L	�� V�� �ह�� ह% O 50 .�! �� V*��� ��  �� N� ह� C� 
?��� ��� V���c	 �� .���� ���� ��  �!" �&1 K.� �&*�� �हT �� ��" ह% �*..� 
C� ?��� ��� V���c	 .� �/fA ��! .��  O �	�j� *��ह� !�! *� ��  *���� �� C� 
?��� ��� V���c	 .� ���I�� ��  �!" �&*�� ���� �� "� ?�0� �+��� ���� ��� R� O 
!���� �ह �&*�� ���3 0� �� �हT V ���� C.� ���) .� 50 .�! ��  �� N� V* 
*+.� N� ?��� ��� V���"	 V�� �ह�� ह% ह� ��.� *Pp�� �ह�� ह% O �/p� H� Lq.&. ह+ 
�� L��!,.P,� 9� ���*! �� .�J��c	 ��  ��� ��� ह& 9� C. ह��. ��  L	�� 
��Iu ��  J�� .� �हT �s�� �� �! ��r� .����D �� �� � .���� �& �&2� sह���� �ह� O 
�ह ह���� ह&�� �ह� ह+ * * N� ��� ह/1 ह+ O "� �P.�� .���� �� "� �P.�� ��Iu 
�� .���� ��  ��� !�	F� !��� C� ���c	 �& .��E� �� ���� *��� ह+ O �. 
.�J�� �& �P� ���� ��  �!" *& N� �����	 �� ,�����	 �ह� ह% �� *& N� V{R� �� �+.� 
�� .�J�� ��  ���) ह� �. .�J�� �& �P� ���� �� ��� �हT �� �� �ह� ह% �.�� c� 
.����,��ह� �� S� .���� ह& �� ��r� .���� �� �� ह&,Q��� �हT *��� ह% O ?��� ��� 
V���c	 ��  �!" �*��� �+.� ���ह"  V* ��� ��   
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L	�� ��r� .����� �.��  �!" . � �हT ह+ O ��ह� ��*JR�� �� �� ���,��ह� �/*��� 
.���� �� �� ���,��ह� VS� ?��� .���� �� �� ���,��ह� �H�.� .���� �� �� 
���,.��� .����D ��  �/G� �	�
�D �� �ह�	 �� .���� �� V{R� fJR�� ��  V`�� �� 
�� S��� .���� .� �.��  ?��� ��� V��� ��ह� �&2 .� V{R� .ह���� ��ह� ह% O �� S� 
.���� �� �f#I�&) N� ����! ह&�� ���ह" O ��*JR�� �� *ह� �� ��� �& 
��*JR�� ��  �/G� �	
� *� �� ��	� �ह��� �� 1145 ��&H 0��� �� .ह���� ��  �!" "� 
e��� ���� R� O �.��  �. e��� ��  V`�� �� �� S� .���� �� 103 ��&H 0��� �� 
Y��JR� �� ह% O C.� ?��� .� �/*��� �� .���� ��  e��� �� �� ���,��ह� VS� 
?��� �� .���� ��  e��� �� �� ���,�ह "� K.� .�J�� ह+ �� �*.��  ��� �� ह���� 
�f#I�&) ������ V`�� �� V`���� ह&�� ���ह",���� !&�D �& ,��� ��  �!" L��* 
��! .�� ,���� ��  �!" ���� ��! .�� ,��/c	 ��  �!" ���� ��! .��  O !���� V* 
��*JR�� �� * ह� �� ���� ह% �& ��*JR�� �� fJR�� LS� ?���D .� L!� 
ह%,��D�� ��*JR�� ��  L	�� �& ह���� L��!  �H�� �ह�� ह%  9� ह���� N�2) L��! 
�� .	�I �� �ह�� ह+ O L ��*JR�� �� !����� ��.�� .�! N�2) L��! ह% O V* 
!&�D ��  .���� �|�P�� �� �� �& L!� ह%,,��� ��  �!" L��* �� �हT ह%,*�����D 
�& ���� ��  �!" ���� �हT ह+ 9� ���� ��  �!" ���� �हT ह% O  
 
 �2(8�U�� (!� (C�	� 2GR��): ��)� *�,L V� .��E� ���" O  
 
 !� #+
G&� #���: C. .	�I �& �P� ���� ��  �!" ��*JR�� �� .���� �� 
L��! ��ह� ���3 N� �/0 ��" ह% O !���� ��*JR�� ��  ��. �*��� �+.� ह%,�.��  
�ह.� .� ���3 �& ह/� J���� � ��" ह%,!���� �Sह� V	�N �हT �� ��1 ह% O C.�!" 
�� S� .���� �& N� ���ह" �� �ह L��� �f#I�&) �!�� ह/" ��*JR�� .���� �� 
L�`� .� L�`� .ह���� ��� O �% "� ������ ���� ��हP 	��,�ह�	 �� �2 �	
� *� +s� ह/" 
ह%,V� ?`�� �	
� *� .� ��ह" �� V��� �/*��� �� �<�� �& ���� ह%,��*JR�� �� N� 
V� �& ��� �� �<�� ��� O ��*JR�� �� *& N�2) L��! ह% �.�� V� *��*� �& !� O 
�N� �& ?`�� �	
� *� �& ��� V"�� 9� r���� ���� ��! .�� �� O ��*JR�� ��  �/G� 
�	
� *� ����� ��	�-��	� *� �ह� ह%,�<�� �� �ह� ह%, !���� �..� ��� q����,* ����  
��. �+.� ह� �हT ह% O �ह �& �ह!� ह� �ह�� ह%  �� ह���� ��. �+.� �हT ह% O �q� N� �ह 
�&��� �� �ह� ह% O �q� N� ��*JR�� �� .���� �&��� �� �ह� ह%O �% �ह �हT �ह�� 
�� ��*JR�� �� .���� .��� ह� ���  
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�P�� �� �ह� ह+ O �*��� L��! �H� ह/V ह+ 9� N�2) L��! .� *& !&� ���H� ह%,�� 
. �& .ह���� �ह/	�� �& �ह� ह%,!���� �ह �P)30��) .ह���� �ह/	�� �हT �� �ह� ह% O 
��*JR�� �� *+.�-*+.� ������ m �ह� ह% �+.�-�+.� �ह�	 ���� 9� ���� ��  ���� �� 
��d!� m�� *� �ह� ह% O C.�!" .�� �ह��,�� S� .���� '��� ��*JR�� .���� �& 
�P)30��) .ह���� �ह/	��1 *��� ���ह" O V* ��*JR�� �� ������ 45 �jn� �� �ह/	� 
��� ह% O LN� �& L?+! �� �ह��� ह%,�1 9� *P� ��  �ह��� �& LN� ��2 ह% O K.� N�2) 
fJR�� ��  L	�� ��/c	 9� ��/#�D �&,���NS� ?��� �� ��A,��<.�� �������	 *& 
ह&�� ह%,����  ह& *��� �� L	���� ह% O �ह�	 ��  !&� K.� ��<.�� ������D .� ���H� ह& 
�� ���� �/0 ह& *����� O C.�!" ������ �	
� *� V� L��� ����! �f#I�&) 
L����� ह/",������ V`�� ��,L��! �� C. N�2) .�J�� .� ���I�� ��  
�!",��*JR�� .���� �� L�`� .� L�`� .ह����  ��� O �ह� �% V�.� ������ ���� 
��हP 	�� O *��हS� O  
 
 �$.��#�b� '(ह *#O(��� ?���): ������ ��.N�Q�  *�,�% �ह!� V��� 
VN�� Y�A ���� ��ह�� हP 	 �� V��� C. .	������! �/o� �� �/p� &!�� �� L�.� 
?��� ���� O ��S���,V* L��� ��� �� "� ह/� H� NP-N�� L��! ��  .��� ��  
L	��3� V ��� ह% O ��*JR��,�/*���,�H�.�,�Q� ?��� 9� VS� ?��� �� r������ 
*& N�� ह%,�ह C. .�� .P,� ��  .��� .� ?N���� ह% O �� S��� .���� �� .�� �ह�� C. 
��2� �� ��� �s�" ह% O ������ ?`�� �	
� *� �� C. ?��� ��� V��� �� �/��!� 
���� ��  �!" .ह���� �� ���Y���� V¤��� ���� ह+ 9� .P,� �� .�J�� �� ����� 
,&*�� ��  �!" .N� ��*����� �!D �� "� ��]I� N� /!�1 ह% O ��!�� ��N�� �� 
���/d� ���� 9� ���� N�*�� �� Y��JR� �� ह+ 9� �/p� ��[��. ह+ �� �� S� .���� 
C. ���� �� ह� .	N� ?��. ����� O  
 
 �ह&��,�% C. ��2� �� �&1 ��*����� N�2) �हT ���� ��ह�� हP 	 *+.��� ���� 
ह/� .� .�{R�D �� ��" O �ह&��,���� ��S��� ह+ �� C. ��� �� ��-.b���,NP-.b��� 
9� ,��* .b��� �� �&1 LN�� �हT �ह� ह% O *!-.b��� �� N� �&1 LN�� �हT ह+ 
9� �.�! ��  �<.� �� ?�/� ��
� �� �.�� ह&�� ह%,!���� �q� N� ��u ��  ���D �� 
V� !&�D �& ���� ��  �!" ���*! N� ��!g` �हT ह& ���� ह% O �ह&��,�% ����� हP 	 �� 
1[�� �� C. �� �&1 �&2 �हT ह+ O L�� �हT �&2 ह+ �& ह���� *!-?	`� �� ह+ O L�� 
*!-?	`� �� c� s�� .� Q��� ���� ��� ह&��,����2�� * ��� V*�� ह/V,�& 
�ह fJR�� ��{�� ह� �हT ह&�� O  
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 ��S���,* �% ��Z�Ru R� �& ./��� R�  �� �	�� �& �&��� .� ��!��� �� 
�&*�� � �ह� ह%,!���� �ह �& �हT ��,�1 �हT �H� �dI� ��	�-��	� �� *& ��!� R�, 
���!��	 R�,F&I�-�&I� �����	 RT,�ह N� .P, ��T O V* ���fJR�� �ह ह+ �� �.�� 
��  �<.� �� * ��* ���. ह&�� ह+ �& �m .� ��ह� �& ह&�� ह� ह%,ह/�Pd� *! N� 
ह�� .�/� �� �!� *��� ह% �*.� ह� �&�  �हT ���� 9� C. ��ह ��  L��! �� fJR�� 
�+�� ह& *��� ह% O C. ���� �� ./���&�*� �	� .� ���3 ह&�� ���ह" R� O �ह&��,���� 
.���� �& ./p�� ह+ �� *!-?	`� ��  �!" .�R3� ?�^� ह&�� ���ह" O �% �� ./�� ह+ �� 
��*JR�� �� !&�D �� ?�^� �� ��  ��	�D �� �1 ���!�D �& ��!��� "� F&I� �&I� 
��� ह� �� ह% O L�� C. ��ह ��  ?��. हD�� �& �% .�p�� हP 	 �� ��� �� *! �� ��1 
LN�� �हT �ह��� O C.�!" .���� �& C. ���� �� ���� ��� ��� �s��� ���ह" 9� 
����2�� ��I�-��j ��  ���3 �� Q��� ��" *��� ���ह" O LN� .���� �� �/ F ��� 
�s�" ह% O �/*��� .���� �� �1 ���!��	 ���� 9� �+� j+� ���� �� *& ��� ह�R �� 
�!�� ह%,�ह ���Y���� J�� �� ���� *��� ���ह" O  
 
 �ह&��,�P.�� "� ,�. �� �% �ह �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� ��� ��  �� ��N�� 
'��� "� H� �!� ���3 ह/V ह% O �% �� ����2�� ��� ?��� �� ��,� ह+ �� *ह�	 L�F� 
*��� ह%,�ह�	 H� N��� .	G�� �� �P�� �!EI. ��  ��H !�� ��" ह% O �ह&��,�ह ��H *��� 
��  L	�� .� ���� �& ह/� ��*�  .� ,T��� ह+ 9� *��� �� ��I� !��! ���	�� ���� 
�!� *��� ह+ O ��L.!,C. ��ह ��  ��HD �� V�[���� C. ��� �� ह+ ह� �हT O �ह ��H 
�& VJ$��!��,j�{!� ��  �!�! ��!� "���� �� !��" *��� ह% O ���� ����� ह% �� C. 
��� .� �P�� �!EI. �& ,^� ���� *��� ���ह" 9� �. �� *�ह F������,q!��� 
��.� ��  !��" *��� ���ह" O �P	�� .�� �� ह+,C.�!" �% L��� �� .��E� ���� ह/" 
V� �& `S���� ���� हP 	 �� V� �� &!�� ��  �!" .�� ���� O  
 
 !� ��
��* �D��<�(�Q� ?���): ��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�% V� �� ह/� VN��� 
हP 	 ��  �/p� &!�� ��  �!" .�� ���� O �ह&��,� ह ]��� �� ��2� ह+ 9� �/p� .	��ह ह% 
�� V� �� घ	I� *d�� * *�"�� 9� V� �ह��� �� .�� ह& ��� O C.�!" �% �&-
��� ����I ��ह�� हP 	 9� V� �& r���� ��!�q �हT �P	�� O  
 
 �ह&��,V* *& .�� �� ]��� �� ��2� ह+,�. �� �/p� �ह���� 	��� �� 
�	�� ����£ ��� ��� V�� ह+ O 	��� �P �� ��	 �� �	��� “./*!��” .� �/0 �� R� O �. 
��� �� ह� ./*!�£ .� �/0 ह&�� “�	�� ����£” �� V�� ह% 9� �ह�� ह%,./*!�£ 
./q!�£,�!�� ���!�£ O “ !���� V* �ह .�� 9� �P�� ��� ]����/� ह&�� N��� 
���� �� �. 0� �� ��q ��, �ह� ह+ �*.� ह� “./*!�£” �ह� ���� R� O  
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 �ह&��,�ह ��2� ]����� ह+ 9� �% ����� हP 	 �� .�� �� ���,.�� ��� घ	I� .� 
*& ��� �! �ह� ह%,�ह ���R3� �हT ह&�� fd� .�R3� ह&�� O �.�� .� �1 .��� 
�ह^��P)3 ��� �ह� V"	�� O ह� ������ ��!� !&� �हT ह+,ह� �b��� ���� ह% �� C. 
.	�I �& ह� ��� �I� ���� O  

 "� �� �� ���� .<N�z� ह+ �� �ह *& �� �2 �	
� �� ?N�� !��� .���� +s+ 
ह/" ह%,\� ./	�� !�! *� �I��,�� ���� H� N�1 ह%,�% ���� F&I� N�1 हP 	 9� ह� �&�D "� 
ह� �ह� �� ,"� ह� �ह.�! �� ,"� ह� �*!� ��  �ह�� ��!� ह% O ?��� �& ,+� ह/� H� ह+ 
!���� ह� "� ह� ��	� ��  �ह�� ��!� ह% 9� C��� F��� �� �!�� �� ,�!�� ��  ह� H� 
ह/" 9� C� .�J��c	 �& �� N� *���� ह%,�% *���� हP 	 9� �/p� ��� ह+ �� �� ��� ����,�� 
.D����,����� ����� !���� ��ह� C��� घ� ह& �� ���� घ� ह&,V��� घ� ह& ������ 
��.N�Q  �ह&�� �� V��� .� ��.� �� ����. ह&,V* ��*JR��,�Q� 
?���,�/*���,V	� ?���,C� ?���D ��  .��	�D ��  *�ह-*�ह I��!q&� V�� ह%,�<H-
�<H �� �� V�� ह% 9� �� ह�.� �.q3  "� �� �ह�� ह% �� V��� *& .�	.� ���` 
ह%,�.�� .� �/ F �+.� �� ���*" ���� ���� ��  ���� �� Y��JR� ह& *�" O �� ह�.� ���� ��  
�!" �+.� ��	��� ह%,�!�� ��  V�� ह% 9� * ह� ���& �+.� ���� ह%,J����� ���� �� 
�� ���� ह% �& �� �q� ह�.� �PF�� ह% �� .�ह,�ह � �� .%��� ह&�� V *�"�� 
���� ह���� �ह�	 ��� �! *�"O "� �& �% .���� .� �ह ��हP 	��,�I�� *� .� N� ��हP 	�� 
�� R&H� C. ���� �� .&��� ��  �/ F ����� �� !�,�<�� *� .� ����� �� !� �� 
L�� ���� ��  �!" ह� !&�D �� �/ F �+.� ���� ह+ �& �.�& �&��  �हT,�ह 0��  
�हT,C.�� R&H� Q��� �,� ��D�� �! ह� L��! ह/1 ह%,ह/� H� L��! ह/1 ह%,LI! 
*� �� L��! �� ह+ 9� .��� ��� .� �SहD�� �ह� ह+ �� .��� ��!�� ��  .ह���� ��� O 
��.N�Q�  �ह&��,�P	�� V��� J�	� ह/� .��� ��� �ह� ह%,�/*��� �� �& �% J�	� 
ह&�� V�� हP 	,12 ���3 �& �हT R�,��*�&I �� ����[� �%�� L��� V	,D .� ��,�,V�� 
ह� �%�� .�& .P��� N� ���� O �&�!��	 �! �/�� RT �ह�	 ��,���� ��  �!" !&� �� �/��  
R� 9� VS�&!� �! �ह� R� O �% ��.� N� .���� �� L	�/!� �s��� ��  �!" �&1 N� 
����� L��� ��q .� �हT �0	 ��,!���� �% �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� C� �y�D �� ����� 
���� *��� ���ह" O �<� .���� �/J� R�,�<� ./J� R�,C. �� �& F&H ���*"�� 
!���� �/ F ��!��� ��  ह���� ���. ��� ह%,C. �� *0� ह��& ����� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 
�� V��� *& �+.� V	�I� ���� ह+ ��r�D �& �ह ���& ���� *��� ���ह" O �% �Q� 
?��� �� ह� q&�. ����  �� �0	  �& ���� �I�� *� �/p.�  
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L.ह�� �हT हD��,�Sह� ,/� �& ��� ह%,���� ����  ��. N� ह%,�Q� ?��� �� V�.� .P,� 
��  �!" *& �/ ! �+.� ��	�� �ह 361.60 ��&H ��	�� 9� V��� �/ ! 39 ��&H ���� O ��� 
�हT �ह �ह�	 �ह/ 	���� �हT �ह/	��,�% �हT *����,.���� �& ��!� N� .ह� �� �हT 
��D�� V	�I� ���� L!� ��* ह% 9� �.�& �� ���� L!� ��* ह% O �ह N���ह�� 
�ह�	 �� ह%,�% !b�-�<H� �!J I �हT ���� ��ह�� !���� �Q� ?��� ��  �/ ! 7 �*!D �� 
�	N�� fJR�� ह% 9� �� 7 �*!� ह%- ��&�,H����,p�/V,`��,���.��,ह&�	����,����/� 
O ह&�	���� �*!� .� ह���� �� �2 �	
� ,/� �/��� !H�� V�� ह% O *ह�	 �� C. L��! 
�� ?��-F��� �� ह� !&� *� �ह� ह+,�. ?��-F��� �� L�� �% �!JI �P	�� �Q� ?��� 
.���� �� c� .�,�*..� J��	 �� �2 �	
� *� .ह�� हD��,�& �ह ह&�� ह% 27 �*!D �� ह% 
C. �A N� 9� �*��� ��� ह&�� *�"�� �ह F��� 9� !b� ह&�� �!� *�"��, m�� 
�!� *�"�� O ��� ह� �हT *���,�हT ���� �& ह��& ह/� ��������D �� .� �/*��� �H��� 
O �% �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� 27 �ह.�!� 9� 7 �*!� �R� 3240 ��	� �& .P,� �� �	N�� ���I 
�� ह% 9� ह� !&� �ह�	 �� �/ F �� �हT �� �ह� ह%O  
 
 ���� �&-��� F&I�-F&I� ./p�� ह+ �� �� V� ����� �� !��*"�� O �ह L?+! 
�� �ह��� ह+ 9� LN� N�2) �{���	 V�� ��!� ह%,V���  ��. �<.� �� �P�� ��N�� 
ह%,�<.� ��N�� �� *& N� V���  ��3����,L�`���� �� g�P�&>� k. +s� ह/" ह%,*�� ��.� 
V� ����� �� !��*" 9� �P�B�/��� !��C" �� � �ह�	 �� ��� ह& .��� ह% O 
�P���/��� L�� V��� �हT !���� �& !P .� !&� ���� �/0 ह& *�"	�� �ह�� 9� ��� 
?��� ��  �हJ.� �� 9� ह� ���� ��  ���� �& �H� ह� �ह� ह% O LAP � .� !�� ��.b� ��  
�� �� V��& L�/��� !�� !��� ���ह" �� �ह�	-�ह�	 L��! ह& .��� ह+ 9� ��.b� 
.� !��� ���3 �ह��� �� V��& C. �� �� *������ ह& *��� ���ह" �� �ह�	-�ह�	 
V�� �m �� .	N����"	 ह& .��� ह% O  
 
 L�� V� C. �� R&H� .� ����� ���� �� �� �� ��� �& �% .�p�� हP 	 �� V� 
r���� S��� �� .�� �� O "� ��* 9� �% V�.� �हP	 �� �Q� ?��� �� "� Y�fA ह% O 
V� N� ���� ��� *���� ह%,V� �ह�	 ��  �/G��	
� �ह �/��  ह% O "� Y�fA ह% *& V* 
�ह�	 �� �Q� ?��� .���� ��  *! .!�ह��� ह% O ���� ��� ह% jl.\lq O �SहD�� ���� 
��   �
 �� ह/� H� ��� ���� ह+ O C.  �
 �� ���� ह/� ��!fg`��	 ह% O �Q�  
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?��� ��  �/G��	
� J�	� .�q� . �lI� ��  ���!� �� K�.�I3 ह% O V� N� *���� ह%,�% N� 
*���� हP 	,�/���� *���� ह+ C. ��* �& O LN� ��F!� ���D �� ����� �� �" R� �& ���& 
"� ����2 C��� C. �� ��  �!" ���� ��� �� ���� �� .�J�� .� !H�� ��  �!" 
*�*���) �+��� ���� �� �Q� ?��� ��  �/G��	
� �� ह/� �ह^��P)3 ��� ���� ह+ �% 
������ ���� ��ह�� हP 	y  � V� C� .��� ��D �� ����� ��� O  
 
 �ह&��,L �% L	��� �� �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 O ���� ��. ह/� ह+ �ह�� �& !���� 
.�� �� .��� ह% O �% "� ������ �� �P	 V�.� �� *& ह%j �	� .P, �" ह%,���& ����*3 
���� ��  �!" �&1 �&*�� ह+ V���  ��.? �P.�� *& �/	 " .P, �" ह%,���� 9� C���  �*!� 
�� j�m !�, �/	 " ह%,�j� �+d. j�m !�, ह% O ह� �&�D ��3 .� �ह�� R� �� ह���� �*!� �� 
j�m !�, �/ "	 ह% O �� j�m !�, �/	 " .P, �" ह% O L�� V� �ह�	 �P�+! j�!��� �� ह%j 
�	� j�!��� �& 800 q�I �� ���� �हT ह% O  ��!�� �� +dI �� 800 q�I ���� .� ���� 
���!��� 9� �ह ह&�� .ldI� �lI�,����� ���� ह&�� 9� �ह ���� ��  ��� �� �हT ह+ 
O V� �ह�	 C	J$��	. �� �� ��.�� �� �/ c	 �& ���� .� N��� � �/0 �� �� O C. �� 
?��	` !��C" 9� �P.�� 9� �हT  ��.�� ह%j �	�D .� ,P	I� �� ��ह +! � �	̀ �� !� 
*�"	 O C.��  �!" *�� ��� �.�� .� �,��!� ���� ��  �!" ���W� �� ���*"�� O  
 
 �ह&��,L �% L	��� �� �ह�� V��& `S���� ���� ��ह�� हP 	 O V�.� 3 
��*� ��	�� �1 ह%-qP j,q	 j 9� q<j� O �� 3 ��*� ��	�� �1 ह% O C��& *d�� ���*"�� O 
C��& �&��� �� O *ह�	 ��! .� *� .��� ह&,��! �!�C",*ह�	 �P.�� �&1 $�	.�&IW�� 
ह& .��� ह+,�.�� C	�*�� ���" O���� �& �&��" �� O L�� ���� 0�� �� �& ह���� ��/ 
`� �� ह/� �/�.�� ह&�� O �% �Q� ?��� ��  �/G��	
� �& C. �� ��  �!" `S���� 
���� हP 	 �� * ��.� �ह� ��� �� ��हP 	 �� NP.� �ह� *� �ह� ह% �& �/G��	
� �� H� ��! 
����  �ह� �� ��*JR�� �� N� L��! ह%,��/ �� �ह� ह%, V	, �P	� !��*"�� 9� ���� 
�& *��� ���*"�� 9� �.��  �!" �SहD�� J���� �� �� �� O  

 �	
� *�,�/p� V�.� "� ����2 ������ ���� ह% O L�� V� C. ���!� ��  
R&H� �	N���� .� ����� ��� C. c� Q��� ����,�& �% V��� ह/� VN�� ���P	�� O 
�ह&��,LN� �� ?+f�I. �ह R� �� ?��� .���� V�� �ह�� R� �� ह���� �ह�	 
.P,� ह%,ह���� �ह�	 �m ह% O �� �� ����  V� L��� �l��I]�� .+! �� Y��JR� ����  
�PF�� �/0 ���" �� ��� fJR�� ह+ V���  ?��� �� O V� � �ह! ����� ? ��d!� � 
�ह! ����� ? L�� ��d!� �ह! �हT ����� 9�  �हT .� .����� V�� �� V� 
C	�*�� ���� �ह��� �& ह� !&� �!p�� �!� *�"	�� O C. ��H� �� �&1 L	� �हT ह+ O  
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��.� N� ��r� ��  ��� �� �% �� �हT ���� ��ह�� O �%�� C. �� �/ F �	fA��	 �!,� ह% O 
���� ���� �� �&-��� �	fA��	 �हT V���  |ह� �� �ह *�"	 O �%�� �ह� ह+ �� – 

 

  .����� �H� �� &!� 

  *��/� .� N&��! .�, 

  !� �/ � ���� !�� �/*��� 

   * ��HD �� F�! .� O  

   �&  

   �s& .�� ��  ���, 

   .	N�!& �J
 

   9� L ,/! ��  

   !H& L��! .� O 
  
�% �ह �ह� हP 	 �� L��! .� !H�� �� .�� L V ��� ह+ O �% ह/� �h���P�3� �ह �ह� 
हP 	 ��:  
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� *� �� �ह/	���� ��ह�� हP 	 O  
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9� C. .�� ��  ��Q�� .� ��� �� *��� �� �ह/	���� ��ह�� हP 	 9� ������ ���� 
��ह�� हP 	 �� V� * V.� �� ह% �& ह� ��� �& V[�J� ���� ��ह�� ह%  �� �ह .�� 
.&�� ह/V .�� �हT ह+,�ह .��ह !�����ह !&�D �� .�� �हT ह+ O �ह .�� 
V[�fJ�  ���� ��!� .�� ह% O �ह .�� *��� �� ��H� 9� *��� ��  qq&!D .� 
�P)3��� L��� ह+ 9� ह� C. !H�1 �& �ह�	 .� �/0  ���� ��ह�� ह% O CSहT �g�D ��  
.�R �% V��& `S���� ���� हP 	 O  

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA (Assam): Thank you, Mr. Vice-

Chairman, Sir, for giving me this opportunity to associate myself with the 

sufferings of the people because of the drought in various parts of the 

country. I represent the North-Eastern Region, which is the other way round. 

It is a flood-affected area. We have surplus water, and very rarely we face 

drought. I am incompetent to suggest to the Government about the specific 

measures. What I would suggest and request the Government is that adequate 

relief and rehabilitation measures should be taken immediately. 

Sir, from my experience, I would say that we must have a rescue force 

from the Central Government. Every time we have to depend on the State 

Government. We supply relief materials, but so far as the rescue operation is 

concerned, both during floods and drought, there should be a mobile rescue 

force on which we can rely, which can rush to the spots where they are 

required, on which we can rely because special assistance is required for 

particular areas. This force should be able to assist in transport of water from 

water-surplus areas, or flood-affected areas to drought-affected areas.' Also, 

most of the forces, including the Army, deployed in rescue operations during 

flood situations, are afraid of taking up these operations because of 

inexperience. Therefore, for both these purposes, we must have a specific 

rescue teams of experts and the workforce with the Central Government to 

meet these kinds of situations. We are facing this problem because of global 

warming and we will have to face it more and more because it is just the 

beginning. I would request the Government to take adequate steps so that we 

can face any such situation in the future. 
 

 �2(8�U�� (!� (C�	� 2GR��): L��! �� *& Ld����!� ��� ���� R� �ह 
.��E� �� *��� ह% O  

 !� ��"+8�\ �.2�#��: .�,C. �� ��E!�1 �! ��  �!"  �,� *�"  
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�,L��� *�� �! .�� �� 
���� O �� �2 �	
�,,&��� "	� �I.� �Pd � ���� �� L��� �AY� .�� ��  �I! �� �,��� O 
������ .�J�,C. .		` �� J�#I���) �! �PF .��� ह% O  

STATEMENT BY MINISTER 

Price policy for copra for 2000 Season and price policy for raw jute for 

2000-2001 season 

THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI SUNDER LAL 

PATWA): Sir, I lay a statement on the Table of the House regarding price 

policy for copra for 2000 season and price policy for raw jute for 2000-2001 

season. [Placed in Library See No. LT 1703/00] 
 

 �2(8�U�� (!� (C�	� 2GR��): .�� �� ���3��1 �! /'���,26 
L?+!,2000 �& 11.00 *� �� ��  �!" JR��� �� *��� ह% O  

The House then adjourned at twenty-eight minutes past Eight of the 

clock, till eleven of the clock,   on Wednesday, the 26th April, 2000 
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